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Abstract

Mode of Action-Based Variation Risk Identification

Physical variation in mechanical products is always present. If not managed
well, the variation may impact customer satisfaction and safety, and cause loss of
profit for the manufacturer. This thesis contributes to the area of variation risk
management, especially the field of identifying variation risk, i.e., identification
of areas in the product where variation is likely to appear and where it will impact
customer satisfaction negatively and significantly.

Most current literature focuses on top-down variation risk identification ap-
proaches, especially in static assemblies. This has led to a dearth of tools for
identifying and prioritizing variation risk in highly integrated, moving mecha-
nisms with multiple structural states, i.e., with shifting interfaces.

Based on mode-of-action descriptions, this thesis contributes two sets of de-
sign support for designers working in the early stages of the product develop-
ment process, i.e., the conceptual and early embodiment design stage. The first
set of design support consists of the Variation Effects and Aspects of Mode of Action
(VEAMoA) theory, which explains 1) how variation will be present and propagate
in the physical aspects of how a mechanical product works (the mode of action),
2) a modeling language for communicating and clarifying the mode of action,
and 3) an approach for identifying the variation issues and behavior-critical in-
terfaces. The second set of design support consists of the Mode of Action (MoA)
Complexity theory explaining how 1) variation accumulates according to the com-
plexity of the mode of action of the product, i.e., in the most active bodies and
structural state transitions of the product, 2) a metric for quantitatively com-
paring and estimating in which bodies and structural states transitions variation
will accumulate and thus be most likely, and 3) an approach for calculating the
metric.

The VEAMoA design support increases the certainty of finding the most be-
havior-critical interfaces, while the MoA Complexity design support increases the
certainty of finding the most variation-prone interfaces. Together, the two de-
sign support sets increase the certainty of identifying variation risk in the early
stages of the product development process. This will contribute to increasing
the certainty of variation risk management and consequently increasing product
robustness, quality and customer satisfaction.
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Resumé

Virkemådebaseret Variationsrisikoidentifikation

Fysisk variation er altid tilstede i mekaniske produkter. I sidste ende kan denne
variation have indflydelse på kundens tilfredshed og sikkerhed, og føre til tabt
fortjeneste hos producenten, hvis ikke det håndteres tilstrækkeligt og rettidigt.
Denne afhandling bidrager til variationsrisikoledelse, særligt indenfor variations-
risikoidentifikation, dvs. identifikation af områder i produktet, hvor variation er
sandsynlig, og hvor det vil forringe kundetilfredsheden væsentligt.

Eksisterende litteratur fokuserer hovedsageligt på top-down tilgange til varia-
tionsrisiko-identifikation, og særligt på statiske mekaniske samlinger. Dette har
medført en mangel på værktøjer i praksis, der kan understøtte identifikationen
og prioriteringen af variationsrisici i integrerede, bevægelige mekanismer med
flere strukturelle tilstande, dvs. med skiftende interfaces.

Baseret på beskrivelser af produkters virkemåde bidrager denne afhandling
med to sæt af designunderstøttelse til designerer, der arbejder i de tidlige faser
af produktudviklingsprocessen, dvs. i den konceptuelle og den tidlige del af den
legemliggørende produktudviklingsfase.

Det første designunderstøttelsessæt består af teorien om Variationseffekter og
Virkemådeaspekter (på engelsk forkortet VEAMoA), der forklarer 1) hvordan vari-
ation vil være tilstede og forplante sig i de fysiske aspekter af mekaniske produk-
ters virkemåde; 2) et modelleringssprog for at klarlægge og kommunikere me-
kaniske produkters virkemåde; samt 3) en tilgang til identifikation af variations-
problemer og kontaktflader, der er kritiske for produktets tiltænkte opførsel. Det
andet designunderstøttelsessæt består af teorien om Virkemådekompleksitet, der
forklarer, 1) hvordan variation akkumuleres i produktet i forhold til virkemådens
kompleksitet, dvs. ved de mest aktive elementer og strukturelle tilstandsovergan-
ge; 2) en score for kvantitativt at kunne sammenligne og estimere i hvilke ele-
menter og strukturelle tilstandsovergange at variation vil akkumuleres og være
mest sandsynlig; samt 3) en tilgang for at beregne denne score.

VEAMoA-designunderstøttelsen øger visheden om at finde de kontaktflader,
der er mest kritiske for produktets tiltænkte adfærd, mens Virkemådekompleksi-
tets-designunderstøttelsen øger visheden om at finde de mest variationsdispone-
rede kontaktflader. Tilsammen øger de to designunderstøttelser visheden i vari-
ationsrisikoidentifikationen i de tidlige produktudviklingsfaser. Dette vil bidrage
til en mere pålidelig variationsrisikoledelse, og dermed en forøgelse af produk-
ternes robusthed og kvalitet, samt kundens tilfredshed på længere sigt.
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Preface

“It is quite true what philosophy says; that life must be understood back-
wards. But then one forgets the other principle: that it must be lived
forwards. Which principle, the more one thinks it through, ends exactly
with the thought that temporal life can never properly be fully under-
stood precisely because I can at no instant find complete rest in which to
adopt the position: backwards.”

— Søren Kierkegaard

While Kierkegaard talks about the ability to find rest for fully viewing and un-
derstanding life in hindsight, this thesis is indeed a reflection of the last three
years that constitute the process of my PhD project and draws the greater picture
of the research, setting the work and outcomes into a context and overarching
argumentation. This is a paper-based thesis, and therefore it describes the com-
mon thread of the scientific papers that have been produced as a result of the
project. Writing this thesis has given me the opportunity to have a time of ‘rest’
to contemplate my project and put together the pieces of the puzzle.

A research project, no matter how well it is planned, will always have to be
done forwards—the researcher has to plan to the best of his or her abilities, then
adapt and make decisions based on the incoming results. The box of the jig saw
puzzle may have a picture on the front cover, but when the individual pieces are
crafted and put together, a slightly different (and often better) picture appears.
The picture emerges when looking back and reflecting, and, by doing so, the re-
searcher improves for future projects.

A tongue-twister came to my mind while writing this thesis: Designers design
designs, while design researchers design how designers design designs. To be able
to operate in the field of engineering design research, it has been essential to
learn how all three levels work: the design, the designers, and design research.
Therefore, this project has been done in close collaboration with Novo Nordisk,
giving a unique opportunity for studying designers and design in detail. My
time at DTU, in our section of Engineering Design and Product Development, has
granted me the opportunity to learn about the last level: design research. It has
truly been a pleasure to learn about, navigate, and integrate the three levels and
their interactions, and in working on this project I have developed as a person,
designer, and researcher.

I hope that you will enjoy reading the thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the PhD project with the problem description and the
state of the art. From this, the resulting aim and scope of the project is defined,
including the research questions and hypothesis that were used to guide the re-
search. The DTU-Novo Nordisk Collaboration is introduced, and the structure of
the thesis is laid out.

1.1 Problem Description and Research Motivation

Variation negatively affects product quality and customer satisfaction. Therefore,
it must be addressed properly during the product development process. Identify-
ing where and when in the final product that variation may be particularly prob-
lematic is crucial for the following management process. The following explains
the link between robustness and product quality, variation risk management, and
identification of the so-called key characteristics.

1.1.1 Robustness and Product Quality

Variation is always present in the manufacturing of physical products [1]. An om-
nipresent issue in the production of mechanical products is the impact of random
variation (geometrical and otherwise physical) on the quality of the products de-
livered. Seen from the customers’ perspective, variation in the products leads to
unsatisfying product performance or even complete in-market failures [2]. This
impacts the manufacturer through customer complaints, refunds, and damage of
brand perception [3]. Variation-related issues typically lead to increased costs
for the manufacturer. They can lead to higher production costs in the form of
tighter tolerances leading to increased quality measurements, higher scrap rates,
and more precise tools, and they can lead to higher development costs in the
form of milestone delays, change requests and more development iterations, and
increasing lead time for product development. [4].

Geometrical variation means that parts produced each deviate from the nom-
inal specification to a certain degree. This often leads to non-conformance with
the specified tolerances. This is categorized as product deficiency. Juran [5]

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

stated that “product deficiencies are in all cases sources of customer dissatisfac-
tion,” so variation leads to a reduction of quality.

Robust design is a widely acknowledged way of reducing the impact of vari-
ation on the final product performance. Designing robust products means de-
signing products that are unambiguous, predictable, and have a low sensitivity
towards (geometrical) variation [2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Taguchi [6] introduced both
robust design as a field and the idea that quality loss takes place as soon as per-
formance deviates from the specified nominal product performance, rather than
simply non-conformance of the parts with the geometrical specification. This
introduced the notion that geometrical variation and performance variation are
linked, but not the same [6]. Therefore, a higher degree of robustness in a prod-
uct leads to less performance variation, which leads to lower product quality loss.

The uncertainty in the early stages of the product development process im-
pacts the development cost as well as the final product quality [11, 12, 13, 14].
The tendency in engineering design research, especially in recent years, has
therefore been to front-load activities to the early stages of the product develop-
ment process. In the early stages, the cost of re-designing is much less than in the
later stages [15]. The link between project progression, certainty, and costs has
been known for many years [16] and is also commonly accepted in robustness-
related literature (e.g., [17, 18, 19]). Similarly, if the variation-related issues
of the product design can be dealt with early on and in an efficient and certain
manner, the final product will be of higher quality, and the product development
process will be more efficient overall, and therefore less costly [17].

Cases where variation had not been properly accounted for include the igni-
tion switch case in the GM Cobalt [2, 20] and the Toyota gas pedal case [21, 22].
In both cases, variation ultimately resulted in the death of customers. For the
ignition switch case, 30 million vehicles were recalled, while 4 million vehicles
were recalled as a consequence of the faulty gas pedal.

1.1.2 Managing Variation Risk

It is well accepted that particularly the uncertainty in the early stages of product
development are crucial for achieving robustness, and thus impacting develop-
ment cost as well as the final product quality [17]. Variation risk management
(VRM) [17] is a framework for addressing variation risk, and it consists of the
following activities: Variation Risk Identification, Assessment, and Mitigation. In
the same way that general risk is described as the likelihood of an event com-
pared to the impact (consequence) of the event [23], we regard variation risk as
the likelihood of variation compared to the impact of variation.

1.1.3 Identifying Variation Risk

In the variation risk identification stage, the focus of the variation risk assess-
ment stage is defined. In practice, this means that the product development
team has to identify which interfaces to analyze regarding the expected varia-
tion (tolerance analysis). This is done by identifying the part key characteristics
(part KCs), which are the features of the parts of the product that are likely to
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vary, and whose variation has a great impact on the functional performance of
the product. They are typically found by decomposing the product or system key
characteristics, and identifying the main influencing sub-assembly KCs and next,
the part KCs. This decomposition mapping is referred to as variation flowdown
or KC flowdown.

Thornton [17] defined key characteristics as

A key characteristic is a quantifiable feature of a product or its as-
semblies, parts, or processes whose expected variation from target
has an unacceptable impact on the cost, performance, or safety of the
product.

This definition is the starting point of understanding variation risk in this thesis.
The outcome of the variation risk identification stage is the KCs and the vari-

ation flowdown, and seeks to answer the question: where does the variation risk
originate from?

Identification of Key Characteristics If all key characteristics are not found
initially, then new ones will appear during the variation risk assessment stage,
leading to more iterations of the variation risk identification and assessment pro-
cess. This lowers the efficiency of the development process. In order to identify
part key characteristics with more certainty, the identification and prioritization
of variation-prone interfaces and function-critical interfaces must be done with
more certainty as well, since they are the main components of the key character-
istics.

In literature, key characteristics are typically found via a top-down approach,
breaking down the required product functionalities [17, 24, 25, 26] or properties
[27, 28, 29, 30] and identifying the responsible part- and feature characteris-
tics, the resulting geometrical constraints [19], and even sensitivities [18]. Some
approaches focus specifically on translating the customer needs into key charac-
teristics [31, 32]. Several authors focus on management and their application in
the product development (especially for tolerance allocation) (e.g., [33, 34]), or
in manufacturing and quality control (e.g., [35, 26]). Generally, key character-
istics are used as indicators for ensuring customer satisfaction, in many different
contexts [36].

Several sources of inspiration or information for identifying the key charac-
teristics are suggested, such as requirement documents, interface requirements,
failure modes, manufacturing requirements, customer complaints and warranty
data, and quality plans and reports [17], which seek to support the knowledge
about the severity of variation for the user, the embodiment of the design, and
the variation expected from production. These elements need to be compared by
the product development team during the KC identification process.

1.1.4 Assessing and Mitigating Variation Risk

The variation risk assessment and mitigation stages follow the variation risk iden-
tification stage and are consequently affected by the certainty of the identification
stage.
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Variation Risk Assessment In the variation risk assessment stage, the variation
risk is quantified, analyzing the expected variation from different sources (mainly
manufacturing and assembly) and modeling how this influences the functional
performance of the product. This is typically done by tolerance analysis, where
the impact of the allowable variation on the geometrical targets is assessed [17].
Cost estimations are also included to balance the cost of variation compared (in
production and in market) with the cost of correcting the variation (in produc-
tion) [25, 26, 37, 38].

The outcome of the variation risk assessment stage is a quantified estimation
of the variation risk in terms of cost and functional performance degradation.
This stage seeks to answer the question: how much will the variation risk impact?

Variation Risk Mitigation In the variation risk mitigation stage, the variation
risk is sought to be reduced [17]. This can be done by several means in pro-
duction [35, 37, 39], but can also be done during the design of the product
[7, 10, 40, 41]. The latter is of interest in this project. In this stage, the prod-
uct is sought to be designed robustly. Taguchi [6] suggested three levels (steps)
where the variation can be reduced:

1. System Design. Here major changes of the product are needed, since the
product structure needs to be reconsidered for reducing the impact of vari-
ation. This typically involves a (partial) change of the concept.

2. Parameter Design. In this level, the parameters of the parts are optimized
in order to achieve a lower sensitivity towards variation, thus a higher de-
gree of robustness. This requires some changes to the product design, even-
though conceptually the design stays the same.

3. Tolerance Design. As a last resort, the tolerances (the allowable variation)
of the individual part are tweaked where necessary so that the product
performance varies less. This involves the fewest changes to the product
design, since the variation risk mitigation is transferred to the production.

The outcome of the variation risk mitigation stage during the product devel-
opment process is the identification and implementation of mitigiation strategies,
often in the form of a new, more robust design or production control strategies.
This stage seeks to answer: How can the variation risk be reduced?

In order to properly mitigate the variation issues that might occur in a de-
sign, the variation risk has to have been assessed with certainty and thoroughly
identified.

1.1.5 Variation Risk Management in Practice

The process of variation risk identification and assessment in practice has been
observed (in Study A — [42]) to follow this pattern: 1. communicate and un-
derstand design, 2. pre-evaluate variation risk, 3. prioritize interfaces (tolerance
calculation tasks), 4. perform tolerance calculations, and 5. evaluate variation
risk. (See Figure 1.1).
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A tolerance analysis expert or specialist may also be involved in the variation
risk identification and assessment process. This person is hereafter referred to as
the tolerance expert in this thesis. The role of the tolerance expert is to supervise
and support the variation management and the tolerance analysis work of the
development projects, but he or she is not necessarily part of the mechanical
product development team. Therefore, the tolerance expert has to be introduced
efficiently to the product design at hand.

Figure 1.1: Swim-lane diagram illustrating the variation risk identification and
assessment process.

Consequences of Postponement of VRM Unfortunately, the variation risk iden-
tification and assessment process is done rather late in the design process, typi-
cally just before product development project milestones. Due to the very slow
and inefficient nature of tolerance analysis work, many engineers see it as a
daunting task, [43]. Postponing the variation risk management to later stages of
the product development process makes it more difficult for the product devel-
opment team to make the required changes in the product, since the product will
already have reached a certain level of maturity. This means that the designers
must depend largely on Taguchi’s Level 2 (Parameter Design) and Level 3 (Toler-
ance Design) mitigation strategies during the development process, i.e., making
minor tweaks on the design, hoping that they will add up in the end, rather than
making use of Level 1. Level 1 (System Design) strategies can be more difficult
to implement, and are therefore not often used, since they would cause large
changes in the design. Large conceptual changes becomes increasingly expen-
sive to do in the later stages of the product development process, and most of
the total expenses are accounted for in the early stages of the design [16, 15].
Being able to choose a concept that is inherently more robust will often make
variation risk management easier in later stages of the development process. It
is therefore beneficial and ideal to move the variation risk management process
to the earlier stages of the development process, where the development projects
have committed fewer resources to a given concept and where Level 1 mitigation
strategies are possible.

Variation Risk Identification in Complex Mechanical Products It has been
observed in practice that there is no standard systematic procedure for identify-
ing which interfaces to prioritize in the tolerance analysis. This typically happens
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through a discussion between the tolerance expert and the product development
team, drawing from past experience from earlier similar products. As a con-
sequence, new interfaces that need to be analyzed are discovered during the
tolerance analysis by the engineers doing the analysis. Discovering these new
interfaces during the tolerance analysis often leads to extra work in managing
the tolerance analysis process.

Especially when designing highly-integrated products where the parts of the
product change interfaces during the use of the product, it is hard to map, com-
municate, predict, and evaluate how the variation of the design parameters will
affect the function and behavior of the product. Authors like Mantripragada &
Whitney [44], Mathieu & Marguet [45], and Söderberg & Johannesson [46] sug-
gest support for clarifying and mapping the structure of the product in order
to find the parts or interfaces that contribute to given key characteristics and
that contribute to the tolerance stack-up. This provides a clear visualization of
the relation between structure and the key characteristics but mainly focuses on
modeling static assemblies and does not, therefore, offer direct insight into the
behavior of the structural state transitions.

Consequently, when designing highly-integrated, multiple-state mechanical
products in practice, there is a lack of methods for identifying and mapping the
variation risk related to the interfaces in this type of products that are responsible
for the behavior and interface shifts that results in given required functions. So
it is up to the designers to manually link the variation of these interfaces of the
product to the consequences on the desired behavior and functions.

High product complexity impacts the development process negatively, reduc-
ing efficiency and certainty due to the greater amount of effort required in coor-
dination and communication in the organization. Improving an organization’s
coordination and communication is therefore an area of interest in research.
[47, 48, 49, 50].

1.2 Aim and Scope

Figure 1.2 summarizes the above-mentioned description in a reference model,
adapted from Blessing and Chakrabarti [51]. The reference model shows the re-
lation between the factors that influence the existing situation—in this case, how
improvement of “certainty of key characteristics identification” leads to improve-
ment of “quality of final product design”.

Following the visualization of the reference model, the central aim of this
project is to support the allocation of variation management resources during the
conceptual and early embodiment design stages in order to improve the variation
management process. This is done by supporting the identification and prioritiza-
tion of the key characteristics, which is done by supporting the identification and
prioritization of function critical interfaces and the variation prone interfaces.
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Figure 1.2: Reference Model. Graphical representation of the factors that in-
fluence the current situation. The bubbles indicate a factor, and the links are
the causal relations indicating whether an increase (+) or decrease (-) of the
attribute of one factor will lead to an increase or decrease of the attribute of the
following factor. The key factors are the factors that are most useful to address.
The success criteria are the ultimate factors that are sought to be influenced.
Other factors may contribute to each bubble. Representation is adapted from
Blessing and Chakrabarti [51].

1.2.1 Target Group

The work presented in this thesis aims to support the following actors in the
product development process. In order:

1. Design Practitioners. The design practitioners form part of the develop-
ment teams that develop the actual product design. They have to synthesize
and analyze the product alternately, in order to produce and evaluate their
suggested ideas. Part of the analysis is the tolerance analysis, where the
designers verify that the product concept is feasible despite the expected
variation of the final product.

2. Tolerance Experts. Depending on company and industry, tolerance experts
are either usual design practitioners or specifically trained engineers, in
charge of the tolerance analysis. They manage the tasks related to this,
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ensuring that these are done correctly and thoroughly and documented
properly. The tolerance expert works in collaboration with the product
development team and is mainly involved in the analysis part of the product
development process.

3. Development Project Managers and Lead Engineers. The project man-
agers and lead engineers are typically responsible for a single product de-
velopment project and have to balance the progression of product synthesis
with the proper amount of analysis. The project manager has to be able to
communicate the advances of the project upwards in the company hier-
archy and, therefore, requires the documentation of technical issues and
decisions.

4. Manufacturing Engineering and Quality Engineering The key character-
istics found in the design process are typically used by quality and manu-
facturing engineers and indicate where special attention should be placed
when designing the production and quality processes.

1.2.2 Design Stages

The project focuses on supporting the variation management process during the
conceptual design stage and the early embodiment design stages. These stages
are characterized by

1. Few design parameters have been fully determined, meaning that exact
dimensions on part features have not been settled yet.

2. Design features have not been fully determined yet, meaning that parts and
surfaces may still be subject to change of shape, number, or placement.

3. Functions have been determined, meaning that the resulting effects of the
product and how they should be delivered have been determined.

4. Several designs may be investigated or worked on simultaneously, and each
design iteration is relatively fast compared to later product development
process stages.

1.2.3 Product Type

This project focuses on the design of a specific product type, which is character-
ized by the following:

1. Physical Products. Products that have a physical embodiment, thus ex-
cluding purely software-based products such as computer applications. Phys-
ical products have physical interfaces between components.

2. Highly Integrated. Products that have components that contribute to the
delivery of several functions and usually have several interfaces with sev-
eral neighboring components. This increases the complexity of the product
and thus of the product development.
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3. Multiple State. Products having several structural states, where compo-
nents interface differently during the use of the product.

4. Moving. Products going through these structural states by their own means
or by means of single external inputs.

Variation risk management of this type of products was found to have little
support, both in industry and in literature. The Research Clarification and De-
scriptive Study I (described in Chapter 2) showed a need for support in this field.
Therefore, it becomes the main focus of this project.

1.3 Research Questions and Main Assumptions

The PhD project has been guided by three main research questions, presented
below:

1.3.1 Identifying Areas That Lack Support

Research Question 1 was used to establish what problems are encountered in the
process of managing variation risk in the early stages of the product development
process. Research Question 1 is addressed in Paper A.

Research Question 1
Which activities are ill-supported in the process of identifying and assessing
the variation-related issues in the product design during the early product

development process?

In this project, the term ill-supported activities represents the activities (process
development steps towards a launch-ready design) that “do not have a systematic
and standardized aiding process or tool, meaning that the people working with
the activities have to either do the activities unaided or with a ’home-made’ tool
[. . . ]” [42].

Research Question 1 led to the identification of a set of ill-supported activ-
ities that influences the process of the variation management. For scoping the
project, certain activities and issues were selected based on their importance and
the impact that a solution would have. The study showed that, in practice, the
clarification and communication of the product behavior is not well supported,
and that much work in the variation risk identification stage is focused on find-
ing the features of interest that are important for the intended behavior of the
product.

1.3.2 Modeling Variation in Mechanical Product Behavior

Research Question 2 was used to narrow the investigation on how to support
the modeling, documentation and communication activities in the variation risk
identification process. The focus was especially on improving the clarification
of the behavior of the product and how variation of the interfaces impacts the
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intended behavior in the type of product of interest. Interfaces whose expected
variation has a high impact on the intended function and behavior are termed
the function-critical interfaces. Research Question 2 is addressed in Paper B and
Paper C.

Research Question 2
How can the behavior and mode of action of highly integrated, multiple-state,
purely mechanical products with shifting interfaces between parts be modeled,

documented and communicated for systematic identification of
function-critical interfaces?

This led to the development of design support for identifying the impact of
variation on the behavior. This focused on the criticality-element of variation risk
by supporting the certainty of identification of function-critical interfaces.

1.3.3 Quantifying Product Behavior Complexity

Finally, Research Question 3 was used to focus the research on quantification
of a qualitative pre-evaluation process to prioritize the tolerance analysis tasks.
Research Question 3 is addressed in Paper D.

Research Question 3
Can the complexity of the mode of action be related to variation risk and

robustness issues, and is it consequently suited as an indicator for prioritizing
the tolerance analysis tasks in the early stages of embodiment design?

This led to a design support for identifying where in the product behavior the
variation accumulates. This focuses on the likelihood-element of variation risk
by supporting the certainty of the identification of variation-prone interfaces.

1.3.4 Main Assumptions

The research questions are used to structure the process and are based on the
following main assumptions, which lay the foundation of the PhD project. The
assumptions were shaped continuously throughout the PhD project, but they
originated from the early work done to clarify the research area and were an
answer to the original project description, which was crafted by the academic
and industrial supervisors. The main assumptions are the following:

1. Improving the process of identifying the product key characteristics in-
creases certainty of the overall variation risk management process, and thus
ultimately leads to higher quality products and/or lower total cost.

2. Improving the communication of the product structure and behavior, be-
tween the stakeholders involved in the variation risk management process,
leads to an improved identification of the key characteristics and conse-
quently increases certainty in the variation management process.
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3. Improving the identification of function- and behavior-critical interfaces
and variation-prone interfaces leads to an improved identification of the
part key characteristics.

4. Systematically mapping the structure, the behavior, and the expected vari-
ation of the product increases certainty of the identification of function-
and behavior-critical interfaces.

5. Systematically quantifying the behavior complexity and the expected vari-
ation of the product increases certainty of the identification of variation
prone interfaces.

1.4 Collaboration with an Industrial Company

This PhD project is a part of the Novo Nordisk–DTU Robust Design Programme, a
research collaboration between Novo Nordisk A/S and the Technical University
of Denmark (DTU), led by the Robust Design Group at the Section of Engineering
Design and Product Development at the Department of Mechanical Engineering
at the Technical University of Denmark. The PhD project has therefore been done
in close collaboration with Novo Nordisk, and this collaboration has shaped the
project significantly in the sense that an overlap was ensured between the general
issues that this PhD thesis has been tackling and the issues that practitioners
experience at Novo Nordisk.

The close collaboration has offered the great advantage of experiencing the
design practice and product development process first hand, meaning that the
issues that are dealt with here are actual real life issues.

Novo Nordisk designs and manufacturers medical injection devices and is
a world leader in treating diabetes. The medical injection devices are highly-
integrated products, and, being disposable medical products, the devices need to
be both very accurate and manufacturable at an acceptable cost. This poses the
challenge of continuously seeking to improve the robustness of the devices and
the design processes related to increasing the robustness. Therefore, the work
related to variation management and robust design at Novo Nordisk represents
best-practice in the industry, and studying this is, consequently, highly valuable
for the project.

The issues related to the variation management and tolerance analysis work
at Novo Nordisk has guided the project to focus on general issues in industry, en-
suring that the matter and the solutions treated here have a real-life application.
The collaboration has been beneficial in all stages of the research project, from
clarification of the research area to the description and testing of the proposed
solutions.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis is a paper-based thesis, meaning that the scientific publications pro-
duced throughout form the core of the thesis. The papers are found in the Ap-
pendix A. The main purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate the greater picture
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in which these publications fit together, as well as to explain the planning and
approach chosen for the PhD project, present the outline of the contributions,
and draw an overall conclusion to the work done.

Therefore, the structure of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 presents the
research methodology and research methods. Chapter 3 includes the main theo-
retical foundation of the work done in the project. Chapter 4 presents the content
of the scientific publications that were the result of the project. Chapter 5 dis-
cusses what work should be considered in continuing the project further. Chapter
6 concludes the work and evaluates the impact of the project. Finally, Appendix
A contains the scientific publications produced as part of the project.



Chapter 2

Research Approach

In this chapter, the underlying approach and structure behind the PhD project
is explained, including the research methodology and research methods. The
research methodology describes how the research questions and studies fit to-
gether in an overarching framework. The research methods describe the tools
that have been used to gather knowledge about reality, both about state-of-the-
art and state-of-the-industry, but also for testing and verifying proposed solutions.

2.1 Research Methodology

The Design Research Methodology (DRM) by Blessing and Chakrabarti [51] is
a widely-used research methodology in the field of engineering design and was
chosen as a framework for this project.

The DRM suggests structuring the design research into four main stages (de-
tailed below). It provides mapping tools for structuring and managing the re-
search project. Furthermore, DRM uses the mindset that design support is the
main focus and cornerstone of any design research project. Typical design re-
search either analyses existing design support (understanding of current situ-
ation) or proposes new support (changing the current situation). The design
researcher investigates how the design practitioners (and other relevant stake-
holders) work, meaning that the researcher has to clarify the design processes
and analyze supporting tools, processes, methods, or frameworks that are in-
volved in the design process. Hence, the design researcher, acting as the ob-
server, is typically one step separated from the actual design process, although
direct involvement in the design process can be beneficial for clarifying the design
process.

2.2 Research Structure and Activities

The DRM framework [51] has been used as the basis for structuring and guiding
this PhD project. The DRM describes the process of design research in four stages:
1. Research Clarification (RC); 2. Descriptive Study I (DS-I); 3. Prescriptive Study

13
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(PS); 4. Descriptive Study II (DS-II). Each stage has separate main objectives and
thus different processes, methods and outcomes.

Popularly, the stages can be compared to a doctor identifying what patient are
we treating? what is the condition of the patient and what is the reason for this
condition? what medicine does the patient need? and does the medicine improve the
patient’s condition? Here the patient is the design process, and the medicine is the
design support. This structure also follows the spirit of engineering in a wider
context, since engineering is essentially the application of (natural) science to
improve the current situation for the benefit of people. In this sense, DRM has
been a very natural and helpful choice of framework.

The stages were used as a guide for the PhD project, and the activities done in
each stage are described in the following. The stages are summarized in Figure
2.1:

Figure 2.1: Stages of the Design Research Methodology Framework, including
suggested basic means and deliverables. Image reprinted from [51].

2.2.1 Research Clarification

During the Research Clarification stage, the main focus of the design research
was identified, including the product development process stages and activities,
as well as the type of product. The activities in this DRM stage were mainly
the identification of the overall topic of interest, clarification of the current un-
derstanding and expectations, the definition of the main research questions, the
selection of the adequate type of research, the planning of the research, and the
identification of areas of relevance and contribution.

Overall Topic of Interest There appears to be a strong industrial need for sup-
port of variation risk identification and prioritization, especially in mechanical,
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multiple-stage, highly-integrated, moving products. It is particulary relevant to
support this in the early stages of the development process in order to handle
variation-related issues earlier and thus more effectively. At a first glance, exist-
ing literature did not seem to support this need with methods, tools, or processes.
The Research Clarification and Descriptive Study I were used to verify that there
is, in fact, an industrial need, as well as to confirm that literature does not deliver
the needed solutions. Consequently, three aspects (as suggested by DRM [51])
were defined for the overall topic of the PhD project:

• Issue of Interest: Variation risk identification and prioritization

• Activity and Stage of Design Process: Late conceptual and early embodi-
ment design stages.

• Area of Application: Design of mechanical multiple-stage, highly-integrated,
moving products.

Current Understanding and Expectations The DRM recommends mapping
the current situation in a Reference Model [51]. This is included in Chapter 1
(Figure 1.2). The reference model illustrates the causal relations in the current
design situation and serves as a basis for identifying which factors to influence.
This was done with a literature-based and practice-based summary.

Main Research Questions From the reference model, the main research ques-
tions are developed. These are presented and explained in Section 1.3. They
primarily focus on clarifying and targeting the influencing factors that are within
the scope of a new design support.

Type of Research The four stages of DRM can be done review-based, initial, or
comprehensive. The DRM framework suggests seven types of studies that focus
on different stages, according to the current situation of the design research topic
[51].

This project is based on Type 5 (Development of Support Based on a Compre-
hensive Study of the Existing Situation), which aims at understanding the exist-
ing situation and developing support for the design process. Thus, the focus
of the project lies on the Prescriptive Study (done comprehensively), which is
built on the Research Clarification (done Review-Based and Practice-Based) and
the Descriptive Study I (Comprehensively). This is summarized in in Table 2.1.
Comprehensive in this context means done not only on background of a litera-
ture study, but also on the basis of empirical studies and experiences in design
practice. Review-Based means that it is done on the basis of literature review, and
Practice-Based means that it is done on the basis of experiences in design practice.

The reason for this selection was that the research clarification led to the
observation that there was a gap in both industrial practice as well as in aca-
demic literature for an adequate design support. The gap was a lack of variation
risk identification and prioritization tools, especially regarding multiple state me-
chanical products. This gap was confirmed by the study presented in Paper A.
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Development of new support became the main focus of the project, and thus the
type of research reflects this.

Research Plan Clarifying the research topic, research questions, and type of
research resulted in the following research plan (see Table 2.1). Methods are
described later in this chapter. Research Question 1 investigates the Research
Clarification and the Descriptive Study I, while Research Questions 2 and 3 focus
on the Prescriptive Study. Papers B, C, and D also cover the initial Descriptive
Study II.

Table 2.1: Research Structure. The type of work in each of the DRM stages.
Each research question is answered by the studies A, B, C, and D, resulting in the
corresponding papers. The table shows which methods were used for each of the
studies.

Research Questions 1 2 3
Papers A B C D
Stages Type
Research Clarification � Review & Practice Based
Descriptive Study I � Comprehensive
Prescriptive Study � � � Comprehensive
Descriptive Study II (�) (�) (�) Initial
Methods Type
Interviews � Semi-structured & Informal
Observations � � � Pure or Participant
Collecting Documents � � � Tools and Documentation
Case Studies � � � Product Designs
Literature Review � � � �

Areas of Relevance and Contribution The areas of relevance and contribution
[51] were found for the research clarification and adapted during the course of
the project. Figure 2.2 illustrates the identified relevant and useful areas. The
main areas are described in the Theoretical Basis (Chapter 3).

2.2.2 Descriptive Study I

During the Descriptive Study I, the current state and situation of the design pro-
cess was mapped. The activities in this stage were determining the research focus
further, doing empirical studies and literature review, and further determining for
which area to develop design support. The outcomes of this stage were a descrip-
tion of the the current state of the design process, the stakeholders involved, and
the tools and support currently used. This is presented in Paper A (Appendix
A.1).
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Figure 2.2: Areas of Relevance and Contribution Diagram. Inspired by [51]

Determining Research Focus Determining the research focus was done by an
empirical study and a literature review, as described below. Research Question
1 aims at determining the research focus by identifying which elements in the
variation risk identification and assessment process are ill-supported.

The definition of the Research Clarification and the Descriptive Study I was
done iteratively, meaning that the initial empirical studies also helped clarify the
research topic.

Empirical Study An empirical study was done in order to identify specific gaps
in current industrial practice regarding the variation risk identification and as-
sessment process, which need design support. Identifying which activities are
ill-supported was done at a case company. The result of the empirical study is
described in Paper A, which is summarized in Chapter 4.

Answering Research Question 1 involved a combination of pure and partic-
ipant observations of specific development projects and variation risk manage-
ment related work, semi-structured interviews of six main stakeholders from
eight different development projects, and the collection of documents used for
calculating, documenting, and communicating the tolerance analysis. These
methods were selected to get a first- and second-hand description of the pro-
cesses and the tools used for the variation risk management.

Reviewing Literature A literature review was done in order to similarly verify
the gaps found in the empirical study. The result of the literature review is part of
the answer to Research Question 1 and is presented in Paper A and summarized
in Chapter 4.

Determining Areas to Support The Descriptive Study I led to identification of
six main ill-supported activities or areas.

The areas that were most academically and practically worthwhile (meaning
that a contribution would be beneficial for industry and academia) and realistic
(meaning that working with the areas would be within the scope of a PhD project
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– neither over- nor under-ambitious) to pursue were chosen for the focus of the
Prescriptive Study. This led to the pursuit of variation risk and behavior modeling
and communication in the early stages of the product development process.

2.2.3 Prescriptive Study

During the Prescriptive Study, the design support for the process of interest were
developed. This was done in the process of task clarification, conceptualization
and evaluation, realization, and evaluation (as suggested by DRM [51]).

The outcomes of this stage were the proposed design support (theory, meth-
ods, and tools) that are intended to improve the design process. The results of
the Prescriptive Study are presented in Papers B, C, and D, which are summarized
in Chapter 4 and attached in Appendices A.2, A.3 and A.4, respectively.

Task Clarification The Research Clarification and Descriptive Study I led to the
focus of supporting the process of systematically clarifying the complexity of the
behavior and structure of the product in relation to the identification of KCs for
the variation risk management process. The support aims at covering the ill-
supported activities of interest identified in the Descriptive Study I and is both
academically and practically worthwhile, since there is an apparent gap here both
in literature and in industry.

The task clarification led to the focus on the highly-integrated, multiple-state,
purely mechanical products and on the modeling, mapping and communication
of the product behavior and mode of action of this type of products. This was
reflected in Research Question 2 and 3.

Conceptualization and Elaboration A design theory for describing the con-
crete aspects of the behavior of mechanical products and the link to the variation
(called the Variation Effects and Aspects of Mode of Action) was developed and
presented in Paper B. A related theory of Mode of Action Complexity was devel-
oped and presented in Paper D.

Both theories were developed based on discussions with stakeholders at Novo
Nordisk, on observed practices and collected documents from specific develop-
ment projects from Novo Nordisk, as well as existing literature describing product
behavior. The focus on collecting knowledge and inspiration from a state of the
art industrial practice was selected in order to address the issues in practice and
to generate design support that would benefit and be applicable by the design
practitioners.

Realization The theories were further implemented as two different sets of de-
sign methods and tools—one set for clarifying the product behavior (Paper C) and
the other for measuring the product behavior complexity (Paper D), respectively.
The proposed design theories, tools and methods are summarized in Chapter 4.

Support Evaluation The design support was evaluated in each work with case
studies. For Research Question 2, the work was evaluated through two case study
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products (the ball point pen and the glue gun), and for Research Question 3
through an industrial case study (a specific injection device development project
at Novo Nordisk) where documents were collected from the work. Feedback on
the support from different stakeholders was also obtained.

2.2.4 Descriptive Study II

This PhD project focuses mainly on the three first steps of the DRM framework,
with only initial treatment of the Descriptive Study II. This last stage of the frame-
work will be treated in Chapter 5, where the suggested evaluation approach is
defined.

In the Descriptive Study II, the application and the success of the proposed
design support has to be evaluated. Both seek to verify that the support has the
desired impact on the intended factors. Therefore, testing this should be done
as close to the actual design process as possible, ideally implementing it in sev-
eral real design projects and tracking the differences that the support introduces.
This is often impossible due to the long product development times and differ-
ent natures of each product development process, making it difficult to map and
compare. Therefore, evaluation should include measuring selected factors (mea-
surable success criteria) that are indicators of the changes [51].

Application Evaluation The application evaluations aims at answering whether
the design support can be used and if it affects the intended factors of the current
situation [51].

Papers B, C, and D include case studies where the design methods and tools
are applied, indicating the usability of the support. Notably, the work in Paper
D included both an application on an actual Novo Nordisk product design and a
comparison with the high priority tolerance calculations for the same concept, as
identified by the engineers at Novo Nordisk. This showed a good accuracy of the
design tool and is also an initial test of the usefulness as a tool for a systematic
variation risk identification.

Success Evaluation The success evaluation aims at answering whether the de-
sign support results in the intended overall change of the current situation [51].
Testing this could entail controlled trials with design practitioners and the tol-
erance experts, i.e., having the stakeholders for whom the support is intended
use the support. Implementing this in a variation risk management setting could
clarify whether the support improves the process. The success evaluation should
measure the impact of the design support on the key factors and measurable
success criteria (indicated in Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1).

2.3 Research Methods

This section describes what methods were used for the studies and why these
were chosen. For this project, the methods used consisted mainly of interviews,
observations, archival analyses, case studies, and literature reviews.
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2.3.1 Interviews

Interviews were used especially for the Descriptive Study I. The benefit of inter-
views is that they can be used to uncover practices and issues that only seldom
happen throughout the course of a multiple-year development project, which
may otherwise be difficult or time-consuming to observe directly in the field. The
interviewee can sum up a large timespan in their description, delivering many
years worth of experience in a very short time.

Interviews are subjective accounts [51], and therefore they only describe how
the interviewee perceives reality. Interviewees may have different agendas, par-
ticularly emphasizing how well their own responsibilities are carried out (social
desirability bias) [52, Chapter 7]. Therefore multiple interviewees need to be in-
terviewed (separately) in order to cross-check and obtain a common description
of reality.

Both standardized open-ended interviews and informal conversational inter-
views [51] with key stakeholders have been used for this project. Standardized
open-ended interviews (sometimes referred to as semi-structured interviews)
were mainly used for the Research Clarification and the Descriptive Study I for
more in depth identification of the issues in the variation risk management pro-
cess. The informal conversational interviews were used along the entire project
for generating ideas and learning about several topics and issues of interest re-
garding the variation management process at the case company.

2.3.2 Observation

Participant Observation and Pure Observation [51] were used for the Descriptive
Study I. Participant Observation involved participating in the tolerance analysis
activities in the case company on specific development projects. The activities
involved using their tolerance calculation spreadsheet, identifying measurements
and parameters in the tolerance chain, and drawing schematics of the tolerance
chains in question for communicating the calculation. The tolerance analysis
work process and the management was observed and noted. The advantage
of participant observation is that it allows the observer to get a highly-detailed
image of the actual situation on a day-to-day level. This also gives an improved
understanding of how the tools are used in the work process. The disadvantage is
that by being submerged in the detail of the actual work, it may be difficult for the
observer to get an overview of the whole situation. Furthermore, issues that do
not arise often may be missed if they do not happen during the observation. For
this, interviews are better for gathering issues that stood out to the stakeholder
and understanding the historical development of the product [51].

Pure observation included attending meetings regarding discussions about
the tolerance analysis. The issues that were in focus at these meetings were ob-
served and noted. The advantage of pure observation is that it allows observation
of the actual work, albeit by interfering it with the presence of the observer. As
long as the observer is not invisible (which they never are in practice), it will al-
ways have an impact on the observed stakeholders. The feeling of being observed
may influence the stakeholder to act in a manner that is more ideal in their own
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perspective (related to the so-called John Henry effect [52]). However, the close
collaboration (and presence) with the case company may have led to a greater
trust from the stakeholders.

2.3.3 Collecting Documents

Archival Analysis (the review of existing documents used in the actual design
process) was used both for the Descriptive Study I and the Prescriptive Study. On
one hand, archival analysis allows a neutral, objective description of the design
process elements. On the other hand, archives may contain much highly-detailed
information and therefore require more effort to gain an overview. Furthermore,
archives may be coded in a manner that is particular for the practice in the or-
ganization, which, for an outsider researcher, requires effort to translate. The
context and rationale behind the information in documents are typically not in-
cluded [51], which contributes to de-coding uncertainty.

Some of the tools used in the variation management process in the case com-
pany are spreadsheet documents that allow a detailed view of what information
the tool requires and contains and how it uses the information. High-priority tol-
erance calculation lists were used in order to identify which areas of the product
have been of interest to the product development team.

In industry it is sometimes difficult to obtain documents from previous prod-
uct development projects. Consequently, the researcher has to adopt a pragmatic
approach, working with the documents that can be gathered.

2.3.4 Case Studies

Case study product designs were used for testing and illustrating the design sup-
port suggestions during the Prescriptive Study. Case studies are useful for testing
the applicability of the support and simulate the process that a designer would
go through when using a specific design support.

Each product development project is different (almost per definition), and
therefore, the input that a researcher may get from a single case study product
may be different depending on the specific product design.

Using industrial case studies, particularly in close collaboration with Novo
Nordisk, has been greatly beneficial to this project. Being able to get a first-
hand view of actual designs in their making, as well as insights into the product
development process and variation risk management in practice as well as the
surrounding stakeholders, has given insights that would have been hard to learn
from textbooks and articles.

However, the nature of this highly competitive field, in which Novo Nordisk is
a market leader, inhibits the thorough demonstration of application of the design
support developed, since any current product development projects are intellec-
tual property which cannot be disclosed in detail. This leads to the dilemma
of either applying the support retrospectively on existing in-market products or
prospectively on current product development projects. In-market products can
more easily be described in detail in scientific papers (e.g., the case studies of the
ball point pen or the glue gun), but knowledge and documents about the design
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process can be difficult to access. Contrarily, the knowledge and documents are
much more ‘accessible’ in current development projects, but fewer details can be
described in a scientific paper (e.g., the industrial case studies described in Paper
B and D). Current industrial case studies were nevertheless used for this project,
since the focus of engineering design research is to investigate and improve the
product development process, which can be studied in greater detail in current
projects.

2.3.5 Literature Reviews

Reviewing existing literature is beneficial in both the Descriptive Studies as well
as the Prescriptive Study. In the former, literature may support the identified
issues found in the design process of interest, while, in the latter, similar existing
design support is reviewed for comparison with the suggested design support.
Literature review is essential in any kind of research, since the results from any
research project must build upon and extend existing knowledge.



Chapter 3

Theoretical Basis

This chapter details the ideas and concepts that formed the basis of the studies
and results. The chapter explains with which ’glasses’ we see and understand the
field and is thus our starting point.

The design researcher has to relate to two main aspects of the practice – the
activities related to designing and the phenomena related to the product that is
being designed. The main stakeholders in these design activities are the design-
ers themselves, who perform both design synthesis, i.e., creating the solution and
design analysis, i.e., verifying the solution. The design is typically specified nom-
inally (the ideal product), which, due to the inherent variation in real life, will
deviate when produced (the real product). The design analysis has to predict and
verify that the real product lives up to the specifications, and, depending on the
conclusion, the results may feed back to the design synthesis where a new version
of the ideal product is specified. The design researcher has to describe the design
activities and the product phenomena as theories (design processes and design
descriptions, respectively). The theories seek to generalize what is observed in
practice, and therefore the individual practice will always vary more or less from
the theories and models, which are often idealizations and simplifications. The
aspects of design and design research are illustrated in Figure 3.1.

This chapter starts with an explanation of the overall design process, setting
the stages of focus in perspective. Next, the design descriptions used for de-
scribing the mechanical products of interest for this project are laid out. These
models typically describe the ideal product and the mismatch between the ideal
and the real product. The phenomenon of geometrical variation is then intro-
duced. Variation is a reason why the real products are typically different from
the ideal products. Finally, this chapter touches upon how variation is ideally
managed.

3.1 Product Development Process

The product development process is the systematic approach to problem solving,
and the process of going from task to solution, which involves a combination
of analysis and synthesis [53]. The view adapted of the product development

23
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Figure 3.1: Aspects of design and design research. Design researchers investigate
and describe the designers’ activities as well as the phenomena of the products.
Designers develop the ideal product through design synthesis, but have to take
into account difference between the ideal and the real product, including vari-
ation. The design analysis estimates these differences, and inputs to the design
synthesis. The design researcher will often lean on specific descriptions of the
product phenomena for describing the design process and for developing sup-
port for the design activities.

process for this project is mainly that of Pahl & Beitz [53], and the terms for the
stages used in this thesis refer to this model, but the PhD study has also been
influenced by the Encapsulation Model by Andreasen et al. [54] as well as the
model proposed by Ulrich & Eppinger [55]. In Figure 3.2, a comparison of the
three models is presented. The main outputs at certain points across the models
are arguably similar despite minor differences in the models. They all describe
the development of the design from idea to production and beyond. No actual
product development project follows the models linearly. On the contrary, the
process is typically highly iterative. The models explain the general main stages
of development projects and the maturation of the design.

As explained in Section 1.2, this PhD project focuses on the end of the con-
ceptual design stage and the beginning of the embodiment design stage. At this
stage, the main functions, features, structure, and interactions of the design have
been determined, while the specific geometry is still being defined. The goal
of the research project is to support an early application of variation risk man-
agement in these stages; therefore having a model of the product development
process stages and the expected degree of maturity of the design is beneficial,
because it assists the assumptions about which elements of the design have (or
have not yet) been defined in the target stages.

3.1.1 Model Theory

As part of the product development process, it is necessary for the designers to
model the design. Buur & Andreasen [16] describe the ability to model and
communicate the design as a essential skill for the designer:

“For the designer, design modeling is an important tool, because it
permits him to describe, visualize and sculpture his thoughts for the
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Figure 3.2: Product Development Process Models. Comparison of descriptions by
Pahl & Beitz [53], Andreasen et al. [54], and Ulrich & Eppinger [55]. Despite
the models differences, they all share the basic idea of clarification of need and
requirements, clarification of principle, clarification of physical manifestation,
and clarification of the production setup. The models do not necessarily scale
one-to-one, meaning that some stages may overlap, but the point is to show the
overall similar procedure.

benefit of both himself and others. As indicated in a survey carried
out in Danish mechatronics industries, the success of a mechatronic
design project does not only depend on the specialized skills of the
designers but perhaps even more on their abilities to communicate
and visualize their ideas to the rest of the project group” [16]

According to Buur & Andreasen [16], a model reproduces properties of an object
and typically shares properties with the object itself, i.e., there is an overlap
between the properties of the model and the properties of the object. These
are the modeled properties. The model itself is the specific representation that
the designer creates of an object.

Aspects of Modeling and the Model Buur & Andreasen [16] describe specific
aspects that should be specified for the modeling activity and the design model:
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• The Modeling Activity:

– Object. The product to be designed, i.e., the problem solution.

– Property. The properties represented by the model, e.g., function,
strength, reliability, behavior.

– Purpose. The activity for which the model is used for, e.g., generate
ideas, evaluate, define, etc.

– User. The stakeholder using the model (sender and receiver), e.g., the
designer, manager, design team, specialists, etc.

• The Design Model:

– Code. The modeling language, e.g., human language, symbols, projec-
tions, etc.

– Medium. The means through which the model is communicated, e.g.,
two-dimensionally (graphically) or three-dimensionally.

Degree of Abstraction and Number of Details Buur & Andreasen [16] de-
scribed the concretization and detailing of the design as two separate axes. The
level of abstraction goes from abstract to concrete (embodiment of the model),
whereas the level of detailing goes from undetailed to detailed (information
about the object). Due to the maturation of the design during the product devel-
opment process, the level of abstraction and detail varies according to the need
of the model users and the design available. As Buur & Andreasen [16] puts it:

“Including too many modeled properties in a model at an early de-
sign stage (e.g., the appearance of a function model), means that the
designer will spend too much time and effort making the model. On
the other hand, trying to evaluate more properties than the ones in-
tended in the model (e.g., evaluating ergonomics of a design sketch)
means that the designer may get a false impression of the solution to
be examined” [16].

A model is always an abstraction of reality and the final design. While being able
to reproduce properties, a model consequently has a certain incompletenesses,
corresponding to its degree of abstraction and detailing. This is sometimes de-
sired, since it makes the design more manageable.

Model Theory has influenced the project with the notion of which aspects to
specify when developing a model as a design support. It has raised awareness
about the degree of abstraction and number of details that are needed and is
available during the early stages and the variation risk identification stage.

3.2 Describing Complex Mechanical Products

A range of models and theories for describing mechanical products (the phenom-
ena of the ideal product) have influenced the work presented in this thesis. Since
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complex mechanical products have been the focus of the PhD project, the fol-
lowing set of descriptions have been useful for developing a tool for designers to
deconstruct the product and identify issues regarding variation risk.

It is necessary to be able to describe how variation of the physical geometry
of the product influences its performance and quality. Particularly in complex
products, the relations between the individual product parameters and the be-
havior and functional performance is not always apparent. This calls for the use
of systematic design description tools.

3.2.1 Axiomatic Design

Axiomatic Design, described by Suh [56], is often a cornerstone in robust de-
sign theory [8, 57, 58, 59]. It describes the links between four main domains
of the design: Customer Attributes (CA), Functional Requirements (FR), Design
Parameters (DP), and Production Variables (PV), as explained in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Mapping across domains according to axiomatic design. Redrawn
and adapted from [56]. Axiomatic Design links the four domains: Customer
Attributes (CA), Functional Requirements (FR), Design Parameters (DP), Produc-
tion Variables (PV).

The customer attributes are the qualities that the customer seeks in the prod-
uct and which fulfill the customer’s need. The functional requirements describe
the functional performance of the product, such as delivery of an effect or ful-
fillment of desired properties. The design parameters are the elements that are
directly controllable by the designer, such as feature measurements, material,
etc., that is, the characteristics of the product. The production variables are the
settings at which the product is produced, such as pressure of injection molding,
temperature, manufacturing tools, etc. Axiomatic Design claims that adjustments
in one domain will affect the others. Axiomatic Design further builds on two main
axioms [56], which are claimed true for any design. They are explained below in
the terms of the mapping between FRs and DPs:

1. Independence Axiom. “Maintain the independence of the functional require-
ments.” The FRs should be adjustable independently from each other. This
means that each DP should define as few FRs as possible, since the FRs are
adjusted through modifications of the corresponding DPs.
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2. Information Axiom. “Minimize the information content of the design.” The
uncertainty related to each FR should be as low as possible. Every DP
defining a given FR introduces uncertainty (due to a certain probability
of each DP delivering the FR), typically meaning that each FR should be
defined by as few DPs as possible.

Based on the axioms, Suh defines complexity “as a measure of uncertainty in
achieving the functional requirements (FRs) of a system” [60]. This focuses on the
resulting functional performance. Suh [60] divides complexity into two times
two sub-categories:

• Time-Independent Complexity. Due to inherent uncertainties.

– Real Complexity. Due to probability of not achieving the functional
requirement, because of the systems range. Related to aleatory uncer-
tainty.

– Imaginary Complexity. Due to lack of knowledge and understanding
of the design. Related to epistemic uncertainty.

• Time-Dependent Complexity. Due to the impact of future events on the sys-
tem. Related to Interaction Uncertainty.

– Combinatorial Complexity. Due to combinations and accumulations of
external effects.

– Periodic Complexity. Combinatorial complexity that is ‘reset’ at given
points in time, so that the combined and accumulated impacts and
associated uncertainties are eliminated or made certain.

Axiomatic Design has influenced the project with the notion that many inter-
dependencies in a system lead to a less controllable and more complex design.
A more complex design is more likely to not achieve the functional requirements
than a simple design. The time-dependent aspect of complexity has been useful
for the consideration of variation accumulations.

Changes (and thereby variation) of the design parameters lead to changes
of the functional performance and the customer attributes and thus impacts the
customer satisfaction.

3.2.2 Function-Behavior-Structure Model

The Function-Behavior-Structure (FBS) Model, described by Gero [61], is a widely-
used model describing the relationship among the three aspects (function, behav-
ior and structure).

The function (F ) is seen as a result of the behavior of the product; the be-
havior is seen as a result of the structure (S) of the product; and the description
of the design (D) is the basis of the structure and is what the designer specifies.
Thus, there are several steps between the designers description of the design and
the actual delivery of function. The expected behavior (Be) is the ideal activities
in the product which are required for delivering the desired function. The actual
behavior (Bs) is the resulting behavior of the structure of the real product.
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The relationships among these aspects are often illustrated as shown in Figure
3.4, which can be used to describe different design activities as transformations
or comparisons between the aspects.

The FBS-model has influenced the project with the notion that there is a dif-
ference between the intended behavior and the actual behavior. Furthermore,
the behavior is different from the function. This means that in a product, many
things happen, which eventually lead to a delivery of a function to the user.
Thereby, the function that the user experiences is only a subset of what happens
inside the product.

Figure 3.4: Function-Behavior-Structure Model, redrawn from [61]. The func-
tion (F ) intended to be delivered as a result of the expected behavior of the
product (Be). The structure (S) of the product will result in an actual behavior
(Bs). The description of the structure is the design (D).

3.2.3 Systems Engineering

Systems engineering [62] provides the framework for organizing systems and
their development. The framework gives both a nomenclature for describing the
system as well as a process for deconstructing the tasks and organizing the de-
velopment of the system–aligning multidisciplinary team work. The description
of systems in particular, have influenced this PhD project:

A system is defined as a “combination of interacting elements organized to
achieve one or more stated purposes”[62]. The collection of elements surround-
ing the system is called the operating environment or context [62]. The system
boundary delimits the system from the context [62]. The functionality of the
system is the interactions of the system with the context [62]. The system archi-
tecture is defined as “the fundamental concepts or properties of a system in its
environment embodied in its elements, relationships, and in the principles of its
design and evolution” [62].

The state of the system is described in terms of attributes, values and time: “A
system is in a state when the values assigned to its attributes remain constant or
steady for a meaningful period of time”, where the attributes are the character-
istics or properties of a system or system element. The state must be described
as a combination of attributes and processes [62]. The dynamic behavior is the
progression of the state of the system, and the emergent behavior is the behavior
of the system that emerges due to the interactions between the individual system
elements [62]. The systems engineering definition of states have been inspira-
tional for the work in this PhD project, relating this to the structural states and
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structural state transitions.
A system exists within a context, consists of multiple elements that interact

with each other and the context, has emergent properties (properties that emerge
from the interactions of the elements), and has a life cycle, structure, behavior,
and performance characteristics [62].

INCOSE’s handbook of systems engineering describes the difference between
complex and complicated systems in the following way [62]:

“ “Complexity” is essentially different from “complicated.” In compli-
cated systems, such as an automobile, the interactions between the
many parts are governed by fixed relationships. This allows reason-
ably reliable prediction of technical, time, and cost issues. In com-
plex systems, such as the air transport system, interactions between
the parts exhibit self-organization, where local interactions give rise
to novel, nonlocal, emergent patterns. Complicated systems can of-
ten become complex when the behaviors change, but even systems of
very few parts can sometimes exhibit surprising complexity.” [62]

Complexity is thus related to the changing interactions in the system, as opposed
to complicated systems, where interactions are typically more “fixed”.

The notion of complexity as a result of changing interactions has been an in-
fluence to this PhD project. Mechanical products with shifting interfaces can thus
be regarded as complex systems, and their behavior are consequently difficult to
describe. Systems engineering gives an initial framework in which to consider
complex products and their relationship to their surroundings (context).

3.2.4 Theory of Technical Systems

The theory of technical systems [63] gives a common description of all technical
processes. These are influenced by operators using certain technical systems in
given environments to transform specific operands (Illustrated in Figure 3.5).

A technical system is characterized by the following:

Figure 3.5: Model of Technical Systems. Redrawn from [63].
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• External processes: Purpose (intended abilities and tasks) and functions
(actual abilities and output effects).

• Internal processes: Modes of action (how it works) and organs (function
carriers and structure).

• Life stages: Production of physical parts and states of existence.

The theory of technical systems lays the foundation of much of the work we
do at the “Copenhagen-School” [64], including domain theory (described be-
low), and thus influences how we think of products. It especially emphasizes
that, when considering technical systems, one must also consider the surround-
ing elements that affect the system and the elements that the system affects.

3.2.5 Domain Theory and Function Reasoning

Domain Theory, described by Andreasen et al. [54], established a framework
for viewing the product from three perspectives (domains), based on Theory of
Technical Systems [63]:

1. Activity Domain. How the product is used. This domain relates the product
to the activities and the stakeholders (actors) that are involved in using the
product.

2. Organ Domain. How the product works. This domain regards the prod-
uct as several subsystems (organs) that each contribute to delivering the
functions of the product.

3. Part Domain. How the product is built. This domain is related to the em-
bodiment of the product and of its individual parts that need to be pro-
duced.

Domain Theory was created as a framework for supporting the conceptualization
of a new system, as opposed to describing an already existing system [54]. Do-
main Theory is therefore adapted to the maturation process of the concept along
the product development, meaning that it can describe the concept at different
levels of concretization and detail. Domain Theory furthermore strikes a balance
where the level of abstraction is concrete enough to describe products. In con-
trast, the term “system,” from systems engineering, can also be applied to much
larger structures, such as organizations, etc.

Domain theory shares the definition of characteristics and properties with We-
ber’s Characteristics-Properties-Modeling (CPM) [65], where characteristics can
be directly influenced by the designer, as opposed to properties. Characteristics
describe the structural attributes of the product, whereas properties describe the
behavioral class of attributes of the product [54].

Mode of Action In order to describe how the product works and how it delivers
its functions, a general theory of what happens in detail inside the product is
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needed. The concept of “Mode of Action” stems from the field of biology (simi-
larly, the concept of “organs”) and equivalently describes in detail what happens
inside and between organs.

The organs are function-carrying collections of bodies (as seen in Figure 3.6)
[54]. Mode of action is the phenomenon “where effects from the surroundings
and interactions between the action conditions realize natural phenomena re-
sulting in a desired effect”[54]. Interactions and effects are the transfer of energy,
signal, material, or biological matter [54]. The bodies are the basic entities of
the product, have certain states (specific physical quantities), and interact with
each other through interfaces based on natural phenomena, causing state changes
of the corresponding bodies [54]. The action conditions are the required “ar-
rangement of external effects and interactions between bodies which create the
physical conditions for utilizing a natural phenomenon to create state changes”
[54]. This includes the specific intended positions, interfaces and internal states
of the bodies and surroundings so that the mode of action happens.

The total sum of what happens (state changes) in the product is the behavior,
some of which is the delivery of intended effects to its surroundings [54]. The
ability to deliver intended interactions (energy, material, signal, and/or biological
matter) is the function of the product. [54].

Figure 3.6: Schematic Illustration of Mode of Action. Redrawn from [54]

Structural States The term structural state describes the specific setup of inter-
actions between bodies (structure) in a product at a given state. A product may
go through (transition) several structural states during its use or life cycle. This
means that the bodies interact differently with each other, e.g., the assembly of a
mocca pot for making coffee, or the different gear settings in a car.

In some products, such as Novo Nordisk insulin injection devices, the device
itself may be able to change its structural states automatically, indirectly triggered
by external inputs. The parts may engage or disengage with each other during the
use of the device. A successful product behavior thus depends on the structural
state transitions happening as intended. If the structural state transitions fail at
any point, the product may not deliver its function, e.g., the injection device may
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not deliver the required insulin, if the internal parts “get stuck” during use. This
is a central concept in this thesis.

Domain Theory has influenced the project with the following notions: 1. The
product is always used in the context of an activity with other actors interacting
and influencing it; 2. The parts do not deliver functions by themselves. They do
this in conjunction with other parts; 3. The parts define the physically-manifested
product, and it is solely their interfaces and interactions that make up the behav-
ior and delivery of function of the final product; 4. A product may have several
structural states where the parts interface differently with each other during the
use cycle. Structural state transitions are caused by external manipulation (ef-
fects) or by state changes of the parts and interactions between them.

3.2.6 Working Interrelationships

Pahl and Beitz [53] describe the link between structure and functions as:

“subfunctions are usually fulfilled by physical, chemical, or biologi-
cal processes – mechanical engineering solutions are based mainly on
physical processes [. . . ] A physical process realised by the selected
physical effects and the determined geometric and material character-
istics results in a working interrelationship that ensures the function
is fulfilled in accordance with the task. Hence a working interrela-
tionship comes into existence through physical effects in combination
with the chosen geometric and material characteristics.”[53]

The physical effect of Pahl and Beitz[53] is equivalent to the physical phe-
nomenon of Andreasen et al [54]. The physical effect is realized by the working
geometry, which is the combination of working surfaces and working motions [53].
Working surfaces are determined by type, shape, position, size, and number, while
working motions are determined by type (translation-rotation), nature (regular-
irregular), direction (in x-, y-, z-directions and/or about x-, y-, z-axes), magnitude,
number [53]. Together, these are the geometric characteristics.

The material characteristics are those of the material from which the work-
ing surfaces are produced and are described as state, rigidity, elasticity, stiffness,
etc. [53]. This description requires a rather detailed design and focuses on the
interfaces (working surfaces) of the product.

The description of Working Interrelationships has influenced the project with
the notion of the relationship between the material- and geometric characteristics
and physical effects. Since the (working) surfaces of the embodiment influence
the working interrelationship and the following fulfillment of function, the char-
acteristics of these surfaces are central in defining the following physical effects
and function.

While not specifically referring to a description of mode of action, it is clear
that the working surfaces are necessary to describe in order to evaluate how the
different parts interact with each other, and, as a whole, with its environment, in
order to perform the product function.
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3.3 Variation in Mechanical Products

With the description of the (ideal) product, a description of the phenomena of
the real product follows. This section elaborates on variation of physical prod-
ucts, a primary aspect of the distinction between the ideal and the real product.
The types of variation regarded are described, including the sources and conse-
quences of variation.

3.3.1 Uncertainty in Product Design

Thunnissen [66] classified uncertainty for designing and developing complex sys-
tems into four main categories. Morse et al. [38] also used this framework for
describing the uncertainty related to tolerance analysis and variation manage-
ment activities. The four categories are the following:

• Ambiguity (Communication Imprecision)

• Epistemic (Lack of Knowledge)

– Model (Accuracy of the model of describing the physical system)
– Phenomenological (Uncertainty about Phenomena)
– Behavioral (Decision Uncertainty)

• Aleatory (Variability in the system)

• Interaction (Unanticipated effects of interactions)

The variation in the products that are the focus of this PhD project fall into the
category of Aleatory Uncertainty – it is known that the products will vary, but it
is impossible to say beforehand exactly how the individual product will deviate.
Yet, as it has been described above, it is possible (and necessary) to estimate
where the variation risk will be largest. The task is to improve this process.

3.3.2 Sources and Consequences of Variation

Geometrical variation is first present in the system when the system is physically
manifested, i.e., when the design is converted into a tangible product.

The variation of interest is that which is experienced by the customer or user,
during the use phase of the product’s life cycle. Therefore, variation that hap-
pens during or before this phase is in focus. What lies before the use phase is
manufacturing, assembly, and distribution [67]. Production (manufacturing and
assembly) is a particularly critical source of variation. The use phase, where the
product has to interact as intended, is also a critical source of variation, since it is
much less controllable than production and distribution, as it is now in the hands
of customers that in most cases are free to use the product as they wish.

Geometrical variation is the collected instances of geometrical deviations across
the products considered [68, 58]. A product, subassembly, part, or feature may
deviate geometrically from the ideal, nominal geometry specified in the origi-
nal design description. Sources of geometrical variation are the following [69],
which can be ascribed to the different phases:
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• Production Phase Specific

– Manufacturing Tolerances (allowable variation of the parts)

– Assembly Tolerances (allowable variation of how the parts fit together)

• Distribution and Use Phase Specific

– Load Deformations (e.g., external forces – user loads, gravity, etc.)

– Variation over time (wear, creep, swelling, etc.)

• Both Production, Distribution and Use Phase

– Variation due to ambient conditions (temperature, humidity, dust, etc.)

Geometrical variation is the variation in the design parameter domain. Vari-
ation can also be expressed in the other domains, i.e., variation of functional
performance, variation of customer satisfaction, and variation of production vari-
ables [58].

3.3.3 Sensitivity Towards Variation

Variation sensitivity is the degree to which the sensitivity in one domain transfers
to the next. The transfer of variation means that, in the end, the customers will
varyingly be dissatisfied with the product. According to Ebro et al. [4], products
with high sensitivity regarding variation will, in the end, impact the satisfac-
tion and loyalty of customers, increase the amount of resources used in quality
control, and result in fewer products being sold. This is caused by variation in
functional performance, tighter production tolerances, the number of late stage
design changes, an the number of market failures, to name a few reasons [4].

Taguchi introduced the notion of quadratic quality loss function [6] (see Fig-
ure 3.7a) in opposition to the then commonly accepted either/or approach to
quality loss, meaning that the product was either within specification (and con-
sidered as no quality loss) or it was not (and considered as full quality loss). The
quadratic quality loss function meant that any variation from nominal, whether
within specification or not, leads to a certain amount of quality loss for the cus-
tomer. This again meant that the aim of any production should be the nominal.

Taguchi also introduced the transfer function, which visualizes the variation
sensitivity between the domains (see Figure 3.7b). This was further explored by
Howard et al. [58]. The goal of any robust design work is to decrease the varia-
tion in the customer attributes domain (equivalent to the quality loss), typically
by either narrowing the variation itself in the individual domains or by altering
the sensitivity between domains [58].

3.4 Managing Variation

During the design process, designers must recognize and manage the variation
that will be present in the finished products. This adds to the activities that must
be carried out during the product development process. The designers have to
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Figure 3.7: a) Quality Loss Function. b) Transfer Function.

analyze the likely impact of variation and mitigate it (often by re-designing part
of the design). The following describes the framework and strategies for man-
aging variation, which has also been the basis of this research project, especially
for understanding the activities and goals related to the different stages of the
management process.

3.4.1 Variation Risk Management

Variation risk is related to the impact that variation has on the customer satisfac-
tion, in terms of severity (consequence) and likelihood.

Thornton prescribed a three-stage process for managing variation risk [17]
that can be summarized as

1. Identification: Where is the most critical variation risk?

2. Assessment: How critical is the variation risk?

3. Mitigation: How can the variation risk be reduced?

The process is a holistic and systematic approach to managing variation, and
has been highly relevant to this PhD project as a framework for organizing ac-
tivities and surrounding relevant research fields. Focusing the framework on the
variation risk, and thus on the impact on the user, is crucial for remembering the
end goal of variation reduction efforts. In the stages, consequence and likelihood
of variation is managed accordingly (see Table 3.1).

3.4.2 Identifying Variation Risk

The goal of variation risk identification is to identify the specific elements in the
design that lead to the highest variation risk. These elements are the focus of the
assessment stage. Variation risk management builds on the principle of doing the
right things and then doing those things right. Therefore, for each stage, the most
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Table 3.1: Summarized focus of the stages of Variation Risk Management, target-
ing consequences and likelihood of variation.

Variation Risk Consequence Likelihood
Identification Key Characteristics and Variation Flowdown
Assessment Severity and Cost Estimations Tolerance Analysis
Mitigation Robust Re-Design Tighter Tolerances

critical elements are found so that the next stage may focus on these. This means
that the elements of high variation risk found in the identification stage lead to
the focus of the assessment stage. Assessing these elements allows the designers
to focus on redesigning the elements that had the highest actual variation risk.
Variation risk identification is relevant for this PhD project, since it is the field of
identifying and prioritizing the tolerance analysis tasks.

Features of high variation risk found in the identification stage are called Key
Characteristics and are described below.

In principle, the identification of the highest variation risk has to be done
comparatively, i.e., identifying the elements relative to each other rather than
analyzing the absolute variation risk, since any deeper analysis of the absolute
risk belongs to the assessment stage. Since risk is a combination of consequence
and likelihood, the main objective is to identify where the worst consequence of
variation is, and where the highest likelihood of variation is.

Key Characteristics The term key characteristic (KC) has been defined by many
authors [36]. A recurring definition, which has been a starting point of this
project, is that of Thornton [17]:

A key characteristic is a quantifiable feature of a product or its as-
semblies, parts, or processes whose expected variation from target
has an unacceptable impact on the cost, performance, or safety of the
product.

For a feature to be a key characteristic, there has to be an overlap between the
criticality (impact on cost, performance, or safety) of the feature and the likeli-
hood of variation of that feature.

In the context of the behavior of complex mechanical products, this is inter-
preted in this thesis as features, and especially interfaces, whose variation im-
pacts the behavior, and thus the functionality, of the product, and that are likely
to vary (see Figure 3.8).

Variation Flowdown The variation flowdown is a tool proposed by Thornton
[17] that serves as documentation and mapping of the features and relations
whose variation will impact the customer satisfaction. The tools decomposes the
Customer Requirements into Product KCs, System KCs, Assembly KCs, Part KCs,
and Process KCs. This mapping is illustrated with a syringe as example product
in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.8: The overlap of variability and criticality defines part key characteris-
tics. In this thesis, part key characteristics are interpreted as the overlap between
interfaces that experience significant variation and interfaces that are critical for
the intended behavior.

A full variation flowdown requires a quite extensive knowledge of detail about
the assembly elements, part features, process variables, etc. Thornton prescribes
several sources of inspiration for identifying the variation flowdown [17], that
can be grouped in the following:

• Functional Requirements. System Key Characteristics.

• Product Structure and Function. Product Architecture and Functional Struc-
ture.

• Production and Variation Sources. Manufacturing Processes and Critical
Suppliers.

• Existing Knowledge and Experience. Previous or Current Products and Scrap-
or Rework Data.

The variation flowdown has influenced the project with the notion that variation
of the individual assembly, part, feature, and interface can have a significant
impact on the product performance and fulfillment of customer needs.

3.4.3 Assessing and Mitigating Variation Risk

The variation risk assessment and mitigation are the next stages in the varia-
tion risk management framework. Since they originate from the variation risk
identification, they have also been relevant for this PhD project. In the field of
mechanical assemblies, variation and tolerance analysis is the most common ap-
proach for variation risk assessment [38]. Most research in tolerancing that seeks
to model and calculate the expected variation can be ascribed the variation risk
assessment stage [38]. Research in methods, approaches, principles, and tools
for reducing variation risk can be ascribed the variation risk mitigation stage.

Tolerance Analysis Tolerance analysis is the process of estimating how much
an assembly will vary and thus assuring whether the accumulated tolerances or
expected variation of the parts of the product will be within specification. This
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Figure 3.9: Example of Variation Flowdown. A simple syringe is used to illustrate
the decomposition of the Key Characteristics.

assesses the likelihood of variation [17, 70]. The tolerances are the allowable
variation of design parameters and are typically by default set to be what is usu-
ally obtainable with a given manufacturing process, e.g., when designing injec-
tion molded parts, the tolerances of the parts will typically be set to the variation
that is expected from this process [58].

Tolerance analysis can be made based on worst case scenarios, the root-sum-
square approach (statistical tolerance analysis), or simulations (e.g., monte carlo
simulations) [70, 38]. See Figure 3.10 for a simple schematic example.

The tolerance analysis must take into account the variation of the individual
parts themselves, as well as the variation of the relative part positions, typically
due to clearances between parts in assemblies.

Severity and Cost Estimation The severity or impact of the variation risk is
typically mapped qualitatively by denoting it either high, medium or low. This is
sometimes done in a so-called risk grid, where the severity is mapped against the
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Figure 3.10: Simple Schematic Tolerance Stackup Example. Worst Case calcula-
tion entails subtracting the longest versions of the blocks (a, b, and c) from the
shortest version of the groove (d).

likelihood.
If the severity is acceptably low, the cost trade-offs are typically also calcu-

lated. Expenses for mitigating the risk, such as extended quality control, need to
be weighed against the cost of in-market failure, rework, loss of customer loyalty,
etc [17].

Robust Design In this thesis robust design is regarded as a variation risk miti-
gation approach. It is a wide field in itself, with numerous contributions. Robust
design addresses consequences of variation. Variation may be present in certain
domains, but, if a design is robust, the sensitivity towards variation is low, and
therefore the variation does not affect the customer [58, 7] (illustrated in Figure
3.7). Robustness is therefore described as functional stability [6]. Robust Design
operates in Taguchi’s three levels [6], but mainly seeks to improve the system
and the parameter design [58].

The robustness (quality) of a system indicates how the system reacts to (trans-
fers) variation and is not necessarily an expression of how much the system will
vary. Howard et al. [58] worked on mapping and managing the variation and ro-
bustness across the domains in the Variation Management Framework, which
presents the transfer functions and sensitivities between Suh’s four domains.
Göhler [57] worked on the influence of contradictions of functional requirements
on robustness and used this as a robustness indicator.

Tolerance Allocation Another mitigation strategy is simply specifying tighter
tolerances on the right parameters. This is known as tolerance allocation, which
operates in Taguchis Tolerance Design level [6], and it addresses the likelihood-
dimension of variation risk. Tightening tolerance typically implies either acquir-
ing more advanced production equipment and/or increasing control, which often
result in more scrapped parts, and it is therefore expensive to do [4]. Thus, it
should preferably be done as a last resort solution, when the design has been
optimized as much as possible.
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3.4.4 Risk Management

Variation Risk Management framework is based on the general notion of risk
and risk management, which has therefore also influenced this project. The ISO
31000:2009 [23] describes the standard risk management principles and guide-
lines. In this, the general standardized definition of risk and the standard risk
management process is described. The ISO 31000:2009 framework has many
similarities to the Variation Risk Management framework, and it has therefore
served as a supplement to identifying the required steps and activities of the
process.

Defining Risk In ISO 31000:2009, Point 2.1 defines risk as the effect of uncer-
tainties on objectives. Several notes are added to this point that describe risk
further:

“An effect is a deviation from the expected — positive and/or nega-
tive.

Objectives can have different aspects (such as financial, health and
safety, and environmental goals) and can apply at different levels
(such as strategic, organization-wide, project, product and process).

Risk is often characterized by reference to potential events [. . . ] and
consequences [. . . ], or a combination of these.

Risk is often expressed in terms of a combination of the consequences
of an event (including changes in circumstances) and the associated
likelihood [. . . ] of occurrence.

Uncertainty is the state, even partial, of deficiency of information re-
lated to, understanding or knowledge of an event, its consequence,
or likelihood” [23].

Risk Management process The standard furthermore defines risk manage-
ment as: “coordinated activities to direct and control an organization with regard
to risk” [23]. The risk management process [23] is prescribed as the following
stages (see also Figure 3.11):

1. Establishing the Context. Defining objectives, scope, parameters of risk man-
agement activities. Establishing which system is being assessed and treated,
and who are involved in doing so [23].

2. Risk Assessment. Assessing the risk of the current system [23].

(a) Risk Identification. Identification of potential issues, sources, and im-
pact. Identification of “sources of risk, areas of impacts, events (in-
cluding changes in circumstances) and their causes and their potential
consequences. [. . . ] Comprehensive identification is critical, because
a risk that is not identified at this stage will not be included in further
analysis”[23].
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(b) Risk Analysis. Understanding the risk and its magnitude, including
likelihood and consequences: “Risk analysis involves consideration
of the causes and sources of risk, their positive and negative conse-
quences, and the likelihood that those consequences can occur”[23].

(c) Risk Evaluation. Evaluation and prioritization of need of risk treat-
ment. Evaluating where the risk is worst [23].

3. Risk Treatment. Determining how the risk should be modified (lowered).
Options can include avoiding the activity that leads to the risk, taking the
risk, removing the risk source, changing the likelihood, changing the con-
sequences, sharing or distributing the risk, retaining the risk [23].

In parallel with the above-mentioned steps, the process entails two other ac-
tivities:

• Communication and Consultation. Communication and support of the stake-
holders involved in the risk management process should be enabled. The
involved stakeholders must understand the situation in order to be able to
manage the risk properly: “Effective external and internal communication
and consultation should take place to ensure that those accountable for im-
plementing the risk management process and stakeholders understand the
basis on which decisions are made, and the reasons why particular actions
are required”[23].

• Monitoring and Review. Constant improvement of the process. Ensuring
controls, obtaining informations, learning lessons, detecting changes, iden-
tifying emerging risks [23].

Figure 3.11: ISO 31000:2009 Risk Management Process. Redrawn from [23].
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3.5 Definitions of Key Terms Used

The following list includes the key terms used in this PhD thesis. The key terms
are defined from the theoretical basis described in this chapter and are grouped
into terms related to the product development process, function reasoning, vari-
ation risk management, and complexity and uncertainty:

• Product Development Process Terms. Adapted from Pahl & Beitz [53].

– Product Development Process is the systematic approach for problem
solving, and the process of going from task to solution, which involves
a combination of analysis and synthesis.

– Conceptual Design is the phase of the product development process
where the initial principles for solving the design problem are explored
and defined.

– Embodiment Design is the phase of the product development process
where the initial form and geometry for solving the design problem is
explored and defined.

– Design Iteration is a step in the product development process consisting
of synthesis and analysis (or analysis and synthesis) of the current
design. An iteration typically involves synthesizing a (sub)solution
proposal, which is then tested and the learnings of the test is used to
synthesis another solution.

– Design is the solution proposal to the task or problem and is a de-
scription of the final product, which is matured over the course of the
product development process.

• Function Reasoning Terms. Adapted from Andreasen et al. [54].

– Product is the individual (physical) manifestation of the design.
– Designer is the stakeholder participating in the synthesis of the design.

Typically the designer also participates in the analysis of the design.
– State “is a description of an entity in terms of parameters (physical

quantities)” [54, p. 278]. A state change is a change of these quanti-
ties.

– Organs are function-carrying collections of bodies [54].
– Action conditions are the required “arrangement of external effects and

interactions between bodies, which create the physical conditions for
utilizing a natural phenomenon to create state changes” [54].

– Behavior “Is the complex of state changes that occur in an activity or
device based on natural phenomena” [54, p. 278]. It is collection of
everything that happens (state changes) in the product.

– Function “Functions are a product or activity’s ability to do something
actively or be used for something, i.e. deliver an effect” [54, p. 270]. It
is the ability to deliver energy, material, information, and/or biological
matter from the product to its surroundings intended to fulfill the need
of the customer.
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– Bodies are the basic entities of a product, often physically manifested
as the individual parts.

– Interaction is the transfer of energy, material, information, and/or bi-
ological matter.

– Interface is the physical place or plane where an interaction happens
[71]. This is related to the concept of working surfaces.

– Mode of Action is the phenomenon where “effects from the surround-
ings and interactions between the action conditions realize natural
phenomena resulting in a desired effect” [54, p. 276]. It is how given
bodies interact with each other leading to state changes of the bodies
involved.

– Action Conditions “are the arrangement of external effects and interac-
tions between bodies, which create the physical conditions for utiliz-
ing a natural phenomenon to create state changes, and subsequently
effects” [54, p. 277].

– Structural State is a specific configuration of the parts of the product
and their interfaces. A structural state transition is a reconfiguration
of these interfaces.

– Use Cycle is the collection of the structural state transitions that happen
in the product during its use.

– Feature is a geometric element of part.

– Properties are the behavioral class of attributes of the product, which
cannot be directly influenced by the designer.

– Characteristics are the structural attributes of the product, which can
be directly influenced by the designer.

• Variation Risk Management Terms. Primarily adapted from from Thorn-
ton [17].

– Key Characteristics are the features (here denoting both properties and
characteristics) that are prone to vary and whose variation impacts the
satisfaction of the user.

– Variation Risk is the risk that variation poses on the satisfaction of
the customer. It is regarded as the combination of the impact (conse-
quence) and likelihood of variation.

– Variation Risk Identification is the process of identifying the possible
areas of variation risk in the product.

– Variation Risk Assessment is the process of assessing the size of the
variation risk.

– Variation Risk Mitigation is the process of mitigating the variation risk
in the product by reducing the impact or the likelihood of variation.

– Robust Design is a design that has low sensibility towards variation.

– Tolerance Analysis is the process of verifying that the accumulated ex-
pected variation of a given product lies within an acceptable range.
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– Function- and Behavior Critical Interfaces and Interactions are inter-
faces and interactions that are important for the intended function
and behavior of the product.

• Complexity and Uncertainty Terms. From INCOSE [62], Suh [56, 72]
and Thunnissen [66].

– Design Parameters are the specifications of a design which can be spec-
ified directly and measured directly. This is related to the concept of
characteristics [56].

– Functional Requirements are the required (measurable) output or prop-
erties of the final product. This is related to both the concepts of func-
tions and properties [56].

– Complex System is a system where the probability of fulfilling the func-
tional requirements is lower than 1 because of the system’s range [72].
In a complex system the interactions between elements are not fixed
but subject to re-organization, i.e., new interactions may emerge or
change as time progresses [62].

– Epistemic Uncertainty is the uncertainty due to a lack of knowledge
[66]. This is related to time-independent imaginary complexity.

– Aleatory Uncertainty is the uncertainty due to physical variability of a
system [66]. This is related to time-independent real complexity.

– Interaction Uncertainty is the uncertainty due to the unanticipated
effects of interactions in the system [66]. This is related to time-
dependent complexity.

– Ambiguity Uncertainty is the uncertainty due to the imprecision in
communication [66].
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

This chapter presents and discusses the results of the PhD-project, sets the at-
tached papers into context, and unifies the outcomes. The chapter covers the
elements that together form the Research Clarification, Descriptive Study I, and
the Prescriptive Study, according to the Design Research Methodology (DRM)
[51] and answers the Research Questions 1 to 3.

4.1 Ill-supported Variation Risk Identification and
Assessment Activities

This study contributed to the Research Clarification and Descriptive Study I stages
of the PhD project. The study resulted in Paper A (published as [42] and ap-
pended in Appendix A.1).

4.1.1 Introduction

The aim of this study was to get an overview of the issues in the field of variation
risk identification and assessment in practice. The study particularly focused on
the development of multiple state mechanical products in order to 1) identify
the process and the issues surrounding this type of product development, and 2)
identify areas that can be improved so that efficiency and certainty of the varia-
tion risk management here can be increased. The study answered the research
question:

Research Question 1
Which activities are ill-supported in the process of identifying and assessing
the variation-related issues in the product design during the early product

development process?

Important parts of the study included determining the research focus and
areas to support, and doing both an empirical study and literature study.

47
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4.1.2 Research Methods

The study was done at an industrial case company, and thus suitable methods
were chosen for this type of research:

Interviews. Interviews were conducted in order to explore the designers’ and
tolerance experts’ perception of the variation risk identification and assessment
process. A semi-structured approach was chosen in order to increase compa-
rability between the interviews as well as to allow for personal anecdotes and
experiences that could lead the research into other directions. Table 4.1 shows
the questions that each interviewee was asked and the statements that each were
given and asked to declare their degree of agreement on. The questions aimed
at opening up the discussion and obtaining qualitative accounts of the current
variation risk identification and assessment processes and tools. The statements
were focused on a quantitative evaluation of efficiency of the processes and tools.
The results of the quantitative approach is presented in Table 4.2.

Table 4.1: Interview Questions and Statements

Nr. Question Statement

1

“How did you identify and assess the
influence of variation in the design
parameters on performance of key
product functionalities?”

“The variation-related issues in the
concept designs were identified and
assessed efficiently (in terms of
speed and performance).”

2
“Which specific tools did you use and
how did you work with these tools in
the project? Give examples.”

“The tools used in the variation
identification and assessment pro-
cess were efficient.”

3

“How did you use the output of
the identification and assessment of
variation-related issues in the concept
development?”

“The variation-related issues in the
concepts were overcome efficiently
in the projects.”

4
“If any, how did you identify and deal
with coupled and conflicting require-
ments? Give examples.”

“The way coupled and conflicting
requirements were handled in the
projects was efficient.”

5

“Describe any deviations in the an-
ticipated issues or surprising insights
that emerged over the course of the
projects? Give examples.”

“The way variation was dealt with
in the projects was adequate for
finding all variation-related issues.”

Observations. Participant Observation was chosen as a field study approach
in order to explore the variation risk management process in detail at a single
product development project. This gave experience regarding the tools and the
specific steps.

Collecting Documents. The documentation tools that were used for the toler-
ance analysis were reviewed for identifying which parameters were required or
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Table 4.2: Degree of agreement with statements 1-5 from Paper A. The respon-
dents 1-6 had experience from the projects A-H, and stated their degree of agree-
ment with the statements presented to them according to their experience in the
projects. Table redrawn from Paper A.

Statement Statement 1 Statement 2 Statement 3 Statement 4 Statement 5

Project A B C D E F G H A B C D E F G H A B C D E F G H A B C D E F G H A B C D E F G H
Respond.

1 (P) - 3 - - - - - 4 - 3 - - - - - 3 - 2 - - - - - 4 - 2 - - - - - 3 - 3 - - - - - 4
2 (P) - - 3 - - 4 5 - - - 3 - - 5 3 - - - 4 - - 5 5 - - - 4 - - 4 4 - - - 3 - - 5 5 -
4 (P) - - - 4 - 2 - - - - - 3 - 3 - - - - - 4 - 3 - - - - - 5 - 2 - - - - - 4 - 2 - -
6 (P) - - 4 4 - - - - - - 2 4 - - - - - - 3 4 - - - - - - 3 3 - - - - - - 5 4 - - - -
3 (T) 5 - - - - - 3 4 4 - - - - - 3 4 5 - - - - - 4 4 4 - - - - - 4 4 4 - - - - - 4 4
5 (T) 5 2 - - 2 - - - 4 5 - - 5 - - - 5 1 - - 1 - - - 5 1 - - 1 - - - 4 4 - - 4 - - -

Mean (P) 3.7 3.2 3.8 3.3 3.9
Mean (T) 3.5 4.2 3.3 3.2 4.0

1 = Strongly Disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Neutral; 4 = Agree; 5 = Strongly Agree

computed by the tool. The documents reviews included 3D CAD files, 2D draw-
ings, 2D sketches, the list of tolerance calculations, the tolerance analysis spread
sheets, swim lane diagrams, product specification, and story boards. In this man-
ner, the input and output information could be aggregated in the final mapping
of the observed variation risk management process.

Literature Reviews. Other described obstacles in Variation Risk Identification
and Assessment were found in literature. Five primary state-of-the-art sources
were compared with the findings. These were used to back up or challenge the
found conclusions from the case study company.

4.1.3 Results

Paper A presents a mapping of the variation risk identification and assessment
process and six ill-supported activities in this process, in practice and literature.

Mapping the Tolerancing Process Figure 4.1 shows the variation risk identi-
fication and assessment process observed at the case company. This illustrates
the various steps that the designers must carry out to identify the features of in-
terest (key characteristics), extract and analyze the information from the current
design CAD model, and assess whether or not the design needs another iteration
for mitigating the variation risk.

Beyer and Holtzblatt [73] suggested five models for representing work. To-
gether they describe the flows, sequences, artifacts, culture, and physical ele-
ments of work. The insights from the study have subsequently likewise been
organized in these models for further clarity, since the focus was to study the
work surrounding the variation risk identification and assessment process. In the
following, the first four models (flows, sequences, artifacts, and culture) are used
briefly to add structure to the description of the work:
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Figure 4.1: Early Stage Tolerance Analysis Activities. Reprinted from Paper A.

Flow: The individuals in the variation risk identification and assessment are
the designers, responsible for designing the product and doing the analysis; the
tolerance experts, responsible for identifying the variation risk and supporting
and guiding the variation risk assessment process; and the lead engineers or
project manager, responsible for balancing the activities of synthesis and analy-
sis. The design needs to be communicated to the tolerance expert, the tolerance
expert needs to communicate which tolerance calculations are prioritized, and
the designers and tolerance expert need to communicate the results internally
to the design team. This flow of information between the stakeholders are also
illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Key Stakeholders and communication flows in the process of produc-
ing the Tolerance Calculation List. Reprinted from Paper B
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Sequence: The designers synthesize a solution, which the project manager
decides to have analyzed from a variation risk point of view, triggered by re-
quirements for passing certain milestones. The tolerance expert is called over
and has to understand and review the design, identifying the features of interest
together with the designers. The features of interest feed a list of calculations
and the measurement activities of the 3D CAD model for obtaining the parame-
ters that form part of the tolerance stack-up calculations. The tolerance expert
manages the process and updates the list of calculations whenever new features
of interest are discovered. The variation risk assessment is carried out until it is
clear whether or not the design is sufficiently robust.

Artifacts: The artifacts included in the process of variation risk identification
include the design itself–represented as a CAD model, the gross list of previous
variation-related issues, the product specification, the storyboard and swim-lane
diagrams representing the external and internal activities of the design, the toler-
ance calculation tool, tolerance stack-up drawings, annotated technical drawings,
and prototypes and analytical models.

Culture: Robust design and variation risk management are prevalent notions
in the organization. Its products and designs have to be of high quality and low
cost. However, tolerance calculation is sometimes regarded as a tedious task.
Variation risk management may also be implemented at earlier or later stages,
according to the project manager’s discretion.

The designers feel free to develop their own calculation aids in parallel with
the official tolerance calculation tool.

Identified Ill-supported activities The study found the following areas or ac-
tivities that were ill-supported in the case study company:

1. Balancing hardness of requirements and the screening. There is a lack of
rigid systematic process of evaluating the design concepts, a lack of means
of communicating consequences of variation, and uncertainty about the
final expected variation, both due to epistemic and aleatory uncertainty.

2. Communicating mechanism and tolerance calculation results. The communi-
cation between the designers and the support function (tolerance experts)
is not efficient, mostly due to lack of tools that allow an easy and clear ex-
planation of both the mechanism behavior (linked to point 3 below) and
the impact of the expected variation (linked to point 4 below).

3. Predicting user input and internal component movement. Similarly, there
is a lack of a tool for clearly mapping the internal behavior of the design.
This increases the epistemic uncertainty about the expected behavior – both
nominally and including variation.

4. Documenting and communicating tolerance analysis. There is a lack of tools
in practice that allow easy setup and clear visualization of tolerance analy-
sis calculations.

5. Implementing robustness in the early definition of the projects. Managerially,
it has been observed that focus on variation risk management and following
activities are implemented late in the product development process.
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6. Implementing statistical information in the calculations. The knowledge
about the aleatory uncertainty is not always brought back in enough de-
tail to the designers doing the early variation risk management.

4.1.4 Contribution

The study contributes a detailed industrial case study supporting the current un-
derstanding of state of the art of implementation of VRM. Literature describes
inefficiency in linking production capabilities and customer requirements to the
variation risk management process, and a lack of management support of the
VRM process has been observed [74, 75, 76]. This is supported by Point 6 (imple-
mentation of statistical information) and Point 5 (managerially implementation
of early robustness), respectively. Inefficient team-to-expert communication has
also been described [76], which is supported by Point 2 (communication of mech-
anism) and Point 4 (communicating tolerance analysis). A lack of quantitative
models for making quick and accurate decisions have been identified in practice
[77]. This is supported by Point 1 (screening of concepts). Finally, support for
identifying noise factors is also lacking in industry [78]. This is supported in part
by Point 3 (predicting internal component movement).

4.1.5 Evaluation of Study

The general applicability of the study is discussed in Paper A. Due to the state-
of-the-art capabilities of the case study company, as well as similar results in pre-
vious literature, the results of the study are likely generalizable. As described in
Paper A, existing literature also highlights the lack of tools for identifying noise
factors and linking knowledge about production capabilities and customer re-
quirements to the VRM process. A lack of quantitative models for quick decisions,
a lack of management support and support structures, as well as inefficiencies in
the communication between experts and design teams have been identified by
existing literature. These points coincide with the findings of the study.

The theoretical basis of VRM [17], which forms the focus of the study and the
way the interview statements were clustered, gives confidence that the measures
were right and that the identified ill-supported activities impact the certainty and
efficiency of identification and assessment of the variation risk.

4.1.6 Discussion and Reflection

Referencing to the general risk management process [23] introduced in Chapter
3, the above-mentioned ill-supported areas indicate that there is a lack of tools
for supporting the communication and consultation activities. This also seems
to be a tendency identified by other literature. The relationship between the
consulting stakeholders (tolerance experts), the risk-managing stakeholders (de-
signers), and the system being managed (the design) is the focus of the rest of
the thesis.

The variation risk management process mapped in this study also showed
that considerations about the activities in which the product (via swim-lane di-
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agrams, etc.), the interfaces in the structure of the design (features of interest),
and the parameters of the individual parts (parameter list) are key elements of
the process, and it was therefore relevant to focus on the mode of action in the
further work.

4.2 Variation Effects and Aspects of Mode of Action

This study contributed to the Prescriptive Study stage of the PhD project. The
study resulted in Paper B (appended in Appendix A.2).

4.2.1 Introduction

From the study that led to Paper A, it was found that the behavior, risk clarifica-
tion, and communication are areas that needed support (primarily points 2, 3,
and 4 of the ill-supported areas from the aforementioned list). Therefore, the
aim of the next study was to identify which elements are necessary to model and
communicate in order to properly explain how a mechanical product works. This
led to the following research question:

Research Question 2
How can the behavior and mode of action of highly-integrated, multiple-state,
purely mechanical products with shifting interfaces between parts be modeled,

documented, and communicated for systematic identification of
function-critical interfaces?

This study was the first step in the conceptualization and exploration of the Pre-
scriptive study.

4.2.2 Research Methods

Observations and Collecting Documents The study was based on the ob-
served variation risk management process at the case company, where documents
used for communicating the design were analyzed and the aspects and symbols
that were typically depicted were grouped. This included the 3D CAD draw-
ings, 2D sketches, and the story board. The study involved following the work
of the tolerance expert and attending meetings with the tolerance experts and
the designers from a development project. Issues that they found relevant for
the variation risk management (related to the list of tolerance analyses) were
noted. The theory was developed around the grouped elements that were used
for identifying the key characteristics.

Literature Review The study also entailed a literature review of other ap-
proaches for mapping the structure, functions, and behavior of mechanical prod-
ucts. Ten main state-of-the-art references were used in this study. These were
used for comparison with the developed model.
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Application on Case Study The theory was developed into a set of symbols
for representing and mapping the intended behavior, along with a systematic
approach for decomposing the intended behavior of the design and identifying
key characteristics. These were applied on a case study product (Jotter Pen).

The impact of the use of graphical tools at a specific product development
was also studied. Designers and tolerance experts in the case company used
graphical representation for illustrating their current design in a specific product
development project.

4.2.3 Results

The study resulted in a theory describing the aspects of product behavior and how
variation affects these aspects. The theory builds primarily on Domain Theory
and Working Interrelationships. The theory is meant to indicate which elements,
in practice, are relevant to map and consider when identifying key characteristics.
A systematic method for decomposing and mapping the intended behavior and
evaluating the impact of variation also resulted from this study. The method is
also intended to be used in industrial practice.

Variation Effects and Aspects of Mode of Action The variation effects and as-
pects of mode of action (VEAMoA) theory links the aspects of the mode of action
in a cause-and-effect cycle, explaining the behavior of mechanical products. The
aspects are 1. transfer of forces; 2. acceleration, deformation, and/or placement
(immobilization) of parts; 3. position of surfaces; and 4. transfer of information.
The cycle is presented in Figure 4.3a. Each aspect consists of an action type and
an entity type. Each entity has certain attribute types. The attributes of each of
the entities of the system change according the action. The entity types, action
types, and attributes are shown in Figure 4.3b.

The entity type ‘forces’ is divided into two subcategories: ‘driving forces’ and
‘nesting forces’, i.e., forces that either change the state of the part or forces that
fixate the part, respectively. Forces are defined by their magnitude, direction,
duration, and point of application. The entity type ‘parts’ describes the bodies
of the system. The internal states of the parts are defined by their placement
(relative to reference frame), movement (relative to reference frame), and de-
formation (internal energy and material). The entity type ‘Surfaces’ is divided
into three subcategories ‘surface overlaps’, ‘surface clearances’, and ‘Surface Con-
tacts’, i.e., the relative distance to or contact with other surfaces in the system.
The individual surfaces are defined by their form, size, orientation, location, and
roughness.

Each of the aspects are entry-points for variation, and, due to the causal chain,
the variation in the system is transferred through the chain. It is the attributes
defining the entities that vary. Variation is thus not only regarded as geometrical
variation (variation of surface attributes) but also as variation of the part at-
tributes, variation of the force attributes, and variation of the information. Since
the entities define the aspects of mode of action, variation of the entities also
varies the aspects of mode of action.
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(a) Flow diagram of the aspects of mode of action in a product with shifting
interfaces. The aspects form a causal loop in which position of surfaces enables
the transfer of forces, causing either an acceleration of deformation of parts or
immobilization of parts and the setting up or maintaining the position of surfaces,
respectively. The (new) surface positions enable new force transfers, etc. Figure
reprinted from Paper B.

(b) Entity relationship diagram of the aspects of mode of action. The entities are surfaces,
information, forces, parts, defining each other (relations). Each entity have sub-entities
and attributes. Figure reprinted from Paper B.

Figure 4.3: Aspects of mode of action. Figures reprinted from Paper B.
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Identification of Function- and Behavior Critical Interfaces The developed
theory was also basis for a design method, also suggested in Paper B for appli-
cation in praxis. The method steps guide both the systematic decomposition of
the requirements and behavior, including the structural states of the product, as
well as the identification of relevant tolerance stack-ups (paths of accumulated
tolerances).

The design method is the following:

1. Identification of the Structural States and Requirements. Identification of the
main functions, functional requirements, and the structural states that the
product has to go through in its use cycle in order to deliver those functions.

2. Assignment and Categorization of Requirements. Identification of the re-
quirements that apply to specific structural states or structural state changes.

3. Identification of the Mode of Action. Mapping of the aspects of mode of
action that make up the intended behavior results in the required functions
and causes the product to go through its structural states.

4. Identification of the Path of the Accumulated Tolerances and Potential Noise
and Variation in the Mode of Action. Identification of the the function-critical
interfaces1, the potential noise and variation sources and points-of-entries,
and the paths through which the variation travels and accumulates.

Mapping the structure that is responsible for the intended behavior, clarifies the
impact of the potential variation on the mode of action and thus on the intended
behavior.

The combination and clarification of the intended behavior and mode of ac-
tion of the structure of the design that results in the required functions leads to
the insights of function and behavior-critical interfaces, which, combined with
knowledge about the expected variation leads to identification of the key char-
acteristics. Figure 4.4 shows how these steps can be part of the variation risk
management in the early phases of the product development process.

4.2.4 Design Support Evaluation

The applicability and usability of the VEAMoA approach was evaluated via appli-
cation on a case study product: a Parker Jotter Ball Point Pen. The approach was
applied as described above, and relevant tolerance stack-ups that had to be ful-
filled simultaneously were identified, e.g., when pressing the button for ‘clicking’
the pen, features that contribute to the length of the button part need to be long
enough so that the user can push the cartridge to the next structural state. This
is illustrated in Figure 4.5b.

The usefulness of the VEAMoA theory and approach was evaluated by study-
ing the impact of the mapping, documentation and communication of the aspects

1The function-critical interfaces are the interfaces that enable the intended behavior that is critical
for the function and whose variation impacts this behavior. In hindsight, due to their more direct
influence on the behavior, these interfaces will also be referred to as behavior-critical interfaces in
this thesis.
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Figure 4.4: Behavior- and Mode of action-centric variation risk identification,
adapted to the variation risk management framework as (originally described
by [17]), adapted to the product development process (originally described by
[53]). Figure reprinted from Paper B.

of mode of action in a specific product development project at Novo Nordisk. This
was done by investigating the documents used in the process, and interviewing
the tolerance expert about the issues that became clear with the use of this doc-
umentation. An example of an identified issue was presented. The lengths of
an internal parts of the injection device had contradictory requirements depend-
ing on the structural states of the device. This indicated the usefulness of the
VEAMoA approach.

4.2.5 Contribution

The known existing literature on linking product functions, behavior, and struc-
ture mainly focuses on high-level abstraction, often with purpose-oriented de-
scriptions of the intermediary steps from input to output [79, 80, 81]. This indi-
cated a lack of a tool that focuses on the behavior related directly to the interfaces
and the interactions. Other literature includes representation of assemblies and
the interfaces [44, 45, 82] but does not represent the state changes nor the in-
teractions between parts, leading to a lack of description of the structural state
transitions and what causes these. Further literature focuses on decomposing the
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(a) Aspects of mode of action of a Parker Jotter pen illustrated schematically. The pen
goes through the structural states A-D during its use cycle.

(b) Identified relevant tolerance stack-ups in a Parker Jotter pen. The lengths a3 and b4
need to be long enough so that the button still protrudes out from the housing, when the
cartridge is pushed to the next structural state (highlighted by the green triangles).

Figure 4.5: Variation Effects and Aspects of Mode of Action illustrated on a ball
point pen. Figures reprinted from Paper B
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functions and customer needs, resulting in a top down approach [83, 10, 46, 29].
This leads to a lack of a bottom-up approach.

The literature review showed that the proposed support contributes to fill-
ing an existing gap in literature, with an early-stage, bottom-up, embodiment-
specific, structural state transition-focused theory and approach for identifying
the behavior-critical interfaces in the context of variation risk identification.

4.2.6 Discussion and Reflection

The aspects of mode of action can be regarded as the concretization of the mode
of action description from Domain Theory. The transfers of forces and informa-
tion are equivalent to the concept of interactions, the positioning of surfaces is
equivalent to the concept of setup or change of interfaces (action conditions),
and acceleration and deformation of parts are equivalent to the concept of state
changes. The VEAMoA theory is therefore applicable on physical products, and
includes the propagation variation through the causal chain of the aspects of
mode of action.

Variation affects the bodies of the structure and thus the behavior, so it is not
enough to just focus on variation of the function, but on variation of the behavior.
By using the aspects of mode of action, the behavior of the product is clarified, as
well as the impact of variation on the behavior. This gives a bottom-up approach
to identifying key characteristics, as opposed to the typical top-down function-
centric approaches.

4.3 Modeling the Mode of Action

This study also contributed to the Prescriptive Study of the PhD project. The
study resulted in Paper C (published as [84] and appended in Appendix A.3).

4.3.1 Introduction

This study further developed and evaluated the suggested design tool of symbols
for visually modeling the mode of action in the context of identifying function-
and behavior-critical interfaces. A main point of the study was to apply the tool
and method on a case study product: a glue gun design.

The study contributes to answering Research Question 2 and is regarded
as the continuation and a part of the realization of the prescriptive conceptual
VEAMoA theory from Paper B.

4.3.2 Research Methods

The design support was developed further and tested on a case study. A compar-
ison with the existing approaches was done to verify the gap in literature.
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Application on Case Study A glue gun design was chosen as case study prod-
uct. 2D sections of the design were used to illustrate and test the mode of action
representation symbols as well as the systematic approach for identifying the key
characteristics.

Literature Review Alternative existing methods for decomposing and mapping
the structure, function and behavior of mechanical products with the aim of iden-
tifying key characteristics were found (from ten state-of-the-art references) and
compared.

4.3.3 Results

Paper C presents a design tool in the form of symbols for representing the mode
of action of mechanical products and a design method in the form of a specific se-
quence of steps for applying the symbols and decomposing the products behavior
in order to identify the key characteristics.

Development of Symbols The paper presents a collection of symbols that are
intended to be used by designers and tolerance experts to represent the aspects
of the mode of action in order to improve communication and consultation, as
well as the process of identifying the key characteristics. Symbols represent the
transfer of forces, the movement, displacement, and deformation of parts, the
position of surfaces, and the transfer of information. Table 4.3 presents the sym-
bols. The visual language is particularly developed for multiple-state mechanical
products, and describes why the interfaces shift (due to the interactions and state
changes).

Qualitative Application of VEAMoA Tool The symbols were applied to the
glue gun case study design in the following steps that comprise a suggested de-
sign method (a condensed version of the previously suggested method), as it is
intended to be used in practice:

1. Determining Structural States: Decompose the functions and behavior of
the device and determine the structural states that the product is intended
to go through in the use cycle, as part of that behavior.

2. Mapping the aspects of mode of action: Identify the action conditions neces-
sary for the behavior to happen as intended. Mapping the relevant forces;
movements, deformations, and new placements; relative surface positions;
and information transfers.

3. Considering impact of variation of each of the aspects of mode of action: Con-
sider the variation of the action conditions and the mode of action aspects,
and the impact that this will have on the behavior and the functions of the
product.
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Table 4.3: Symbols for the Aspects of Mode of Action. Redrawn from Paper C.

Aspect Phenomenon Symbol

Transfer of Forces Driving Forces

Nesting Forces
Movement, Displacement
and Deformation of Parts Continued Displacement

Stopped Displacement

Rotation/Orientation

Internal Energy/Deformation
No Displacement •

Position of Surfaces Overlap/Clearance

Surface Contact
Surface Distance

Transfer of Information Tactile Information

Visual Information

Audible Information

4.3.4 Design Support Evaluation

Figure 4.6 illustrates the application of the symbols that were the result of the
method steps. The study illustrated the applicability of the symbols for modeling
the mode of action of the glue gun case example. Several interfaces and issues
regarding the mode of action that are critical for the intended behavior of the
glue gun case example, which illustrated the usefulness of the tool and method:
1. placement of joints of the spring and of the middle link, 2. friction between the
claw and the glue stick, 3. spring force must overcome friction forces, 4. diameter
of glue stick and the length of the tip of the claw, ensuring proper grip, and
5. clearances around the trigger.

4.3.5 Contribution

The study contributes with a specific modeling language to implement the theory
described in the aforementioned Study B. Similarly to Study B, Study C con-
tributes with a tool that allows the modeling of not only the interactions (as in
[45, 44]), but also the interactions and state changes, which causes the structural
state transitions and interface changes. The VEAMoA tool and method maps the
mode of action on an interface level of detail, relating it to the (preliminary)
embodiment of the design solution, as opposed to more high level approaches
found in [79, 81, 80, 49]. Finally, the VEAMoA tool and method contributes with
a bottom-up approach that focuses on the transitions between structural states
and the intended behavior, rather than decomposing the functions and properties
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of Mode of Action of Glue Gun. The use cycle of the glue
gun is divided into five structural states (A-E). Structural State A is the empty glue
gun. In Structural State B, the glue stick has been inserted, moving the internal
parts of the glue gun. in Structural State C, the trigger has been pressed, causing
the internal parts to move, dragging the glue stick into the heater element. In
Structural State D and E, the trigger has been released and the spring causes parts
to move back without the glue stick. The symbols on each illustration represent
the transition from the previous structural state. Reprinted from Paper C.
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(e.g., [83, 29, 27, 46]).

4.3.6 Discussion and Reflection

Paper C contributes with a tool for clarifying the mode of action of the design in
order to improve the designers’ and the tolerance experts’ understanding of the
behavior of the design. The designers will be able to clarify and gain overview
of the nominal behavior of the design, and the tolerance experts will be able to
clarify and gain overview of the impact of variation on the products behavior and
thus the function. The aim is thus to reduce the epistemic uncertainty about the
product behavior and the impact of the aleatory variation on the behavior.

The study further contributes to the communication and consultation element
of the general risk management [23] framework with a suggestion of symbols for
standardizing the visual modeling and communication of the mode of action. In-
creasing the standardization of symbols allows for an easier interpretation of the
documents. The tool and method furthermore contributes to the risk identifica-
tion element it self as well.

Using the framework of Buur & Andreasen [16], the design support developed
in this study can be described in these six aspects: The Object that the design
support is intended for is the design of multiple state mechanical products. The
property that is being represented is the intended mode of action and behavior
of the product. The purpose is to model, communicate and evaluate the effects
that variation has on the intended mode of action, in order to identify the criti-
cal interfaces. The Users intended to use the design support are designers and
tolerance specialists. The intended communication is that between designers in-
ternally in the design team as well as designers to specialists. The Code is the
symbols presented together with a sketch of the preliminary embodiment of the
design. The Medium is 2D drawings and sketches, but may be implemented in
3D CAD models as a further work.

4.4 Mode of Action Complexity

This study was the last contribution to the Prescriptive Study of the PhD project.
The study resulted in Paper D (appended in Appendix A.4).

4.4.1 Introduction

Papers B and C contributed to support of the clarification of the behavior-critical
interfaces, i.e., the studies focused on the criticality-element of the variation risk
identification. Consequently, Paper D focused on the likelihood-element and the
link between complexity of behavior and the likelihood of variation accumula-
tion. The paper answered the question:

Research Question 3
Can the complexity of the mode of action be related to variation risk and

robustness issues, and is it consequently suited as an indicator for prioritizing
the tolerance analysis tasks in the early stages of embodiment design?
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This study was done as the final part of the realization and evaluation of the
Prescriptive Study stage.

4.4.2 Research Methods

Answering the research question led to developing the design support further
in order to describe the complexity of the behavior and mode of action. A gap
for this in literature was identified, and, with the framework developed, the ap-
proach was to test it in a real case study and compare it with the results of the
company.

Observations Meetings between designers and the tolerance expert were ob-
served at a specific product development project. Issues of which product-behavioral
issues were of interest for the designers during variation risk management were
noted.

Literature Review a review of the existing robustness and complexity evalua-
tion methods and principles was carried out (approximately 20 references). The
review focused on early robustness evaluation, robustness indicators, alternative
evaluation of variation, and product complexity definitions.

Case Study Application The design support developed in this study was ap-
plied on a specific case study design from Novo Nordisk. This involved analyzing
the 3D CAD assembly at different structural states. The support was applied on
design as prescribed, in the way that designers are intended to use the support.

Collecting Documents In order to evaluate the results from the case study ap-
plication, the lists of prioritized tolerance calculations for the case study design
were gathered and analyzed. The number of times each part and the structural
state transition appeared in the prioritized list was counted (i.e., appearance
count). The parts and structural states appearing most often across the lists were
regarded as the most critical for the variation risk management.

4.4.3 Results

Paper D presents a theory for describing linking the complexity of mode of ac-
tion with the accumulation of variation. Furthermore, a tool for calculating a
mode of action complexity metric is presented, for enabling designers to identify
and compare where in the product and when in the use cycle the variation will
accumulate mostly.

Mode of Action Complexity The mode of action complexity theory builds upon
the VEAMoA theory, but mostly focuses on what causes the state changes in the
bodies and the structural state transitions in the product. Therefore, information
variation is neglected for simplicity. A structural state transition is the change
(rearrangement) of interfaces or connections between bodies in a product. The
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aspects of mode of action are generalized to the causal cycle including interfaces,
interactions, and stage changes. Variation propagates through this cycle. This is
illustrated in the triple P-diagram in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Variation Effects and Aspects of Mode of Action - Triple Parameter
Diagram. Reprinted from Paper D.

The mode of action complexity theory takes into account three parameters for
describing the mode of action complexity:

• Intended State Changes. Are the change of the physical parameters of the
individual bodies of the product.

• Discontinuous Intended Interactions. Are the contacts between each bodies
that are not continuous throughout the structural state transition - that are
either established or ended. The number of bodies that each body makes
or ends contact with are counted.

• Likely Unintended Interactions. Are the likely contacts between bodies that
may happen due to variation, and that prevents the intended behavior.
The number of bodies that a body will likely make such contacts with are
counted.

The parameters are illustrated in Figure 4.8a in an embodied design and in Figure
4.8b on a more conceptual design.

Mode of Action Complexity Metrics and Approach Paper D presents two
Mode of Action Complexity Metrics: The Transition Mode of Action (TMoA)
Complexity Metric and the Body Mode of Action (BMoA) Complexity Metric. The
mode of action complexity metrics are used for comparing structural state tran-
sitions and bodies respectively, so that the structural state transition or the body
with the highest likelihood of experiencing variation scores the highest complex-
ity score. This indicates to the designers, where in the product and when in the
use cycle, the interfaces that are most prone to variation are.
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(a) Mode of Action Complexity - Schematic Illustration of Embodied Design. Reprinted
from Paper D.

(b) Mode of Action Complexity - Graph Illustration of Conceptual Design

Figure 4.8: Mode of Action Complexity - Simple Example.
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The procedure for calculating the TMoA complexity score and the BMoA com-
plexity score is described by the following steps:

1. Identify Functions, Structural States, and Bodies.

2. Identify and Count Mode of Action Complexity Metric Parameters for Each
Body for Each Structural State Transition:

(a) Identify and Count Intended State Changes.

(b) Identify and Count Intended Discontinuous Interactions.

(c) Identify and Count Likely Unintended Interactions.

3. Calculate Mode of Action Complexity Scores.

The TMoA and BMoA complexity scores (Tj and Bi, respectively) are calcu-
lated by the following equations:

n∑
i=1

(sij + dij + uij) = Tj (4.1)

m∑
j=1

(sij + dij + uij) = Bi (4.2)

Where, for each body (i) for each structural state transition (j), sij is the in-
tended state changes, dij is the discontinuous intended interactions, and uij is
the likely unintended interactions. The product design consists of n bodies, and
the use cycle consists of m structural state transitions.

4.4.4 Design Support Evaluation

The Mode of Action Complexity Approach was applied on a 3D CAD-modeled in-
jection device design from Novo Nordisk, which was in development. The main
function was to be able to deliver an insulin dose in the patient. Six structural
state transitions (A-F) were determined for the product, including the prepara-
tions of the device and the injection. The bodies in the assembly were identified
(1-24). The intended state changes, intended discontinuous interactions and
the likely unintended interactions were identified and counted for each body for
each structural state transition. The intended state changes and discontinuous
interactions were identified by identifying new connections between parts and
identifying movements of parts. The likely unintended interactions were deter-
mined by comparing the distance between the bodies with an estimate of the
expected variation.

The results of the Mode of Action Complexity Approach and Metric were com-
pared with the company-specified list of high-priority tolerance calculations. The
metric scores were compared with the number of appearances of each body and
each structural state transition in the high-priority list. The scores, appearance
counts and comparison are presented in Table 4.4 and 4.5. The body mode of
action complexity resulted in an average absolute percentage point difference of
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Table 4.4: Results of Mode of Action Complexity Scores and high-priority Toler-
ance Calculation Appearance Count for Structural State Transitions. The struc-
tural state transitions (A-F) of the device were identified, and the MoA Com-
plexity Scores were calculated for each. This was compared to the number of
appearances in the high-priority tolerance calculation list of each structural state
transition, by percentage and ranking. Reprinted from Paper D.
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A 60 28 14 26 2 1 1 0
D 52 24 10 19 6 2 2 0
E 30 14 6 11 3 3 4 1
C 26 12 10 19 7 4 2 2
F 26 12 8 15 3 4 3 1
B 19 9 5 9 1 5 5 0

Sum 213 100 53 100
Average 3.4 0.7

2.7 compared to the appearance count, while this number was 3.4 percentage
points for the structural state transition mode of action complexity compared to
the appearance count. The study thus showed a good applicability and usefulness
of the design support suggested in the case study.

4.4.5 Contribution

As an extension to to Andersson’s [85] statement about the relationhip between
simplicity of mode of action and low variation sensitivity in the design, the Mode
of Action Complexity theory, metric and approach offers a specific way of imple-
menting a measure for this statement. The design support presented in Study D
further allows for an evaluation of the time-dependent complexity (as described
by Suh [72]), which is less in focus in other variation evaluation approaches
[86, 27, 28] that mainly describe static assemblies.

Common for the robustness indicators [21, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92] is the de-
scription of the impact of geometrical variation on the functionality of the product
via a transfer function, which needs a thorough knowledge about the sensitiv-
ity and the embodiment of the design. The transfer function is typically found
through physical or simulated experimentation, and thus requires a mature de-
sign. Study D contributes with a design support for evaluating the mode of action
complexity and the relative likelihood of variation accumulation in early embod-
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Table 4.5: Results of Mode of Action Complexity Scores and high-priority Tol-
erance Calculation Appearance Count for Bodies. The bodies of the device were
numbered (1-24), and the MoA Complexity Scores were calculated for each. This
was compared to the number of appearances in the high-priority tolerance calcu-
lation list of each body, by percentage and ranking. Reprinted from Paper D.
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19 17 8 13 12 4 2 2 0
21 16 8 15 14 6 3 1 2
18 14 7 5 5 2 4 7 3
20 13 6 11 10 4 5 3 2
23 12 6 3 3 3 6 9 3
7 12 6 2 2 4 6 10 4
15 10 5 11 10 5 7 3 4
13 10 5 4 4 1 7 8 1
4 9 4 2 2 2 8 10 2
24 9 4 4 4 1 8 8 0
3 8 4 7 6 3 9 6 3
10 7 3 3 3 1 10 9 1
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1 6 3 9 8 6 11 4 7
2 6 3 0 0 3 11 12 1
17 5 2 2 2 0 12 10 2
6 5 2 1 1 1 12 11 1
5 5 2 0 0 2 12 12 0
14 3 1 3 3 1 13 9 4
11 2 1 3 3 2 14 9 5
8 1 0 1 1 0 15 11 4

Sum 213 100 108 100
Average 2.7 2.3
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iment design and even in conceptual design stages, without requiring knowledge
about the transfer functions, since its starting point is the intended behavior and
the intended structural state transitions. This further contributes to a bottom-up
approach opposed to the typical risk [93, 94] and variation risk [95] evaluation
methods that involve a decomposition of the functions and are thus mostly top-
down approaches.

4.4.6 Discussion and Reflection

The notion of mode of action complexity leads to a systematic procedure for map-
ping and comparing the likelihood-element of key characteristics, solely based on
the structure and behavior of the product, and the basic knowledge about the ex-
pected variation. This allows a early assessment of the expected accumulated
variation.

One of the main issues regarding the mode of action complexity metrics on its
own is that it focuses on structure and behavior in order to indicate the likelihood
of variation, rather than the importance or criticality of the functions that results
from this behavior. Therefore, the mode of action complexity metric should be
combined with other approaches in order to also consider the criticality for a
complete risk identification.

4.5 Summary of Design Support

Papers B, C, and D contribute to a design support palette. The design support
consists of two related theories, each with design method and tool:

1. Variation Effects and Mode of Action (VEAMoA) Theory. The mode
of action of physical products can be divided into four aspects, through
which the variation takes form and propagates: interactions define the
state changes, which define the structural state transitions and thus the
interfaces, which define the interactions, etc.

• VEAMoA Symbols (Tool) for graphically representing the aspects of
mode of action, thus the behavior of multiple state mechanical prod-
ucts.

• VEAMoA Approach (Method) for decomposing function and behav-
ior and qualitatively evaluating the impact of variation.

2. Mode of Action (MoA) Complexity Theory. The complexity of the mode of
action is an indicator for where the variation is most likely to accumulate.
The number of intended state changes and the number of intended and
unintended interactions are a measure for complexity of mode of action.

• Mode of Action Complexity Metrics (Tool) for evaluating and com-
paring the bodies and structural states, where variation is likely to
accumulate.

• Mode of Action Complexity Approach (Method) for calculating the
MoA Complexity Metrics.



Chapter 5

Further Work

This chapter describes work and ideas that should be elaborated upon or explored
as an extension to the work done in this PhD project.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, this PhD project has mainly focused on the first
three stages of the DRM (Research Clarification, Descriptive Study I, and Pre-
scriptive Study). The papers included in this thesis include indications of the the
usability and applicability of the suggested design support. However, for a thor-
ough Descriptive Study II, further work would be required, and therefore this
chapter describes the details that a Descriptive Study II would include.

Summing up the contributions from Chapter 4, the design support can be in-
cluded into the reference model described in Chapter 1, which is then referred to
as the impact model [51]. Where the reference model shows the current situation
‘as-is,’ the impact model shows the desired situation ‘to-be,’ indicating the factors
that the design support is intended to influence (impact). The impact model for
this project is shown in Figure 5.1.

5.1 Design of Further Evaluation of Research

Following the Design Research Methodology [51], the current research should be
continued by an evaluation stage, namely the Descriptive Study II.

5.1.1 Aim of Evaluation

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Descriptive Study II should include Application
and Success Evaluation, as suggested by Blessing and Chakrabarti [51]. This
should lead to the identification of areas of improvement of the design support
and an evaluation of the main assumptions.

The main aim of the success evaluation is to determine whether the design
support has the intended impact on the measurable key criteria, “Certainty of
Key Characteristics Identification”. This is the focus of the success evaluation, as
shown in Figure 5.2.

The support is intended to directly impact the key factors “Certainty of Iden-
tification of Function Critical Interfaces” and “Certainty of Identification of Vari-
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Figure 5.1: Impact Model. Graphical representation of the factors that influence
the desired situation. The bubbles indicate a factor, and the links are the causal
relations, indicating whether an increase (+) or decrease (-) of the attribute
of one factor will lead to a increase or decrease of the attribute of the following
factor. The key factors are the factors that are most useful to address. The success
criteria are the ultimate factors that are sought to be influenced. Other factors
may contribute to each bubble. Representation is adapted from Blessing and
Chakrabarti [51].
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ation Prone Interfaces”. This is the focus of the application evaluation, as shown
in Figure 5.2. Table 5.1 summarizes the aims of the evaluation studies.

Figure 5.2: Evaluation Foci for Descriptive Study II. The application evaluations
evaluate the design supports immediate usability and applicability regarding the
key factors, while the success evaluations evaluate the usefulness and impact on
the measurable success criteria.

Table 5.1: Summary of Success and Application Evaluation Studies

Support Evaluated Factor Impacted

Application
Evaluation I

VEAMoA Modeling Language
and VEAMoA Approach

Certainty of Identification of Function
and Behavior Critical Interfaces

Application
Evaluation II

MoA Complexity Metrics and
MoA Complexity Approach

Certainty of Identification of Variation
Prone Interfaces

Success
Evaluation I

VEAMoA Modeling Language
and VEAMoA Approach

Certainty of KC Identification
Success
Evaluation II

MoA Complexity Metrics and
MoA Complexity Approach

Figure 5.3 from [52], shows the cycle of theory building and testing. Descrip-
tive Study I can be said to be the first Empirical Observation in this cycle. The
Descriptive Study can be said to be the Theory Building stage, while the aim of
Descriptive Study II would be the Empirical Testing, which would lead to testing
and evaluation of the theory. The cycle could in principle continue with new
observations that would lead to a refinement of the theory and design support,
etc.
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Figure 5.3: Theory Building and Testing - Cycle. Reprinted from [52].

5.1.2 Operationalization of Certainty

Certainty here is understood as a low difference between what is known and
what is reality.

The certainty of identification of key characteristics is thus the quality, i.e., the
number of key characteristics identified in the variation risk identification stage
compared to the total number of key characteristics found in the entire variation
risk management process.

The certainty of identification of function critical interfaces is therefore the num-
ber of found function- and behavior-critical interfaces compared to the actual
function and behavior critical interfaces in the product.

Similarly, the certainty of identification of variation prone interfaces is the num-
ber of found most variation-prone interfaces compared to the actual most variation-
prone interfaces in the product.

5.1.3 Considerations Regarding Testing the Design Support

In contrast to the Descriptive Study I, where the current design situation is de-
scribed, the descriptive study aims at describing the design situation with an
implemented design support. This means that, instead of simply describing the
work that designers would usually do, ideally the designers have to adopt and
implement the design support in their work. It is by implementing the support in
practice that the design researcher gets the best notion of how well the support
works, i.e., giving the best setup for evaluating the support.

For implementing the design support in practice, the design support must be
mature enough to not hinder the work of the designers or use much of their
valuable time. At the same time, the design support only matures through the
process of testing and elaborating. The design researcher has to face this dilemma
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when planning the design evaluation.
A solution to this dilemma is to test the support in setting that is further from

the real settings of practice (i.e., experiments, e.g., in a work-shop setting or
using questionnaires) and thus gives a less certain view of how the support will
work in practice, but allows a more controlled setting, that can be done quicker,
spending less of the designer’s time, and allows a higher degree of control of
influencing factors.

Alternatively, testing the design support with design students is also an option,
even though this method is even further from reality since the work flows and
experience of students versus practitioners is often different. M. Dinar et al. [52,
Chapter 2] sums up the issue of recreating a real life situation in experiments:

“It is nearly impossible to simulate real-world design in an academic
setting even practicing designers are used as subjects, because we can
neither create the motivation, nor rewards or risks, nor the size and
complexity of most real engineering design problems. Typically, stud-
ies use subjects with limited designer expertise, fictitious problems,
and “play” environment with no penalty for failure.” [52].

Including design students and experienced designers in the right way can be
beneficial in exploring the amount of experience required for using the developed
support. Paper A indicated that considerable amount of experience is typically
relied upon, when identifying the variation risk. The design support developed in
this PhD project also intends to reduce the amount of experience required from
the designers, and thus experimenting with the degree of experience would be
beneficial.

M.A. Robinson discusses the trade-off in this dilemma, where experiments in
artificial settings typically have high internal validity, but low external validity,
whereas the opposite is typically the case for field experiments.

“Having full control over all variables in this way ensures that the re-
lationships between independent variables and dependent variables
can be isolated. This gives us confidence that any changes observed
in the dependent variables are due solely to changes in the indepen-
dent variables, which would indicate high internal validity (Camp-
bell 1986). Granting the researcher full control of the experiment in
these ways is the method’s greatest strength. However, this control
comes at a price as it also necessitates experiments being conducted
in artificial controllable environments, rather than realistic applied
settings, making the experiment low in external validity or generalis-
ability (Campbell 1986).

[. . . ] we have discussed pure experiments in artificial environments.
However, in many cases, researchers may wish to examine such issues
in a more realistic applied setting, such as a company. Sometimes, it
is still possible for researchers to retain full control of the independent
variables, although it will not be possible to fully eliminate extraneous
variables (e.g. background office distractions), so the sensitivity of
the experiment to detect effects will be reduced. Such experiments
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are known as field experiments (Dvir et al. 2002) and what they gain
in external validity, they lose in internal validity (Campbell 1986)”
[52, Chapter 3].

5.1.4 Application Evaluation Studies

The Application Evaluation should investigate whether the proposed design sup-
port can be used (usability), if it addresses the intended factors, and if the key
factors are affected as expected (applicability) [51].

The application evaluation should be divided up into two separate studies:
Application Evaluation I, evaluating the applicability and usability of the VEAMoA
Modeling Language and Approach and the impact on the certainty of identifica-
tion of function and behavior critical interfaces; and Application Evaluation II,
evaluating the applicability and usability of the MoA Complexity Metric and Ap-
proach and the impact on the certainty of identification of variation-prone inter-
faces. This is illustrated in Figure 5.2.

Since these studies evaluate the immediate impact of the design support on
the key factor, controlled experiments could be used, since fewer factors need
to be recreated artificially. Controlled experiments have the advantage that they
can be used in a trial and error process for developing the design support, since
they typically involve shorter sessions, that consume less of the valuable time of
the designers.

Paper B-D indicate the applicability and usability of the VEAMoA modeling
language and the approach (Paper B and C) and the MoA Complexity Metric and
Approach (Paper D) via the application on real case study products.

5.1.5 Success Evaluation Studies

The Success Evaluation should investigate whether the proposed design support
has the desired overall effect on the measurable key criteria, whether it impacts
the situation as intended in the impact model, and if this suggests the intended
impact on the success criteria (usefulness) [51].

The success evaluation should also be divided up into two separate studies:
Success Evaluation I and II, evaluating the usefulness and impact on the certainty
of key characteristics identification of both the VEAMoA Modeling Language and
Approach and the MoA Complexity Metric and Approach, respectively and sepa-
rately. This is illustrated in Figure 5.2.

Since the study investigates the impact of the design support on a measur-
able key criteria one step separated in the impact model, it would be relevant to
perform field experiments if the tool is implemented in one or more particular
product development projects as test groups. The performance in the identifi-
cation of key characteristics of the test groups should then be compared with
control groups. The design support needs to be at a certain maturity level so
that it will not impact the test groups performance negatively, causing a loss to
the case company. Another reason for using a field experiment would be due to
the sequence of the variation risk management process. The KCs are supposed
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Figure 5.4: Expected Progression of Phased Field Experiment. Adapted from
[52, Chapter 3]. A couple of steps are done unsupported to identify the base-
line. Subsequently, the test group will be supported, while the control group
should continue as before. This should cause a difference in performance. Then,
the control group will also be supported, in order to verify that they also obtain
the same improvement.

to be found in the variation risk identification stage, but further unidentified KCs
would typically be found during the variation risk assessment stage.

The design support could be implemented in the progression following a
phased quasi-field experiment as suggested by an example in Cash et al. [52,
Chapter 3], sketched in Figure 5.4.

Paper B indicates the usefulness of the VEAMoA approach in the industrial
case study. The study showed that the design support was useful for identifying
behavior critical interfaces and issues in a specific product development project.
Paper D indicates the usefulness of the MoA Complexity approach via the com-
parison with the company-specified high priority tolerance calculation list. The
results of the application of the design support had a promising similarity to the
high priority list.

5.2 Further Development of the Framework

This section describes ideas for further development of the suggested design sup-
port, which could be the starting point of future research projects.

5.2.1 Digitalization

A relevant application of the VEAMoA modeling language and the MoA Complex-
ity Metric would be including them in CAD software.

VEAMoA integration in CAD Software The VEAMoA modeling language can
be implemented together with the CAD representation of the three-dimensional
design in the form of annotation, similar to Model-Based Definition (MBD) tools,
though the intention would be to annotate the VEAMoA much earlier than the
application of MBD, since MBD is typically applied at the detail design stages of
the product development process.
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The integration of VEAMoA symbols in the CAD models could be used to show
the mode of action at different structural states of the design, as used as both
a communication tool, and for identifying and annotating the behavior-critical
interfaces. Furthermore, integrating simulation of the expected variation of the
parts of the product together with the VEAMoA would further clarify if surfaces
that are supposed to contact (interface) will make contact, and surfaces that are
not supposed to interface will not do so despite of variation.

For variation modeling purposes, variation of the four aspects of mode of
action could further be simulated simultaneously, expanding the current available
Computer Aided Tolerancing (CAT) software, that mostly focuses on simulating
rigid part or assembly variation [43, 96, 97], and visualizing the effects of the
variation of the aspects, which is also an issue in current CAT software [43].

MoA Complexity Metric in CAD Software Similarly, the MoA Complexity Met-
ric could be incorporated in CAD tools, as discussed in Paper D. In CAD the in-
terfaces between parts should be easily counted automatically, as well as the part
movements or deformations, which are typically inputed by the user of the soft-
ware. Including process capability data in the CAD software and simulating the
expected variation would also allow the program to identify unintended likely in-
terfaces. The user would most likely have to define individual movement of parts,
as well as the structural states that are of interest. With these elements defined,
the software should be able to detect, count and compute the MoA Complexity
Metrics for each body and for each structural state transition.

5.2.2 Quantification of VEAMoA Approach

The current version of the VEAMoA approach and modeling language supports
a clarification of the product behavior for doing a qualitative pre-evaluation of
the behavior-critical interfaces. Further work regarding the VEAMoA approach
should entail developing a quantitative pre-evaluation tool for deciding which
interfaces are most behavior-critical.

Certainly, the functions that are achieved by the product and its behavior
should be particularly in focus for a criticality pre-evaluation, and thus a quan-
tified failure mode analysis of each interface would be a good place to start.
I.e., the designers should question themselves “What if this interface and inter-
action fails or varies - How severe is the impact on the following failures of the
behavior?” Depending on the criticality of the function that is produced by the in-
teraction that happens at the interface of interest, the behavior-criticality should
be scored and calculated.

Each interaction may ‘branch out’ to several other interactions as part of the
mode of action, and thus, the criticality of the functions that the interaction at
each interface branch out to should be accumulated and included in the scoring
of the behavior-criticality of the interface. A concept of a quantitative scoring is
sketched in Figure 5.5.

However, this way of quantifying the criticality directs the approach towards
a top down approach. A main point of the VEAMoA approach is to acknowledge
that mode of action that does not necessarily lead to specific deliver of an effect,
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Figure 5.5: Mode of Action Quantitative Criticality Scoring — Hypothetical Ex-
ample. The idea would be to used the sum of the the criticality of the functions
to which the mode of action of the individual body branches out to, as way of
quantifying the mode of action criticality.

but which allows the mechanical product to go through its intended use cycle is
just as critical for the behavior and ultimately for the satisfaction of the customer.
Including this type of criticality should equally be a concern in the development
of a quantified approach.

5.2.3 Joining the Risk Elements - An Integrated Approach

The VEAMoA design support focuses on mapping the criticality of the interfaces
to the intended behavior, and the MoA Complexity design support focuses on es-
timating the accumulation of variation. Together they deal with the two sides of
risk - criticality and probability, and they can as such be used in parallel to identify
the variation risk. However, as a relevant topic for further work, a integrated ap-
proach should be developed, where both elements are accounted for. This could
include a scoring of the interfaces according to both their behavior-criticality and
their accumulation of variation.

5.2.4 Variation Risk Comparison between Concepts

Another development direction would be to use a combination of the quantified
VEAMoA and MoA Complexity approaches to compare the variation risk of differ-
ent concepts. This would be beneficial for projects during the conceptual design
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stage and early embodiment design stage, since in this stage, several concepts
are typically at play, and need to be compared in order to chose the best solu-
tion. The choices between concepts have to be done despite the uncertainty that
governs the early stages, and applying quantitative approaches for quickly eval-
uating and comparing the variation risk of multiple concepts would help reduce
the uncertainty regarding this field.

Paper D includes a discussion about how to use the MoA Complexity Metrics
for comparing different concepts by means of a single complexity score C, which
would be the sum of the TMoA Complexity scores (Tj) or the sum of the BMoA
Complexity scores (Bi):

m∑
j=1

Tj =

n∑
i=1

Bi = C (5.1)

A similar score for the total variation risk of a design (including both the behavior-
criticality and the variation accumulation) could be developed in the future.
These would be relative scores, meaning that they are suitable for comparing
various concepts, as opposed to being absolute scores. The scores could be used
for comparing and deciding between several concepts, or for benchmarking an
existing product and comparing new concepts with this.

5.2.5 Organ-View Description of Complexity

A further development of the MoA complexity theory could include the notion of
organs, as described by Andreasen et al. [54] and briefly explained in Chapter 3.

Organs are a way of clustering several bodies into functional units, each hav-
ing certain mode of action. Organs interact with each other through the interac-
tion between bodies belonging to the organs. Therefore, similar to the approach
of counting of interactions between bodies in the system, organs and their mutual
interactions could be used as the basis for a new, expanded complexity theory.
This new theory would possibly be able to describe products with a higher num-
ber of bodies, as these would be clustered into the organs, reducing the number
of units that have to be accounted for when calculating the metric. The iden-
tification of the most relevant organs in the product could then lead to a more
detailed account via the suggested MoA complexity metric for the bodies of these
organs.
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Conclusion

In order to design high quality, robust products, it is necessary to manage the
variation risk during the product development process. Identifying variation risk
correctly, and with certainty, especially in the conceptual and early embodiment
stages of the development process, is crucial for the further steps of the variation
risk management process. When designing highly-integrated, moving, multiple-
state, physical products, the intended product behavior is often difficult to map
and clarify, meaning that variation risk is hard to identify with certainty. Specif-
ically, the designers must identify the variation-prone function- and behavior-
critical interfaces, in order to address the variation risk assessment and mitiga-
tion the right places.

This PhD project suggests design support for the design teams in the variation
risk management process that seeks to improve the description, mapping, and
communication of the impact of variation on the product behavior as well as the
link between variation risk and behavior complexity. This is done by clarifying
the mode of action, describing how the mechanical products transition from one
structural state to the other. By describing what specifically drives the product,
the relative impact and likelihood of variation can be estimated systematically,
early in the embodiment design stages.

6.1 Answering Research Questions

This section concludes the thesis by answering the three research questions de-
scribed in Chapter 1.

6.1.1 Ill-supported Activities in Variation Risk Identification &
Assessment

The first research question contributes to the Research Clarification and the De-
scriptive Study I. It focused the research on describing the current status and
identifying current issues:

81
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Research Question 1
Which activities are ill-supported in the process of identifying and assessing
the variation-related issues in the product design during the early product

development process?

Industrial Contribution — Identification of Ill Supported Activities The study
described in Paper A presents a mapping of the current variation risk identifi-
cation and assessment process and emphasizes six ill-supported areas. These
are 1. balancing hardness of requirements and the screening, 2. communicat-
ing mechanism and tolerance calculation results, 3. predicting user input and
internal component movement, 4. documenting and communicating tolerance
analysis, 5. implementing robustness in the early definition of the projects, and
6. implementing statistical information in the calculations.

These areas can be directly targeted in industry for improving the variation
risk management process.

Academic Contribution — Supporting Existing Knowledge The study shows
that there is a lack of tools for supporting the overall area of communication
and consultation activities when seen in the standard general risk management
framework. This area should be further explored in later literature.

The study supports existing literature regarding the weaknesses in the imple-
mentation of variation risk management. The tendency in existing literature also
coincides with a lack of the communication and consultation activities, including
transfer of information from earlier and later stages of the product development
process.

Evaluation Based on the state-of-the-art capabilities of the case company and
the literature review of the study, the study indicates good generalizability of the
results. The use of the framework of VRM [17] gives confidence that the mea-
sures selected for the study, and the resulting ill-supported activities identified
are relevant for the certainty and efficiency of the variation risk identification
and assessment.

Conclusion The study presented in Paper A identified six ill-supported activities
in the variation risk identification and assessment process, which indicate areas
of further research as well as areas of further improvement in industry.

6.1.2 Impact of Variation on Multiple-State Product Behavior

The second research question contributes to the Prescriptive Study and focuses
on how to support the modeling and communication of the product behavior in
order to identify the behavior-critical interfaces and impact of variation on these:
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Research Question 2
How can the behavior and mode of action of highly-integrated, multiple-state,
purely mechanical products with shifting interfaces between parts be modeled,

documented, and communicated for systematic identification of
function-critical interfaces?

Academic Contribution — VEAMoA Theory The studies presented in Papers
B and C lead to the development of the Variation Effects and Aspects of Mode
of Action (VEAMoA) theory, which classifies the mode of action into four aspects
through which variation is introduced and propagates through the causal cycle.
The aspects are 1. transfer of forces (interactions), 2. acceleration or deformation
(state changes) or immobilization of parts, 3. placement of surfaces (interface
changes), and 4. transfer of information (signal transfer).

The aspects of mode of action contributes to existing literature with a behavior-
oriented, bottom-up, interface-specific, description of how mechanical products
with shifting interfaces transition from one structural state to the next, and how
variation is introduced and influences this behavior.

The theory is intended to be a basis and a mindset for further academic re-
search and development of new qualitative and quantitative methods and tools,
particularly regarding the focus on the four aspects in which variation may be
present and propagate, and the impact variation has on mechanical products
with multiple structural states.

Industrial Contribution — VEAMoA Modeling Language and Approach The
VEAMoA theory led to the the development of a modeling language for visually
representing the mode of action of mechanical designs, and an approach for de-
composing the functions, behavior and structure of the design for systematically
identifying the function- and behavior-critical interfaces and discovering varia-
tion related issues. In this way, the VEAMoA modeling language and approach
supports the identification of the criticality-side of variation risk.

The VEAMoA modeling language and approach is intended as specific design
support, and should be part of the variation risk identification process in industry.
The modeling language and approach focuses on the early embodiment stages,
where few details are known about the design, although it may be applied in
later stages also.

Evaluation Usability: The study shows that the modeling language and ap-
proach can be used on real designs, exemplified by a glue gun, ball point pen,
and a highly integrated, multiple state mechanical medical product.

Applicability: The study indicates that the results of the modeling language
and approach leads to the clarification of the product’s mode of action and be-
havior, enabling the identification of function- and behavior-critical interfaces.

Usefulness: Enabling the identification of the the behavior-critical interfaces,
the modeling language and approach will increase certainty of the identification
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of the key characteristics and variation risk, especially if used together with the
MoA Complexity metric and approach.

Conclusion Paper B and C presents the VEAMoA theory, modeling language,
and approach. The studies indicate that this design support is useful for mod-
eling, documenting, and communicating the product behavior, specifically the
mode of action, of highly integrated, multiple-state, purely mechanical products
with shifting interfaces between parts, for systematically identifying the function-
and behavior-critical interfaces.

6.1.3 Product Behavior Complexity & Variation Accumulation

The third research questions also contributes to the Prescriptive Study. It focuses
on linking the product behavior complexity with the accumulation and likelihood
of variation.

Research Question 3
Can the complexity of the mode of action be related to variation risk and

robustness issues, and is it consequently suited as an indicator for prioritizing
the tolerance analysis tasks in the early stages of embodiment design?

Academic Contribution — MoA Complexity Theory The Mode of Action Com-
plexity theory contributes to the academic field with a new way of describing the
complexity of mechanical product behavior, focusing on the activity of each body
and each structural state transition.

The theory relies on the assumptions that each state change, interaction,
and interface may be subject to variation, thus, the more state changes, inter-
actions, or interfaces changes a body or a structural state transition experiences,
the higher the likelihood that variation will accumulate there and impact the
product behavior.

The theory contributes to existing literature with a bottom-up, early-stage,
comparative description of the time-dependent complexity which is due to the
variation accumulation across the transitions of the structural states.

Industrial Contribution — MoA Complexity Metric and Approach The work
presented in Paper D contributes to industrial practice with a specific, systematic,
unifying, versatile metric and approach for quantifying comparing the mode of
action complexity in mechanical products with multiple structural states. This
leads the attention of the design teams to the bodies and structural state transi-
tions that have the a highest likelihood of variation accumulation.

The MoA Complexity metric and approach supports the identification of the
likelihood-side of variation risk. The metric and approach is intended to be used
in the early stages of embodiment design, but is also be applicable to the concep-
tual design stage.
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Evaluation Usability: The study shows that the metric and approach can be
applied on a real design of a highly integrated, multiple state mechanical medical
product.

Applicability: The study indicates that the results of the metric and approach
correlates with the company-defined high priority list, thus being able to identify
the variation-prone bodies and structural state transitions.

Usefulness: Being able to identify the the elements where variation is likely
to accumulate, the metric and approach will increase certainty of the identifica-
tion of the variation risk, especially if used together with the VEAMoA modeling
language and approach.

Conclusion The study presented in Paper D led to the development of the MoA
Complexity theory, metric and approach, which was tested on an industrial case
study product design, and the results were compared with the results of the de-
sign team. The study indicates that the complexity of the mode of action indeed
can be related to variation risk and robustness issues, and it is therefore suited
as an indicator for prioritizing the tolerance analysis tasks in the early stages
of embodiment design, and it can potentially also be suitable in the conceptual
design stage. The design support contributes with a valuable new approach for
describing the complexity of mechanical products with multiple structural states.
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Appendix A

Appended Papers

This appendix includes the four papers written during the course of this PhD-
project, and form part of this PhD-thesis.

The four papers are introduced with a title page each, stating the title, au-
thors, publication, and abstract. The papers are presented in the order that they
were written, which is also the logical order in which the ideas and content were
developed over the course of the PhD-project.

Paper A Empirical Study of Ill-Supported Activities in Variation Risk Identifica-
tion and Assessment in Early Stage Product Development

Paper B Model for Mapping Mode of Action of Moving Mechanical Products for
Variation Risk Identification

Paper C Application of a Graphical Scheme for Representing the Mode of Action
of Products for Identification of Key Characteristics

Paper D Product Behavior Complexity Metric for Early Prioritization of Toler-
ance Analysis Tasks
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A.1 Paper A

Title Empirical Study of Ill-Supported Activities in Variation Risk Identification
and Assessment in Early Stage Product Development.

Authors

• Kristian Bjarklev (DTU),

• Niels Henrik Mortensen (DTU),

• Martin Ebro (Novo Nordisk A/S).

Conference 21st International Conference on Engineering Design, ICED17

Abstract The purpose of this paper is to present findings from an industrial
case study about the support of activities related to identifying and assessing
variation-related issues in the design during the concept- and embodiment design
stages. The case study investigates a large world-leading mechanical medical
device company by interviewing six key employees that work in the variation
risk identification and assessment process. It is found that there are several ill-
supported activities, and that the project teams rely heavily on tolerance experts’
assistance and experience in order to identify and assess the variation risk. Ill-
supported activities are found to be: Balancing hardness of requirements and
the screening; communicating mechanism understanding; predicting user input
and internal component movement; documenting and communicating tolerance
analysis; implementing robustness in the early definition of the projects; and
implementing statistical information in the calculations. It is suggested these
areas should be supported further.



EMPIRICAL STUDY OF ILL-SUPPORTED ACTIVITIES IN 
VARIATION RISK IDENTIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT IN 
EARLY STAGE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
Bjarklev, Kristian (1); Mortensen, Niels Henrik (1); Ebro, Martin (2) 

Abstract

rely heavily on tolerance experts’ assistance and experience in order to identify and assess the variation 

Keywords

Contact

21ST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ENGINEERING DESIGN, ICED17
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Which activities are ill-supported in the 
process of identifying and assessing the variation-related issues in the product design during the 
early product development process?  

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 Framework
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2.2 Factors for the Identification and Assessment Process

Insight in the user-requirements

Insight in the mechanism and the interfaces and 
links between parts and modules.

Insight in variation 
sources and the probability of failures/variation.

Insight in the contributions of part and process variation Insight in the 
risk and cost of exceeding the tolerances of the important system requirements

used in the design process
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3 RESEARCH APPROACH AND INDUSTRIAL CASE STUDY 

3.1 Respondents

3.2 Interview Form

3.3 Description of the Case Study Company
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4 DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

4.1 Qualitative Input

4.1.1 Support for Insight in the User Requirements:

4.1.2 Support for Insight in the Mechanism and Interfaces
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4.1.3 Support for Insight in the Variation Sources and Probability of Failure/Variation

4.1.4 Support for Insight in the Contribution of Part and Process Variation
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4.1.5 Support for Insight in the Risk and Cost of Exceeding the Tolerances of the Important
System Requirements

4.1.6 Use of Insight in the Design Process

Figure 1. Flowchart illustrating the variation risk identification and assessment process in
relation to the product development process.

4.2 Quantitative Input
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Table 1. Chart with the degree of agreement (15) of the respondents (16) for each with the
statements (15) for each of the projects (AH). Indicated: Project Engineers (P) and

Tolerance Experts (T)

5 DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

5.1 Illsupported activities

5.1.1 Balancing hardness of requirements and the screening

5.1.2 Communicating Mechanism and Tolerance Calculation Results
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5.1.3 Predicting User Input and Internal Component Movement

5.1.4 Documenting Tolerance Analysis

5.1.5 Implementing Robustness in Early Definition of the Projects

5.1.6 Implementing Statistical Information in the Calculations

5.2 General Applicability
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5.3 Further work

6 CONCLUSION 
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Abstract
This paper presents the variation effects and aspects of mode of action (VEAMoA) model
for analyzing and communicating the mode of action of moving, highly integrated 
mechanical products and mechanisms with parts that change interfaces (i.e., joints) across 
different structural states. The model comprises four aspects of the mode of action that 
are related. It is useful to identify and map the mode of action aspects to clarify,
document and communicate how the product works in order to identify the key 
characteristics of a product for variation risk management. The model is illustrated with a 
simple case example of a ballpoint pen. The application of the VEAMoA model to an 
industrial case study is described. In both cases, interfaces are found, which are important 
for the product to be able to proceed in its kinematic cycle. The VEAMoA model 
provides a structure for a detailed description of the mode of action, focusing on the shifts 
between structural states, and aids identification of the issues that the variation may 
cause.

Keywords: variation risk management; tolerance analysis; functional representation; 
multiple-state mechanisms; mode of action

Introduction
Variation is a challenge in producing any physical product. Variation in the design 
parameters (even within specified tolerances) leads to variation in the fulfillment of 
functional requirements, which leads to deviations in the perceived quality of the product, 
thus reducing customer satisfaction1–3. A high degree of variation in products typically 
causes high scrap rates and high cost for quality control, a high number of product returns 
and complaints, a high number of in-market failures and loss of customer loyalty1. In 
other words, it is beneficial to control variation before the design reaches production.

One of the main mitigation strategies is to design robust products that are less 
sensitive to variation4. To do so, the effect of the variation must be mapped so that the 
development team knows which issues to target.

Variation risk management (VRM)5 is a discipline in which the negative 
consequences of variation are addressed. VRM consists of three main stages, variation 
risk identification, assessment and mitigation, which correspond to existing standards for
risk management6.



This paper focuses on variation risk identification (VRI). A crucial step in the 
VRI stage is to find the key characteristics (KCs). These are the features of the product 
that are important for the user and that are likely to vary5. The earlier the variation is 
managed the better, as it is less costly to change the design early in the product 
development process (PDP) than later7.

Bjarklev, Mortensen, and Ebro8 emphasize that some of the activities during VRI 
in the early stages of the PDP (for multiple-state mechanical products) are not supported 
sufficiently with specific tools and methods (e.g., the processes of understanding and 
communicating the mode of action of the mechanical product), so the activities become 
cumbersome and time-consuming. The mode of action is the description of the 
interactions and internal effects between parts of the product. Effective communication 
about the product design concept between stakeholders in a company is crucial, as 
Alisantoso et al.9 states. Ingerslev et al.10 and Whitney11 note the difficulty of 
communicating and understanding highly integrated products. 

Understanding the mode of action of a mechanical product is relevant for 
identifying the interfaces and interactions that are critical for the proper functioning of 
the product (which is important for the user). Being able to identify the function-critical 
interfaces is crucial in finding the KCs and relevant paths of accumulated tolerances (also 
known as stack-ups). This process is illustrated in Figure 1. Doing so efficiently early in 
the design process saves the time it takes to correct unforeseen issues later in the process,
when more time and resources have been spent on the concept.

The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to answer the following research question: 
How can the behavior and mode of action of highly integrated, multiple-state, purely 
mechanical products with shifting interfaces between parts be modeled, documented and
communicated, for systematic identification of function-critical interfaces?

We propose a new model to describe the mode of action of purely mechanical 
multiple-state products. We call this model the variation effect and aspects of mode of 
action model (the VEAMoA model). The purpose of the model is to consider the mode of 
action of mechanical products in specific subcategories and to describe the relationships 
between the mode of action and how the mechanical product cycles through these 
relationships while the product performs its function. Mapping the subcategories
(aspects) of the mode of action aids the designers in identifying the function-critical 
interfaces and the effects of variation on these interfaces, thereby aiding the identification 
of the part KCs of the product.

This paper focuses on facilitating the process of identifying variation issues that 
occur in manufacturing and assembly (regarding robustness), as opposed to the variation 
caused by deterioration during service life (regarding reliability). The paper focuses
mainly on the early embodiment design stage of the PDP, where VRM and tolerance 
analysis become relevant (see Figure 1).



Figure 1: Variation risk management (VRM) during the early stages of the product 
development process (PDP). Adapted from and inspired by Pahl and Beitz12 and 
Thornton5. The bold boxes highlight the process steps that are the focus of this paper. 
During the development of the construction structure, VRM is performed. The first steps 
are to map the intended behavior and the mode of action according to the functional 
requirements and the design structure. Then, the function-critical interfaces are identified, 
which leads to the identification of key characteristics, where knowledge about expected 
variations in production is included.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we discuss existing models that describe 
mechanical products, their behavior and function, and the impact of variation on the 
products. Next, we provide the definitions, theoretical background and method that 
comprise the foundation of the proposed model. Then, we present the suggested aspects 
of the mode of action that constitute the variation effects and aspects of mode of action 
(VEAMoA) model. Next, we detail the application of the model in an example. Then, we 
describe the implementation of the model in an industrial case study. We discuss the 
implications of the model, and finally, we present the conclusion.



Definitions and Theoretical Background 
The VRI stage is crucial for the rest of the VRM process, as this stage defines the 
process’s scope, for example, by indicating where to conduct tolerance analysis and 
where application of robust design principles would be beneficial. Following Thornton5,
we argue that the main knowledge areas in the VRI process are the functional 
requirements, the embodiment of the product and the variation sources. 

Dantan, Anwer, and Mathieu13 proposed a sequence of tolerancing process 
activities (which fit with the variation risk identification and assessment stages of the 
VRM). They suggested relating the product’s function to the product’s kinematic 
behavior and decomposing and assigning the functions to each subassembly and even the 
part level. Therefore, it is crucial to be able to properly map and explain the behavior and 
mode of action of the product. In their work, they suggest using oriented graphs for 
mapping the interactions in the assembly. Oriented graphs are described in more detail in 
the section on the state of the art.

Inspired by a kinematic view from Simón Mata et al.14, we deconstruct the 
mechanical product into mechanisms, which consist of kinematic chains, which consist of 
kinematic pairs, which consist of links, joined together, mutually locking their degrees of 
freedom (DoF).We also view the mechanical product as the main assembly, which 
consists of sub-assemblies, which consist of parts/bodies, which geometrically consist of 
features and surfaces.Inspired by function reasoning as described by Andreasen, Hansen, 
and Cash15, we deconstruct the functions of a product into deliveries of effects, which are
part of the behavior of the product. We describe the behavior of the product as state 
changes and structural state transitions, caused by the mode of action, which consists of 
interactions and internal effects between parts of the product based on natural 
phenomena. Linking these views together, the state changes, and structural state 
transitions change the kinematic pairs of the product, by shifting the interfaces (joints) 
between the parts (bodies). Inspired by Simón Mata et al.14 and Andreasen, Hansen, and 
Cash15, we define the kinematic cycle as the chain of the product’s different structural 
states during its work. The structural state transitions typically happen at force
nonequilibrium, whereas the structural states are typically maintained (held in place) at 
force equilibriums.

Therefore, in order for the mechanical product to work properly, certain parts 
need to interact with each other at specific times during the kinematic cycle that are 
required for causing the transitions of the structural states, which are important for the 
realization of the function of the product. These interactions happen through interfaces, 
which we term function-critical interfaces.

The function-critical interfaces must (due to their importance for the product to 
fulfill its functions) closely related to part KCs and must be controlled in a tolerance 
analysis during the variation risk assessment stage. Variations in the part KCs (even 
within the specified tolerances) can cause variations in product KCs5.



The goal is to support the process of describing the mode of action of mechanical 
products to identify the function-critical interactions and interfaces. We identify which 
aspects are necessary for describing the typical mode of action of mechanical products.

We use Pahl and Beitz’s12 description of the conversion of energy, material and 
signal as the basis for identifying which aspects of mode of action must be represented in 
a model to identify the function-critical interfaces. The input and output of any physical 
system can be categorized as a flow of energy, material or signal. The output can be of 
the same type as the input, or the input can be converted to a different kind of output. 

Pahl and Beitz12 use the term working interrelationship in describing the 
fulfillment of functions. They state that the physical effects and the geometric and 
material characteristics together result in the working interrelationship. With this 
definition, the working interrelationships and the mode of action are equivalent. In Pahl 
and Beitz’s terminology, working surfaces are the surfaces on which the forces apply,
and the working motion of the material is the required positions of the working surfaces. 

In this paper, we elaborate on the notion of working interrelationships, combining 
it with the notion of the mode of action and structural state changes. We apply these ideas 
to describe the behavior of the product in the context of variation risk identification in the 
design of purely mechanical products with shifting interfaces. Furthermore, we suggest a 
graphical scheme for representation and use the scheme in a practical context.

State of the Art

Linking of Functions, Behavior and Structure

In the following, we describe and discuss the approaches found in the literature for 
documenting the coupling of the function of a product and its behavior with the structure 
of the design. Umeda et al.16 suggested a function-behavior-state modeler, a computer 
tool that supports functional design in the synthetic phase. They distinguish between 
function–behavior relationships and behavior–structure relationships, arguing that 
functions relate to subjective (function symbols) and objective (behaviors) concepts. 
They divide a product into a function hierarchy, a behavior level and a state level and 
regard product modeling as either causal or task decomposition.

Vargas-Hernandez and Shah17 proposed Systems Engineering CONceptual 
Design CAD (or SECOND-CAD), a computer-aided conceptual design tool for 
electromechanical systems. The tool supports functional design, behavior modeling and 
component selection. SECOND-CAD uses a function entity relationship diagram (ERD), 
a behavior ERD and a component ERD, incorporating them into a structure ERD that 
models the flow, composition and mapping relationships.

Alisantoso et al.9 proposed a purpose-behavior-structure scheme to capture design 
knowledge for use in collaborative environments. In this scheme, the structure of the 
product is linked to the behavior, which is linked to the function. The scheme was 
developed to take into account the functional and non-functional purposes of a design. 



These three approaches link the purpose, behavior, structure, state and function 
together in different ways, but the approaches typically operate at a high abstraction level 
and do not necessarily describe what happens in the product at the part or even the
surface level.

Chakrabarti et al.18 suggested a model to represent the causality of systems called 
the State Action Part Phenomenon Input oRgan Effect (SAPPhIRE) model of causality. 
They proposed using this model to structure information in a database of systems. In the 
SAPPhIRE model, parts create organs that activate physical effects that create physical 
phenomena that create new states that are interpreted as actions. The actions create new 
subsets of parts and are interpreted as input for the physical effects. Function is seen as 
the intended aspect of causal behavior. 

The cycling interaction between parts and the physical effects that result in certain 
behaviors are useful for describing systems systematically. The VEAMoA model 
proposed in this paper creates a scheme for highly integrated, multiple-state, purely 
mechanical products that is narrower in scope than the SAPPhIRE model. Thus, the 
proposed model better classifies the behavior of this particular type of product.

Representing the Structure of Assemblies

In the following, we present the different approaches in the existing literature to 
representing the structure of assemblies. Mantripragada and Whitney19 established an 
approach called the datum flow chain (DFC) that uses liaison diagrams to illustrate the 
joints and links in a mechanical system. In this approach, the links are represented as 
points, and the joints are represented as lines connecting these points. In the liaison 
diagram, the KCs are emphasized with a double line, and the diagram can be used to map 
the relevant accumulated tolerance as a path going through the joints connecting the 
parts. The KCs illustrated with a double line typically represent an alignment or a relative 
surface position. The joints are categorized as either mates or contacts and indicate that 
certain degrees of freedom between two links are locked. 

Mathieu and Marguet20 expanded the DFC and the liaison diagrams with 
assembly-oriented graphs in which the individual surfaces on the links that make up the 
joints are highlighted. This modeling language is used in the authors’ suggested design 
method to facilitate the production of the assemblies. 

Our study showed that the approaches for representing the structure of the 
assemblies typically consider rigid and static assemblies and therefore, not the transitions 
from structural state to structural state and the subsequent shifts in the interfaces. To 
model the multiple structural states of a mechanism, liaison diagrams and oriented graphs 
have to be produced for each state, but these models do not offer any indication of how 
the mechanism transitions from one state to another. An advantage of using liaison 
diagrams or oriented graphs is that the assemblies can be modeled at a very early point in 
the PDP because the joints and links are represented very abstractly.

Variation Flowdown Approaches



Thornton21 described variation flowdown, where the key characteristics of the 
product are decomposed from the product level to the part and process levels. This
method gives a clear overview of how variation on a detailed level in an assembly affects 
the main functions of the product. 

Söderberg and Johannesson22 proposed a tolerance chain detection approach. In 
their approach, the constraints in the product are analyzed and represented as boxes in a 
functions–means structure. The loops in the sequence chain indicate the accumulated 
tolerance that could occur. This modeling approach is used in an example of a car door, 
which has at least two states (open and closed). However, the differentiation between 
these two states is mainly covered as the user’s requirement to be able to get into or out 
of the car. This approach was later used to identify proper location schemes23.

Malmiry et al.24 proposed analyzing energy flow in a product for decomposing the 
function to the structure of the product. This analysis was based on characteristics 
properties modeling (CPM)25. The approach describes how to break down the complexity 
of the system in different levels of detail. This approach is intended to support tolerance 
analysis, by identifying how much the geometric variation influences the function via 
sensitivity analysis.

Our study showed that variation flowdown approaches, mentioned above, create a 
good overview of how a specific variation at the part level (the design parameter level) 
influences the functions of the product, but they tend not to focus much on accounting for 
the shifts in the interfaces that happen when the structural states change in a moving 
mechanical product.

Summary of the State of the Art

Eifler and Howard26 assessed the literature on exact constraints and found a gap in 
the methods available for the early embodiment stages of the PDP. The authors pointed 
out that very abstract approaches and very detailed approaches are available but little in 
between. The project described in the present paper is placed in this gap.

None of the literature found on the topic of mapping the functional behavior of 
products as part of a tolerance analysis or VRM treated multiple-state mechanisms in 
depth. No model explains what happens in the transitions between structural states or 
properly maps the causes of the transitions. Even the movement of parts is often not 
modeled. Some kinematic approaches, such as the Kutzbach criterion, often require 
abstract representation of the mechanism26; that is, joints are often interpreted as single 
points in a diagram with the DoF associated with them locked. These kinematic 
approaches do not consider distances between surfaces that are not related to a reduction
in or freeing of a DoF between two links. For example, the surface position between the 
hands and the face of a watch typically are not represented in a traditional kinematic 
diagram. 



Variation Effects and Aspects of the Mode of Action 
Model

Development of the Model

Considering each part of the mechanical product as a black box in the conversion of input 
and output models, the different inputs are more closely defined in the following. The 
energy input in this context, in most cases, is the forces applied on the parts over time or 
distance, through surface contact between parts or from external bodies on parts. For 
example, pushing a button or pulling a lever on a mechanism is an exertion of force upon 
the part that introduces energy to the system. The contacting surfaces are similar to the 
concept of working surfaces in Pahl and Beitz12 or interfaces between bodies in 
Andreasen, Hansen, and Cash15, and the transfer of forces is an interaction, according 
Andreasen, Hansen, and Cash15. The material flow can be interpreted as the movement of 
the parts or material relative to their original position. The movement of parts is similar 
to Pahl and Beitz’s12 concept of working motion, and the parts themselves are similar to 
the bodies in Andreasen, Hansen, and Cash’s15 work. For example, ejecting medicine out 
of a syringe or shooting a bullet from a gun moves the material or part from its original 
position. Finally, in many cases, the signal is the alignment or relative position of 
surfaces, for example, between two parts, such as when a watch face and a watch hand 
signal the time to the user. We use these observations as indications of which aspects to 
consider in the VEAMoA model, for describing the behavior and mode of action of 
moving mechanisms. For any purely mechanical part, the following statements are 
assumed to be true:
The acceleration and deformation of parts are caused by forces applied to the parts.
The surface positions are caused by the shape and placement of the parts to which the 
positions belong.
Forces are transferred only through surface contact between parts.
Information is represented as relative positions between surfaces.

Model Description

The elements in a purely mechanical system are forces, parts, surfaces and information. 
The VEAMoA model consists of four aspects of the mode of action: 1) transfer of forces, 
2) movement and deformation of parts (for force non-equilibrium) and immobilization of 
parts (for force equilibrium), 3) positioning of surfaces and 4) transfer of information.

A flowchart (see Figure 2) describes the aspects of the mode of action in static 
and dynamic situations. The forces in the system are in either equilibrium or non-
equilibrium, which allows for either the immobilization of parts or the movement of 
parts, respectively. The part immobilization or movement either maintains or changes the 
position of the surfaces, respectively, which in both cases allows for a change in the force 
balance (the force transfer situation) either by shifting the surfaces so that the DoF of the 
parts change and thus, create a different force transfer arrangement or by external forces 
added to the system, for example, a force exerted on the system by the user. The position 



of the surfaces also enables the transfer of information when an observer is present. In 
this diagram, certain steps describe ‘X enables Y’ instead of ‘X causes Y’. This allows 
the system to ‘wait’ for external input (e.g., from the user). Each state has a specific 
surface position, and this position is the starting and ending point of the movement 
process in most cases when the system moves from structural state to structural state.

Figure 2: Flowchart of aspects of the mode of action of mechanical products for static 
and dynamic situations. A given position of the surfaces enables a specific transfer of 
forces, which leads to acceleration, deformation or immobilization of the parts depending 
on the force equilibrium situation. The relative surface positions enable transfer of 
information.

Mechanical products cycle through the aspects of the mode of action. The cycle is started 
by a force transfer, a part movement or a surface position but typically does not start with 
information transfer when considering purely mechanical products, as mechanical 
products are not capable of perceiving information by themselves. The starting point is 
the input to the system. Similarly, the cycle can end at any given point, including at the 
point of information transfer. The end point is often the output of the system. The 
relationships make it possible to explore the causes (counter-clockwise in the flowchart) 
and effects (clockwise) of each aspect of the mode of action at any point in the sequence 
chain. 

Aspects of the Mode of Action 

The transfer of forces moves, deforms or immobilizes the parts, which positions the 
surfaces, which either transfer information to the user or transfer forces to the next part. 
These relationships are the aspects of the mode of action of a moving mechanical 
product. The relationships are explained in the following.

Forces move, deform or immobilize parts: Certain forces in the mechanism are 
categorized as driving forces, which move (or deform) the parts and thus, create the 
transitions from one structural state to the next. Other forces (e.g., originating from 
springs) counteract driving forces, at times immobilizing parts in certain states (in that 



case, they are called nesting forces). These counteracting forces are overcome during the 
transition from structural state to structural state (see the example in Section 4).

Parts position surfaces: All parts have a geometric boundary (i.e., surfaces) that 
is statically positioned relative to other surfaces of the part itself by the shape of the part. 
A manufacturing variation or deformation of the part causes variation. The surfaces are 
dynamically positioned relative to the reference frame when the part is moved. Variation 
is caused by variation in the part’s movement. Entrapped fluids or gasses in some 
contexts are also regarded as parts with corresponding surfaces (the outer boundary). For 
example, the medicine in a syringe can be regarded as a part with surfaces that interface
with the surfaces of the plunger.

Surfaces transfer forces: In purely mechanical products, forces are transferred 
only by surface contact between parts. The forces are often either direct forces applied 
normally on the surfaces or friction forces that act tangentially to the surface.

Surfaces transfer information: Information is typically transferred to an 
observer by the relative position between two surfaces, for example, the surface of the 
hands of a watch in relation to the watch face. 

Attributes of Elements and Variation Effects

The elements of the aspects of the mode of action (forces, parts, surfaces and 
information) have certain attributes, which should be considered when the mode of action 
is described. Any variation in the attributes of one element causes variation in the 
attributes of the next element. The elements and their attributes are illustrated in an entity 
relationship diagram in Figure 3, where the elements are illustrated as entities. In the
following, the attributes of the elements of the aspects of the mode of action are 
described.

Forces

We regard forces as vectors. Thus, forces have the attributes magnitude, direction, point 
of application and duration. The forces are either induced externally into the system, for 
example, by a user, or they are exerted by internal components, such as springs or other 
elastic elements held in tension. 

Parts 

At any point in time, the attributes of this behavior category can be divided into part 
placement (which comprises the location, orientation and displacement relative to the 
reference frame) and part movement (which comprises the direction, velocity and 
acceleration of the part relative to the reference frame). These attributes are inspired by 
kinematic analysis; see, for example, Simón Mata et al.14, and are related to Pahl and 
Beitz’s12 definitions of working motion.



Furthermore, if non-rigid bodies are considered, deformation should be included, 
represented by the attributes internal energy (due to deformation) and material. The 
material influences the extent of the deformation of the part and is the only attribute of
the parts entity listed here that is not changed by the forces acting upon it. Deforming a 
spring or an elastic component stores internal energy, which is released later as forces 
acting on adjacent parts.

Surfaces

The attributes of surfaces are form, size, orientation, location and roughness (see e.g. 
GPS Annotation27 or Fischer28, and related to Pahl and Beitz’s working surfaces12). The 
relative distance of surfaces on different parts relative to each other are categorized as 
overlaps or clearances, which are typically relevant in themselves for accomplishing a 
certain function. For example, for a spline connection to work, the mating parts must 
overlap; that is, they must engage with each other, both axially and radially.

Information

Information provided by a product to the user is audible, visual or tactile. Examples of 
audible information are click sounds and a ringing bell (e.g., on a microwave oven), 
which, in most cases, come from surfaces being moved into contact with each other at a 
certain speed (e.g., snapping together). In most cases, visual information is the relative 
position between surfaces, such as the surface of the hands on a watch in relation to the 
surface markings on the watch face. An example of tactile information is the placement 
of the surface of the button of the forward/reverse switch of a drill.



Figure 3: Entity relationship diagram of the mode of action of a mechanical product.

Case Example
We use a Parker Jotter pen to illustrate use of the proposed VEAMoA model. The pen is 
operated by a button at one end allowing the user to retract and extract the writing tip. 
The cartridge primarily shifts engagement with the button and guides the use cycle of the 
pen. The pen is a suitable example because it is a purely mechanical product with 
multiple structural states, and the small number of components allows for an easy 
overview. We assume that the parts move only radially, rotationally or axially in the
device relative to the center axis of the housing that is regarded as the reference frame.

To implement and use the proposed model, the designer should have the overall 
function and requirements in mind. The task is to describe the behavior of the mechanism 
to identify how the interfaces and variation in the system influence the fulfillment of the 
functions required. Therefore, the functional requirements and the desired input and 
output of the system should be clarified first. Then, the specific behavior and the mode of 
action can more easily analyzed. This is similar to the approach used by Dantan, Anwer,
and Mathieu13 and by Marguet and Mathieu29, who also suggested clarifying functional 
requirements and allocating them to the decomposed behavior of the product to specify 
the geometric requirements. We argue that the proposed model aids the process of 
decomposing and clarifying the product’s behavior. We use the following approach 
consisting of four main steps to map the function of the mechanism.

Identification of the Structural States and Requirements



The designer must clarify the intended use sequence of the mechanical device and 
preferably divide the sequence into structural states. The structural states represent the 
position of all the surfaces of each part of the mechanism. Dividing the function into 
structural states in the kinematic cycle is useful to identify the relevant steps when the 
mechanism operates as intended. The requirements related to the function of the 
mechanism should also be identified.

The pen has four main structural states: A) The button is released, and the writing 
tip is not visible; B) the button is pressed, and the writing tip is visible; C) the button is 
released, and the writing tip is visible; and D) the button is pressed, and the writing tip is 
visible. After State D, the pen returns to State A. The states are illustrated in Figure 4
with a schematic representation of the pen. 

Figure 4: The main structural states of the pen during the kinematic cycle, A) Writing tip 
visible, ready to write, B) Button pushed, C) Button released, writing tip retracted, D) 
Button pushed, writing tip visible.

We specify the user requirements. The pen should be fully extractable and 
retractable so that writing is possible and so that the pen can be stored safely in a pocket. 
The click force required to change the states of the pen should be comfortable for the 
user. There should be no slack at the pen’s writing tip while writing. Finally, an audible 
click sound should indicate the change of each structural state. It is crucial for the 
function of the pen that it is able to go through all the structural states.

Assignment and Categorization of Requirements

The requirements should be assigned to each structural state or transition if possible. 
Furthermore, the requirements should be identified as either input or output and 
categorized as one of the four aspects of the mode of action. This categorization will 
clarify the intended overall goal of the states, linking the function of the mechanism to 
the user’s needs. Dividing the requirements into the different states allows the designer to 
focus only on the relevant requirements, and irrelevant requirements will not distract 



attention from the subsequent process of analyzing each state. The result of this process is 
summarized in Table 1. These requirements are illustrated in Figure 5.

Table 1: Sorting of the pen requirements into the relevant structural states, aspects of the 
mode of action and the system input and output.

Identification of the Mode of Action

The designer should identify the driving forces and nesting forces in the first state. The 
driving forces are the forces in non-equilibrium that move the parts, while the nesting 
forces are forces that act on parts to hold them in place in force equilibrium. The 
movements of parts or the nesting of parts related to these forces should then be 
identified. The movement of parts indicates a transition to a new state. 

For the new state, the next step is identifying new positions of the surfaces that 
are relevant for the requirement for that particular state, either for transferring 
information or for allowing a new force transfer arrangement. These surfaces constitute 
the function-critical interfaces. The mechanism behavior is illustrated in the schematic 
representation of the pen’s internal components (see Figure 5) with the symbols described 
in Table 2. We suggest these symbols to implement the approach in a specific example.
The function-critical interfaces are represented as either green circles (surface contacts,
relevant for the force or information transfer) or green triangles (surface distances,
indicating clearances or overlaps that are relevant for the force or information transfer).
As the surfaces move when the structural states change, function-critical interfaces may 
be relevant only in some structural states during the kinematic cycle. 

Requirement Relevant at 
State

Aspect of the Mode 
of Action 

Input/

Output

Fully C Surface Position Output

A Surface Position Output

Click force: 5 Newton A + D Force Transfer Input

No slack at pen tip C Surface Position Output

Click sound (Transitions) Information 
Transfer Output



Table 2: Description of the symbols that represent the mode of action graphically in the 
illustrations.

Symbol

Description
Clearance 
or 
Overlap

Surface 
Contact

Movement 
of Parts

(Intended 
Path)

Nesting 
Forces

Driving 
Forces

Audible 
Information 
Transfer

Aspect
Position of Surfaces Movement 

of Parts Transfer of Forces Transfer of 
Information 

Figure 5: Schematic representation of States A to D of the pen mechanism, illustrating 
the mode of action. Requirements are listed in italics. A) Writing tip extracted and 



visible, ready to write. Forces from Spring 1 and Spring 2 hold the button and the 
cartridge in place, respectively. B) The button is pushed by the click force, e.g., from a
finger. The button pushes the cartridge, breaking contact between the cartridge and the 
guide. The cartridge rotates slightly, clicking against the button. C) The button is 
released, and the cartridge is retracted and guided into place by the guide, clicking against 
the guide. D) The button is pushed, and the writing tip is visible. The button pushes the 
cartridge again, breaking contact between the cartridge and the guide. The cartridge 
rotates slightly, clicking against the button.

First, the main forces in the system are found. They are represented by blue 
(driving forces, which create movement, due to non-equilibrium) and white arrows
(nesting forces, which are typically in equilibrium, or they counteract driving forces when 
not). The springs (Spring 1 and Spring 2) in the pen provide nesting forces in the 
mechanism when at rest but are overcome when the force provided by the user causes 
force non-equilibrium. This force results in movement of the button. The movement of 
the button causes it to engage with the cartridge, transferring a force that moves the 
cartridge. The movement of the cartridge causes certain surfaces to disengage from the 
guide, allowing it to turn (around the z-axis) due to the force from Spring 2. When the 
button is released, a new force arrangement is created allowing the force from Spring 1 to 
move the button back to its original position, while the force from Spring 2 moves the 
cartridge to engage with the guide. The springs are deformed, and they store up energy 
which they release as force upon the button and the cartridge during the kinematic cycle. 

The housing is selected as the reference frame; therefore, every movement of the 
mechanism happens relative to the housing. Click sounds are heard by the user as the 
surfaces of the cartridge snap together with either the surfaces of the button or the 
surfaces of the guide during the kinematic cycle. These clicks are represented by a 
speaker symbol.

The movements of the parts are represented by thin arrows, as shown in Table 2.
The dot illustrates where the movement began when the last structural state was left, and 
the arrowhead shows where the movement ended in the structural state in question. The 
requirements regarding the surface positions are highlighted in red (circle or triangle).

The mode of action of the pen can also be explained in a sequence. As an 
example, Figure 6 shows what happens in the transition from State A to State B in terms 
of the mode of action aspects. As the force is introduced, movement occurs in the z-
direction, which shifts the engagement between parts; this engagement causes further 
movement and rotation. State B is reached when the force equilibria are re-established.



Figure 6: Schematic description of the mode of action of the pen mechanism in transition 
from State A to State B arranged in the four aspects of the VEAMoA model.

Identification of the Path of the Accumulated Tolerances and 
Potential Noise and Variation in the Mode of Action

Once the function-critical interfaces have been found, the resulting path of the 
accumulated tolerances is identified. With the mode of action of the pen mapped, the 
variation is considered in each aspect of the mode of action. Figure 7 shows a close-up of 
the button side of the pen in State B. Graphically representing the mode of action of the 
pen clarifies that in this case, the relative position of the surfaces between the guide and 
the cartridge should be ensured, namely, that clearance must be maintained between the 

Figure 7). This position must be ensured so that the two parts will fully 
disengage so that the force acting on the cartridge from Spring 2 (see Figure 5) is able to 
rotate the cartridge. The cartridge slides on the button part and thus, rotates. gives the 
first relevant path of the accumulated tolerances. Next, to move the button far enough 
into the housing so that the button pushes the cartridge in the manner just described, the 
push surface of the button must be accessible for the entire movement; that is, the user 
must be able to push the button far enough without it disappearing into the housing. 
Therefore, the Thus,



both measures should be greater than zero millimeters
relevant path of the accumulated tolerances.

Figure 7: Close-up illustration of the pen in State B with the suggested paths of the 
the housing end to the placement 

of the guide, the spring length at the compressed state and the length of the button from 
the spring to the finger interface. the guide, the length of the 
compressed spring and the length of the button from the spring to the cartridge interface.

Then, variation in the aspects of the mode of action must be considered. The 
attributes of the aspects can be used to identify potentially problematic variation. For 
example, too little press force or too large of a spring force (transfer of forces), too short 
a button (b4 or a3) or too long a guide (a1) and spring (b3) (relative position of surfaces),
or the wrong movement of the button could cause the accumulated variation to exceed the 

mechanism to continue in its kinematic cycle will not be achieved. 

Evaluation of the Example

By mapping the mode of action of the pen and by using this level of representation, we 
found two paths of relevant accumulated tolerances that must be fulfilled simultaneously. 
These paths can now be mapped in a liaison diagram or oriented graph, but the approach 
presented here allows the designer to discover and illustrate why these interfaces are 
crucial for the function of the mechanism before proceeding to the next structural states. 



The behaviors that drive the mechanism through the use cycle while fulfilling the main 
requirements are mapped clearly and intuitively.

Compared to the state of the art summarized previously in this paper, the 
proposed model facilitates the mapping of what happens from structural state to structural 
state with indications of the movement of the parts. Mapping the driving forces in the 
mechanism contributes to our understanding of the movement of the parts, and the 
movement of the parts indicates the new alignment of surfaces. By using a less abstract 
representation of the mechanism, the relative surface positions are illustrated more 
intuitively.

Industrial Case Study
For the industrial case study, we chose the company Novo Nordisk A/S, a large medical 
company that manufactures insulin injection devices. Producing insulin injection devices 
requires a high level of control over variation in the products. Therefore, the company 
and the engineers developing the devices have much experience in VRM.

During the development of the device, the product development team must 
communicate the function and mode of action of the device to the tolerance experts, who 
have the responsibility of finding all the function-critical interfaces in the device to 
produce a list of tolerance calculations for evaluation. The results of the calculation of the 
relevant accumulated tolerances inform the team whether the product will perform as 
intended, despite the expected variation. This insight typically leads to either a redesign 
or in some cases, abandonment of the concept. 

The mechanical engineers and the tolerance experts typically produce a list of 
relevant sets of accumulated tolerances that must be calculated. This list is used to 
communicate to the mechanical engineers themselves (as a ‘to-do list’), as well as to the 
project team leader and higher management. The process is illustrated in Figure 8.

It is often difficult for the team to efficiently communicate the mode of action to 
the tolerance experts, especially for products that have highly integrated parts and that 
have multiple structural states, as it is difficult to create an overview of how the different 
parts interact and interface with each other to fulfill the mechanism’s function. The 
engineers often find they must add additional calculations to the list, while calculating 
those already on the list.



Figure 8: Communication between relevant actors in the variation risk identification 
process. The mechanical engineers communicate the mechanism concept to the tolerance 
experts. Together, the two groups produce a list of relevant tolerance calculations, which 
is used by the mechanical engineers to structure the tolerance analysis activities and to 
communicate the management of the potential critical interfaces. The blue arrows 
indicate communication.

Application of the Approach

A specific development project at Novo Nordisk was selected for the study of the 
application of the VEAMoA model. The overall goal of the development project was to 
develop a new design for an injection device. When studied, the development project was 
in the early embodiment stage. The principal solution had been defined, and the 
development team was working on the preliminary layout. The concept relied on a pair of 
‘click arms’ interacting with the piston rod, producing sound during the use of the device 
(see Figure 9). Due to confidentiality, the device cannot be depicted in detail here. 

As part of the VRM process in the early embodiment stages of the PDP, the 
mechanical engineers identified interfaces, gaps and overlaps between the surfaces, force, 
states and movement of the parts. The study was conducted by examining the documents 
the mechanical engineers and the tolerance experts produced. The mechanical engineers 
created schematic 2D representations of the CAD model to illustrate and document the 
tolerance calculations. The relative surface positions and the spring forces were 
emphasized in these drawings to communicate the reasoning. The schematic 
representation also focused the communication, as only the relevant information was 
represented visually. The process of documenting the tolerance calculations was 
performed under the supervision of the tolerance experts. The tolerance calculations that
were documented were those described in the list of relevant tolerance calculations, 
which was defined and managed by the tolerance experts.



In some cases, the entire kinematic cycle was illustrated using snapshots of CAD 
drawings to identify the function-critical interfaces and determine the sequence of events 
in the mechanism. The snapshots illustrated the movement of the parts throughout the 
cycle as intended. The snapshots also illustrated the surface positions of the parts relative 
to each other accurately according to what was intended.

Benefits of the Proposed Model

Clarifying the mode of action of the mechanical product visually helped the tolerance 
experts and the mechanical engineers to identify function-critical interfaces. The visual 
mapping was also helpful in communicating and documenting the mode of action of the 
devices and in identifying and documenting the tolerance calculations. 

An example of an issue found with the proposed model was regarding the length 
of the piston rod, which pushes the plunger, which drives out the insulin from the 
cartridge (see Figure 9). Space between the back-end surface of the piston rod and the 
housing is needed in the initial position so that the placement of the piston rod is not 
over-constrained. The housing has an upper length limit, which influences the clearance 
between the parts.

In the final position, when the insulin has been emptied from the cartridge and the 
front surface of the plunger (pushed by the piston rod) touches the front end of the 
cartridge, the clearance between the back end of the piston rod and the click arms should 
be positive but not very large to get the final click synchronized with the end of the dose. 
The click arms click as the piston rod moves toward the front end of the cartridge. 
Therefore, the piston rod should not be too short, as a shortened piston rod will lead to a 
prolonged time interval between when the last click is heard and the dosing is finalized.

The different locations pose different requirements for the piston rod. Analyzing
the movements, surfaces and forces in the concept across the different states
systematically helped the tolerance experts identify these different requirements, which 
were then included in the list of relevant tolerance calculations, verified in later tolerance 
calculations and taken into account in later iterations of the product. The usefulness of the 
findings from the analysis later in the development process shows that mapping the mode 
of action of the device thoroughly, and documenting this work, leads to the discovery of 
potential variation-related issues.



Figure 9: Example of an issue in the device found by mapping the structural states and 
the mode of action. The (green) triangles indicate gaps that are important for the mode of 
action and function. The piston rod needs to be short enough to avoid contact with the 
back end of the housing (green triangle in State A), while long enough for the end-of-
dose click to be produced close to the actual end of the dose (green triangle in State B), 
where the plunger, pushed by the piston rod, makes contact with the front end of the 
cartridge (green circle in State B). 

In this case study, the proposed model was applied pragmatically depending on 
personal choices, meaning that the aspects of the mode of action were not always 
represented simultaneously in the same document but could be represented by a group of
different documents. That application differs from the idealized process described and 
suggested in this paper, but by working with the four aspects, the mode of action was 
documented and communicated effectively. Future work should attempt to apply the 
idealized version of the VEAMoA model.

Discussion

Differentiation of the Aspects

Distinguishing between the aspects force transfer and surface position prompts the 
designer to look for relative surface positions that are relevant for the mode of action 
whether the surfaces are responsible for locking DoF (force transfers) or not. Examples of 
a relative surface position that is relevant but does not transfer forces in the mechanism 
include how deep the tip of a needle of an injection device penetrates the skin and how 
far the writing tip of a ballpoint pen protrudes from the opening of the housing. 
Distinguishing between the aspects part movement and force transfer prompts the 
designer to differentiate the structural states of the product and to consider the forces that 
bring the parts into motion, the motion itself and the force transfer to which the motion 
leads when the part comes in contact with another part. In a mechanical product, forces 



are transferred when a part collides with another part, but the placement of its surfaces 
relative to other surfaces is relevant for the rest of the product as well. Distinguishing the
part movement and the surface position will lead the designer to consider the variation in 
the movement of the parts and the different alignment of the surfaces that results from the 
variation (i.e., the variation in the assembly), as well as the variation in the surfaces of the 
parts themselves (i.e., the geometric variation of the parts). Distinguishing between 
information transfer and the surface position will prompt the designer to consider the 
overlaps and the gaps that are important for further functioning of the mechanism, as well 
as surface positions that are important for the user in terms of information output. In 
many cases, this information transfer is the main requirement. By defining the 
relationships between the aspects of the mode of action, the designer receives guidance 
for identifying the causes and effects in the system. By defining specific aspects of the 
mode of action, the designer knows what type of information should be provided when 
the mode of action of the mechanical product is communicated.

Comparison with the State of the Art

The VEAMoA model relates surface positions to the mode of action and shifts in
the structural states. Therefore, variation in the surfaces can be related to the effect on the 
mode of action. 

This paper suggested a range of symbols to represent the proposed aspects of the 
mode of action. The symbols provide an intuitive and relatively quick illustration of the 
mode of action, which can be used with sketches or 2D snapshots of CAD drawings of 
the design.

Compared to the approaches that map functions, behavior and structure9,16–18, the 
VEAMoA model focuses on mapping the mode of action at the part and surface feature 
levels. This focus will aid designers in managing the variation effects of these levels as 
well, including how the variation affects shifts from structural state to structural state 
during the kinematic cycle. Similarly to the approaches mentioned, the designer needs to 
clarify the product functional requirements when using the VEAMoA model.

Compared to mapping static assemblies19,20, the VEAMoA model includes the 
forces that change the structural states of the mechanical product. Furthermore, the 
graphical representation of the VEAMoA model includes more details about the 
orientation and relative position of the surfaces by using a less abstract representation of 
the mechanical product. However, this condition also makes the representation more 
complex to produce.

Comparing the VEAMoA model to the approaches that use a variation 
flowdown21–24, the proposed model includes descriptions of the shifts in the structural 
states and what causes these shifts at the part and surface levels. The variation flowdown 
offers a clearer visual connection between the functional requirements of the product and 
variations at the part level, compared to the VEAMoA model. 



Conclusion
We present the VEAMoA model consisting of four aspects that describe the mode of 
action of purely mechanical products: transfer of forces, movement of parts, position of 
surfaces and transfer of information. We argue that they are the main aspects for 
describing and communicating the mode of action of a purely mechanical product and 
that they must be considered simultaneously and in relation to each other. We used a
systematic approach and a graphical representation of the four aspects of the mode of 
action in relation to the functional requirements of the product, to identify the function-
critical interfaces of mechanical products. The application of the model in a case example 
and in an industrial case study led to the discovery of function-critical interfaces, which
indicates that mapping the presented aspects of the mode of action is beneficial for the 
variation risk identification process.

Further Work

The proposed analytical approach and modeling symbols are an initial suggestion 
describing a systematic procedure for mapping and analyzing the mode of action of 
products. Finding an efficient syntax for mapping the aspects of the mode of action in the 
early embodiment stage of the PDP should be the topic of future work.
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1. Introduction 

In manufacturing of mechanical assemblies, variation of 
the design parameters that appears in production often leads to 
reduction of the fulfilment of functional requirements. This 
decreases the quality of the product that the user perceives [1–
3]. In Variation Risk Management (VRM) [4] and Robust 
Design [5], the issues that variation may cause in the final 
products are handled during the product development process. 
This potentially reduces the amount of scrap and allows for 
wider tolerances, reducing the final production cost. The 
VRM process prescribes identifying the features of the 
product that are critical for the proper function of the product, 
and that are prone to varying - the so-called key 
characteristics (KCs). In order to identify the relevant KCs, it 
is therefore important to understand the behaviour and the 
mode of action of the concept that delivers the required 
functions. 

A problem that teams, who develop complex multiple-state 
products, where interfaces shift along the kinematic cycle of 
the product, face is that the behaviour and the mode of action 
of the product is often complex and hard to communicate and 

understand [6]. Bjarklev, Mortensen & Ebro [6] observed a 
lack of a systematic scheme for representing the mode of 
action of multiple-state products in an intuitive manner. The 
consequence of this issue is that not all KCs are found in the 
initial screening, i.e. the first round of KC identification, 
resulting in a less efficient VRM process [6], risking costly 
late-stage design changes. 

In this paper we present a suggestion for a systematic 
graphical scheme for representing the mode of action of 
multiple-state products in an intuitive manner and we show 
the applicability and usefulness of this on a case example.  

Our overarching hypothesis is that using this graphical 
scheme will improve the communication of the mode of 
action, which will improve the efficiency of identification of 
KCs of multiple-state moving products. 

In Section 2 the theoretical background is presented, 
describing how the function and structure of a multiple state 
product relates to each other. Furthermore, we compare 
current approaches in literature to this. Section 3 describes 
how we used our graphical scheme. In Section 4 we present 
the resulting analysis of the mode of action of a glue gun case 
example. In Section 5 we discuss how well our suggested 
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approach is suited for representing the elements of the mode 
of action and the behaviour of the product, and finally, we 
conclude in Section 6. 

2. Theoretical Background 

The process of functional decomposition of the Integrated 
Tolerancing Process [7] prescribes a decomposition of the 
functions and behaviour of the product and link the specific 
geometry (and the geometrical variation) to this. The 
approach focuses on the kinematics behaviour on a 
subassembly-level. We decompose the function and behaviour 
of multiple-state products further, resulting in Fig. 1, where 
the product is decomposed to feature-level, the kinematics are 
decomposed to link-level and the behaviour, which consists of 
state changes and structural state transitions in the product, is 
further decomposed into the mode of action, which is the 
external effects and interactions between the bodies (parts) in 
the product, based on natural phenomena. This view is 
inspired by function reasoning and kinematic terms [8,9]. 

Fig. 1. Decomposition of the Product, Functions, Behaviour and Mode of 
action, based on descriptions from function reasoning and kinematic terms 

[8,9]. 

There are a number of modelling approaches in literature 
for variation risk management that focus on static 
subassemblies and the parts in the kinematic pairs and chains, 
e.g. [10,11]. These do often not consider the multiple states 
and shifting interfaces between parts of the product and do not 
explain the product transitions from one structural state to 
another. We define a structural state as the specific setup of 
connecting interfaces between parts (kinematic pairs) in a 
product at a given instance, inspired by [8].  

Other approaches (for collaboration between stakeholders 
and cataloguing design solutions) often map the functions and 
behaviour of the product on a high level perspective, e.g. [12–
15], and they do therefore not include the specific interfaces 
between parts. This makes it difficult to trace the impact of 
e.g. surface variations in the product.  

Other approaches decompose the functions of the product 
and locates the relevant variation of the features related to the 
fulfilment of these functions, e.g. [16–19], but these 
approaches do also not distinguish between structural states, 
and do not focus much on the shifting interfaces between 
parts along the kinematic cycle of the product. Besides, they 
do not offer a graphical tool for efficiently communicating 
and documenting the mode of action of these mechanisms. 

Our approach focuses on mapping the relation between the 
interactions and external effects, the parts/bodies, the 
features/surfaces, and natural phenomena, i.e. the elements 
that constitute the mode of action, and offering a graphical 
toolset with the purpose of being able to illustrate the mode of 
action across the different structural states, including the 
shifting interfaces between parts, in an intuitive manner. The 
approach is intended to be used on multiple-state, purely 
mechanical products and mechanisms, where the parts may 
interface with each other differently across the different 
structural states. Thus, the approach is intended to illustrate 
how the product transitions from one structural state to the 
next, including the impact of the variation of specific surfaces, 
forces and movements. 

3. Method 

The graphical scheme is based on the Variations Effects 
and Aspects of Mode of Action (VEAMoA) model [20] that 
describes four aspects of the mode of action of moving 
products:  

1. Transfer of forces. Energy is transferred from part to 
part as forces acting through surface contact. 

2. Movement, placement and deformation of parts, caused 
by the forces. 

3. Positioning of surfaces, including gaps and overlaps, 
and surface contact between parts. These are setup by 
the parts.  

4. Transfer of information. Information to the user is 
typically transmitted as the relative position or 
movement between surfaces. 

These aspects create a cycle that together is the mode of 
action of the product.  

The VEAMoA model is intended for binding together and 
describing the feature/surfaces, parts/bodies, interactions and 
effects, and the natural phenomena that exist in purely 
mechanical products, and clarifying how the changing 
interfaces between parts plays a role in the product function. 

Variation may be introduced in any of the aspects, and may 
propagate through the cycle, affecting the mode of action on 
various aspects. Considering this helps in finding the KCs, 
since the designer is prompted to consider the impact of the 
variation on a detailed level on the mode of action, and 
ultimately on the function.  
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3.1. Symbols for representing mode of action 

A range of symbols were selected for representing these 
aspects graphically. The graphic representation enables a 
more intuitive communication of the mode of action 
compared to a verbal or written description. 

In this paper, we elaborate on this range of symbols, in 
order to improve the applicability of the graphical scheme for 
a larger range of products. Table 1 presents symbols for 
various phenomena for each of the aspects of mode of action.  

Table 1. Symbols for representing aspects of mode of action. 

Aspect Phenomenon Symbol 

Transfer of Forces Driving Forces 

Nesting Forces 

Movement, 
Placement, and 
Deformation of Parts 

Continued Displacement 

Stopped Displacement 

Rotation/Orientation

Internal 
Energy/Deformation 

No Displacement 

Position of Surfaces Overlap or Clearance 
(Linear) 

Surface Contact 

Surface Distance 

Overlap or Clearance 
(Angular) 

Transfer of 
Information 

Tactile Information 

Visual Information 

Audible Information 

Transfers of forces are represented with square arrows in 
blue and white. Movements and placements of parts are 
illustrated with a dot and line arrow, representing the origin of 
the body and the displacement. For rotation, a circular arrow 
illustrates the direction of rotation around a specific axis. 
Internal energies are caused by deformation of the parts, and 
are illustrated with a lightning symbol. Important linear and 
angular overlaps, clearances or contacts between certain 
surfaces are illustrated by a triangle symbol and a circle 
symbol, respectively. Other surface distances can be 
represented by a black line. Tactile, visual and audible 

information is represented by a hand symbol, an eye symbol 
and a speaker symbol, respectively. 

3.2. Approach for mapping VEAMoA 

The approach used for mapping the aspects of the mode of 
action is as follows: 

1. Determining the structural states: In this step, the 
important structural states of the product are identified. 
These are the states that the product has to go through in 
order to perform the intended functions. For the 
mapping process, the structural states of the product are 
identified and presented graphically. Typically an entire 
kinematic cycle is represented. 

2. Mapping the aspects of mode of action: In this step, the 
action conditions necessary for the product to transition 
to the next structural state are mapped. The conditions 
are part of the mode of action. The mode of action is 
mapped in the following aspects: First, the sources of 
force are identified, and the forces in the system are 
mapped, distinguishing between driving forces that 
move or deform the parts and nesting forces that 
immobilize the parts. Then, the resulting movements, 
placements and deformations of the parts are mapped 
and illustrated. The movement is distinguished between 
stopped movement (movement that is stopped at the 
given structural state) and continuous movement (that 
continues after the given structural state). Next, the 
relative surface positions relevant for the proper force 
transfer setup are identified and mapped. We distinguish 
between clearances, overlaps, and surface contacts, 
mostly. Finally, the relative surface positions relevant 
for the proper information transfer are identified and 
mapped. 

3. Considering the impact of variation of each of the 
aspects of mode of action: In this step, variation is 
introduced and its effects on the mode of action, and 
thus on the transition from structural state to structural 
state are considered. This process links the variation on 
a feature level to the function of the product. Therefore, 
the impact of variation of forces, part movements, 
placements and deformations, surface positions, and 
information transfers on the rest of the mode of action 
chain is considered. 

4. Application on case example 

We use a glue gun as the case product for this project. The 
glue gun consists of eight major parts, as seen in Fig. 2. The 
main function of the glue gun is to eject molten glue from the 
tip according to the push of the trigger. The desired behaviour 
is for the device to grab the glue stick and push it into the 
heater element, and then return to an initial position without 
dragging the glue stick out. We divide the behaviour into five 
structural states as seen on Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 2. Cross section view of the glue gun. Figure source [21,22]. 

4.1. Mapping aspects of mode of action 

In the initial state (State A) of the glue gun (see Fig. 3A) 
the spring provides nesting forces that go through the claw to 
the sledge into to housing, and from the claw to the middle 
link, to the trigger to the housing. The parts are immobilized 
in this structural state. The forces maintain the surface contact 
between the trigger and the housing and the sledge and the 
housing. Variation of these surfaces will cause the placement 
of the parts to be different. The forces from the spring pull the 
joint between the middle link and the claw upwards, 
extending the angle between these two parts. Therefore the 
joint that connects the spring to the claw, must be placed 
higher than the joint that connects the middle link and the 
claw, and the spring forces must pull slightly upwards. 
Finally, the sledge and the claw must allow for entrance of the 
glue stick. 

In the structural state of loading the glue stick into the glue 
gun (State B, see Fig. 3B) the user exerts forces on the glue 
stick that pushes it into the opening of the heater element. 
This positions the surface of the glue stick in a manner that 
forces are transferred to the claw, which causes a slight 
rotation and translation of the claw and the sledge, and a 
rotation of the middle link. The spring is elongated which 
stores internal energy. In order to successfully transfer to this 
structural state, the surfaces of the glue stick and the claw 
must meet, and must do so in a way that the claw moves and 
causes the internal energy in the spring, which exerts nesting 
forces, that holds the glue stick in this position. 

In the next structural state (State C, see Fig. 3C), where the 
trigger is pressed by the user, the force that the user exerts on 
the trigger, rotates the trigger which transfers forces through 
the joints, extending the angle between the middle link and 
the claw, which moves the point of attack of the claw onto the 
glue stick upwards, and transfers forces, that grip and move 
the glue stick into the heater element. It is again important for 
the joint between the trigger and the middle link, and the joint 
between the claw and the spring, to be positioned ‘higher’ 
than the joint between the claw and the middle link, so that 
the angle may be able to widen. It is also crucial both the claw 
and the sledge make surface contact with the glue stick in 

order to transfer the proper forces. The edge of the sledge can 
be viewed by the user, and its position relative to the housing 
indicates the how far the glue rod has moved. Finally, the 
rotation of the trigger must not be impeded by the surfaces of 
the housing, before the glue stick has been moved the desired 
distance.

When the trigger is released, the device enters the next 
structural state (State D, see Fig. 3D). Here, the stored internal 
energy of the spring is released as forces pulling the claw 
backwards. Contact between the claw and the glue stick 
allows friction forces to be transferred between the two. These 
friction forces rotate the claw, positioning the surfaces of the 
claw in a manner so that the grip of the glue stick is loosened. 
A crucial condition for this structural state is that the distance 
between the claw tip and the sledge is able to increase enough 
for the grip of the glue stick to release sufficiently, so that the 
sledge may move backwards without pulling the glue stick 
backwards. The spring force must be larger than the final 
friction force. The rotation of the trigger shortens the distance 
between the trigger and the sledge, which allows the rotation 
of the middle link, which allows the rotation of the claw.  

The final structural state is when the sledge has returned to 
the starting position again (State E, see Fig. 3E). From here it 
the device may return to State C. In State E, the forces from 
the spring have pulled the claw and sledge backwards, 
rotating and translating the middle link, and rotating the 
trigger, until surface contact is either made between the 
trigger and the housing or between the sledge and the housing. 
In this state, surface contact and force transfer between the 
claw and the glue stick is relevant in order to hold the glue 
stick in place. This surface contact and following force 
transfer is created by the spring, which pulls the joint between 
the middle link and the claw upwards, causing a rotation of 
the claw. 

4.2. Impact of variation of aspects of mode of action 

The abovementioned mapping of the aspects of mode of 
action results in a list of features that are relevant for the 
transition from state to state, and thus for the function: 

Placement of joints of the spring and of the middle link: 
The joint that connects the middle link to the claw part 
must always be below the neighbouring joints, in order to 
allow the mechanism to ‘stretch out’ at certain times, in a 
manner that causes the claw to press against the glue stick. 
Friction between the claw and the glue stick, and the glue 
stick and the heater element: The friction between the glue 
stick and its surrounding parts must be adequate to allow a 
proper grip at certain states, and a proper slide of the claw 
at State D. The molten glue in the heater should not be 
retracted backwards.
The spring force must be strong enough to overcome the 
friction forces in the mechanism especially those between 
the claw and the glue stick, in order to properly retract the 
mechanism to State E. At the same time the spring force 
should not become an obstacle for the user, when pressing 
the trigger in State C.
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Fig. 3. Mapping of mode of action on structural states of a glue gun. (A) Free 
state, prior loading of glue stick; (B) Loading glue stick; (C) Pressing trigger; 
(D) Releasing trigger; (E) Sledge back in start position. Figure source [21]. 

Diameter of the glue stick and length of tip of claw: These 
parameters must allow for the glue stick to enter the device 
without problems (State B), but also allow for a proper grip 
of the glue stick (State C).
Clearances around the trigger: The trigger moves 
considerably during the kinematic cycle of the mechanism, 
and must therefore be free to rotate sufficiently to drive the 
mechanism as intended. E.g., a clearance should be 
maintained between the surface in the inner part of the 
housing and the top of the trigger part in State C, so that 
the glue stick may be pushed sufficiently forward. 
If these function-critical features vary considerably then 

they will qualify as KCs. In the case of a development 
process, the designers should investigate the variation of these 
function-critical features further, in order to fully establish 
them as KCs. The designers will also, to some extent, have 
experience of how much variation each parameter would be 
expected to vary. This experience will contribute to a 
preliminary assessment. 

5. Discussion 

The VEAMoA approach applied in this paper illustrates 
the interactions and external effects by mapping the natural 
phenomena as force transfer and part movement, deformation, 
and immobilization, and surface position. The VEAMoA 
offers a new approach for mapping the mode of action of 
moving mechanisms with shifting interfaces across the 
different structural states of the kinematic cycle.  

Compared to the approach of mapping the joints of the 
static assemblies of [10,11], the VEAMoA approach offers a 
more detailed description of the forces that cause the shifts of 
interfaces, and depicting the parts of the concept allows for a 
more detailed overview of positions of surfaces relative to 
each other. However, the visual mapping is relatively more 
complex due to this extra information. 

Compared to mapping of functions and behaviours as in 
[12–15] the VEAMoA approach maps and manages the mode 
of action of the product on a part and surface level, resulting 
in a detailed view of the product. This is beneficial for 
visualizing the immediate effects of variation. The VEAMoA 
approach similarly requires a clarification of the functions of 
the product, in order to map the right details. 

Compared to the variation flowdown approaches of [16–
19] the VEAMoA approach focuses more on the shifts 
between structural states in mechanical products. These shifts 
are crucial for the performance of the products. In future work 
this focus may be combined with the flowdown format, which 
offers a clear overview.  

Mapping all main structural states of the product will help 
the designer to create an overview of the different 
requirements for each of the states and manage how the 
variation of specific parameters influences the different states.  

By illustrating the information transfer in the approach, the 
detailed view of mode of action is related to the required 
information function of the device.  
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Surveying such a simple example as the glue gun would 
probably be manageable even without structured support, but 
for more complex devices, the designer may quickly lose the 
overview of how the parts interact with each other at different 
points of time. It is in these cases that the support described in 
this paper will be useful and beneficial. 

The symbols developed and presented here create an 
overview of the mode of action of the product, but must be 
evaluated by the designer in order to make the final step in 
finding the KCs. It is necessary that the designer has 
knowledge about the extent of variation that is expected in the 
product, particularly stemming from the different 
manufacturing processes. With this knowledge, it is the 
purpose of the approach to assist in the evaluation of the 
consequences of the variation on the mode of action and 
ultimately on the function of the product. 

Future work would include further testing of the VEAMoA 
approach, e.g. in industrial case studies. This will help to 
further optimize the approach, so that it may be implemented 
in an industrial context.  

Future work could also include information about the 
probability of variation of the aspects of mode of action, 
particularly information about surface variation expected from 
production. Including this type of information, would likely 
be easier if the VEAMoA approach is developed into a 
software-based tool, e.g. linking it with CAD software. 
Joining the criticality of the interfaces and the probability of 
variation is a major task in finding the KCs of the product. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper contributes with a proposed range of symbols 
for illustrating and mapping the mode of action of multiple-
state mechanical devices, with shifting interfaces between 
parts. The range of symbols has been successfully applied on 
the case example of the glue gun. Illustrating the mode of 
action across the different structural states raises awareness of 
shifting interfaces between parts, illustrates how the product 
transitions from one structural state to the next, and is useful 
for supporting the identification of the features that are 
repeatedly relevant for the mechanism to transition through its 
kinematic cycle, and can be used identifying the KCs when 
the designer using the tool has a pre-existing knowledge about 
the expected variation.  
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applied on an industrial case and verified based on a comparison with the company specified
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1 Introduction

It is crucial for manufacturers of mechanical products to reduce the variation of the functional

performance. On the one hand, it is obvious that variation of functional performance implies a

risk of dissatisfied customer expectations to the point of high rate of customer complaints, damage

of company brand, and product recalls. On the other hand, a high degree of variation often leads to

higher scrap rates, higher necessity of inspection, higher costs of precise and accurate machinery

during production. Overall, variation is often expensive for the product manufacturer [1].

In order to reduce the final functional performance variation, it is commonly suggested to

include variation risk management (VRM) [2] and robust design strategies [3] during the product

development process (PDP). The variation risk management framework involves a identification,

assessment and mitigation of the variation risks, whereas the robust design principles contribute

with specific strategies to the mitigate the variation risk during the design of the product.

In light of this, part features that are prone to variation and that play a part of the final functional

performance, are termed key characteristics (KCs). A systematic process for the identification of

key characteristics is consequently vital for the success of any VRM activities, as it directs re-

design efforts and/or allows for an informed prioritization of subsequent tolerance analysis tasks.

Such a process should further be applicable and promote variation risk management in the early

stages of the product development process, since most of the total expected cost is accounted for

by the early design decisions [4].

1.1 Issue

In moving, multiple-state mechanical products, i.e., products where the engagement of interfaces,

and thus of parts, continuously change during use (thus having multiple structural states [5], which

are the specific configurations of interfaces between parts, see definition later), it has been ob-

served that it is difficult for the product development teams to create an overview of the behavior

of the products. As a result it is difficult for the design practitioners to identify the interfaces

that are critical for the intended behavior and thus for the intended functions, across the different

structural states [6, 7]. There is simply a lack of a systematic and quantitative approach or tool for

prioritizing the tolerance analysis tasks.

Zhang & Thomson [8] showed that a “a growth in complexity increased effort and span time

exponentially” of the product development process, and that improved communication and collab-

oration in the development team contributes to reducing the effort and time spent.

The list of function-critical interfaces between parts that experience variation (i.e., key charac-

teristics) at different structural states, creates the basis for the tolerance analysis work done during

the variation risk assessment stage of the VRM process [2, 6, 7]. The process of identifying, eval-

uating and prioritizing the most critical interfaces for the tolerance analysis can be assigned to the
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preliminary analysis step in generic risk management, described in ISO 31030:2009 [9, Section

5.3.5].

1.2 Research Question and Scope

This paper addresses the following research question:

Can the complexity of the mode of action be related to variation risk and robustness

issues, and is it consequently suited as an indicator for prioritizing the tolerance anal-

ysis tasks in the early stages of embodiment design?

The complexity of mode of action refers to the number of intended state changes and expected

interactions and interfaces along the use cycle of the mechanical product that together define the

behavior of the product. We define mode of action in Section 3.

This paper focuses on the initial prioritization of the tolerance analysis tasks, i.e., the prelim-

inary analysis in the variation risk identification stage [2, 9], which can roughly be assigned to

early embodiment where preliminary layouts and part geometries are determined. In this stage,

the physical placements and the geometry of the bodies of the design is being determined.

1.3 Structure of the paper

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes current literature related to the topic

of indicating variation risk and robustness issues in the early design phases. In Section 3 we

detail the definitions and assumptions that form the basis of this research project. In Section 4

we describe the five-step procedure for calculating the Mode of Action Complexity Scores, and

describe how we applied it on a case study and how we evaluated the results against high priority

tolerance calculation list. In Section 5 we present the Mode of Action Complexity Scores of the

bodies and structural state transitions of the case study, and we also present and compare with the

appearance counts from the high priority tolerance calculation list. In Section 6 we discuss the

potential sources of error in the findings, the contribution of this work, and areas of future work.

Finally, in Section 7 we summarize the findings of this paper.

2 Existing Evaluation Methods and Principles

In literature we find approaches from robust design and variation evaluation for pre-evaluating the

variation risk.

2.1 Early Robustness

Work has been done to bring robustness into the early stage of the product development process.

E.g., Jugulum and Frey [10] did a thorough patent search and classification for identifying com-

mon robustness strategies that can be implemented in the concept design stage. They divide the

approaches into the categories of a P-diagram, as means of modifying the input signal, output

signal, control factors, and noise sources. Ebro [3] described several robust design principles, that

can be applied at different stages of the product development process, that aims at reducing the

sensitivity of the functional performance to variation of the design parameters. Andersson [11]

discusses that in the conceptual design stage, the lack of an embodied design renders it difficult

to make experiments with the design with the purpose of establishing the transfer functions (i.e.,

the functions between the design domains of customer satisfaction, functional performance, de-

sign parameters, and production parameters). Andersson elaborates on the principles of clarity,

simplicity, and safety for increasing robustness of the design during the conceptual design stage,

and discusses the importance of system design for achieving robustness. As a side note, Ander-

sson argues that simplicity of the mode of action will typically lead to a less variation sensitive

design, since ”the less number of functions and sub-processes, the less number of ways for noise

to enter the system”[11, Section 3.2]. These approaches suggest useful principles for improving
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the robustness, but they do not measure how robust the design is, or where to apply the principles

in the design.

2.2 Robustness Indicators

Göhler et al. [12] made a thorough literature review on the existing robustness metrics. They

categorized the identified robustness metrics into four classes: sensitivity robustness metrics, size

of the feasible design space, expectancy and dispersion measures, and probability of functional

compliance. All the identified robustness metrics require knowledge about the relation between

design parameters and functional performance. Furthermore, the identified robustness metrics

typically describe the degree of sensitivity between design parameter and functional performance.

Newer literature found shares a similar focus on either building the transfer functions (increasing

the accuracy) or optimizing the design based on this [13, 14, 15, 16]. Subsequently, Göhler et

al. [17, 18] proposed a contradiction index, CI , where the complexity of a mechanical product

is related to its robustness. In their work they define complexity to be “related to the degree of

coupling of the functions in the design [...] and the level of contradiction of the couplings” [18].

Extending the general idea of couplings between functional requirements (Suh [19]), the con-

tradiction index framework evaluates the contradicting influence of design parameters on required

product properties. The contradiction index can be aggregated to part-level, organ-level and func-

tional requirement-level. The contradiction index can be used at an early point of the product

development process, but also requires a knowledge about the influence of the design parameters

and the properties on the functional performance. This means that the design needs to be mature

enough that the specific design parameters can be determined in order to do the evaluation. Fur-

thermore it does not include the shifts of interfaces (structural state transitions), which may be

required for the product to function as intended.

Common for the robustness indicators is consequently that they describe how geometrical

variation impacts the functionality of the mechanical product. Using the indicators typically re-

quires knowledge about the impact of the geometrical variation on the functional performance,

i.e., knowledge about the transfer functions. This means that the design practitioner using the

indicators will have to have either previous experience with similar products, or make physical ex-

periments or computer simulations for generating a transfer function. Furthermore, the available

indicators are not considering structural composition of mechanical systems, i.e. do not indicate

which parts or structural state transitions will be most affected by geometric variation.

2.3 Evaluation of Variation

Götz et al. [20] proposed a method for collecting the semantic information of an conceptual design,

combining this with oriented graph representation, inspired by the work of [21], in order to give an

initial estimation of the expected variation of the joints of the system and evaluating and comparing

different concepts. Malmiry et al. [22, 23] proposed a method for decomposing the function

behavior and structure of the design in order to do define the functional tolerances. They do this

by mapping the energy flows in the system, identifying the characteristics that are responsible

for the desired properties, as defined by Weber [24]. This method is used to reduce the epistemic

uncertainty, i.e., the reduce the lack of knowledge about the system, and uses a top-down approach

to map the characteristics that should be in focus of the tolerancing process to achieve the desired

properties. Both methods provide efficient tools for mapping the structure to the performance

of the product, and can be applied early in the product development process - in the conceptual

design stage. However, they focus mostly on single structural states and the subsequent assembly

structure.

The FMECA [25] and and AFMEA [26] could include variation considerations as an input to

the estimation of the probability of failure, but they do not describe how to evaluate the product

in this perspective. This aspect was introduced in the variation mode and effect analysis (VMEA)

proposed by Chakhunashvili et al. [27] evaluates the variation risk on the key product characteris-

tics, focusing on the variation impact the important functions. They score the impact, variability,
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and sensitivity on the levels of key product characteristics, sub-key product characteristics, and

noise factors. A Variation Risk Priority Number (VRPN) is aggregated and calculated for sub-key

product characteristic. The VMEA does not compare the relative importance of the key product

characteristic. The VMEA provides a systematic procedure for practitioner to decompose and

evaluate the variation risk of the key product characteristics. The risk is identified top-down,

meaning that the practitioner has to start at the important functions, and backtrack (typically using

his or her experience) what could influence these functions. If the practitioners do not think of a

given potential variation or failure mode, then this will not be included in the analysis.

2.4 Product Complexity

Weber [24] divided complexity into five dimensions, two of them being numerical and relational

complexity, referring to the “number of components in a product or system”, and the “number of

relations and inter-dependencies between the components”, respectively. Weber argued that while

numerical complexity is covered well by existing tools and computer aided systems, the field of

relational complexity still requires definition of what types of relations should be captured, and

which IT concepts should be used for capturing these.

Similar to Weber [24], Sinha & Suh [28] categorized complexity of engineering systems into

structural complexity, including components, interfaces and architecture topology; and dynamic

complexity, including interaction structure and interaction uncertainty. They describe dynamic

complexity as the complexity of what the product does (behavior with regards to the functions),

rather than complexity of the form of the product (as is the case for structural complexity). Sinha

& Suh focus mainly on the structural complexity, in the field of product architectural optimization,

while focusing less on the dynamic complexity, and do neither focus on the geometrical variation.

Suh [29] defined complexity as “the measure of uncertainty in satisfying the FRs [functional

requirements] within the design range”, i.e., how sure are we that the design does what it is sup-

posed to with the given design. Suh [29] introduces the time aspect into complexity by categorizing

complexity into time-independent and time-dependent complexity. Time-independent complexity

is further divided into real complexity, describing the uncertainty related to the actual probability

of not achieving the functional requirements (similar to the concept of aleatory uncertainty) and

imaginary complexity, describing the uncertainty related to the lack of knowledge of the design it-

self (similar to the concept of epistemic uncertainty). The time-dependent complexity relates to the

accumulation of uncertainties through time, dividing it into combinatorial complexity, where the

accumulation increases endlessly, and periodic complexity, where the accumulated uncertainties

are reset after specific periods.

Summers & Shah [30] identified three main threads in complexity measurement across lit-

erature: size (counting elements such as design variables, functional requirements, constraints,

sub-assemblies), coupling (connections between variables), and solvability (the products ability

to satisfy the problem). Where the size of the system seems related to Weber’s [24] numerical

complexity term or Sinha & Suh’s structural complexity term, and couplings of the system seems

related to Weber’s relational complexity term or Sinha & Suh’s dynamic complexity term. Suh’s

[29] definition of complexity would fit into the solvability of the system category.

In this research project we aim at describing the aleatory uncertainty (real complexity) related

to the numerical and relational complexity of moving mechanical products due to their parts and

interfaces, describing how these interfaces change over time, thus including the time-dependent

periodic complexity of the product as it moves through its use cycle.

3 Theoretical Background

As shown above, existing tools are not sufficient for the systematic prioritization of multistage

mechanisms. In order to answer the research question, that is for developing a corresponding

quantitative indicator, we use function reasoning and mode of action description [5] and the vari-

ation effects and aspects of mode of action model [31] to build upon.
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3.1 Function Reasoning and Mode of Action

In order to describe how the variation influences mechanical products, a generically applicable

description how the product works is required. This abstract product representation has to link

the design intent with the description of the actual product structure, and in this way builds a

framework for describing potential risk of variation.

For this purpose we use a series of concepts and terms presented in Table 1, most of which are

adapted from the definitions by Andreasen et al. [5]. We use the example of a retractable ball-point

pen to exemplify the terms.

Table 1: Description of key terms used in this paper

Term Description Example: Retractable ballpoint pen
Function “Functions are a product or activity’s ability to

do something actively or be used for something,

i.e. deliver an effect” [5, p. 270].

A function of the pen is to hide and ex-

pose the writing tip.

Behavior “Is the complex of state changes that occur in an

activity or device based on natural phenomena”

[5, p. 278]. Every product has a certain behavior,

some of which will be intended and will deliver

the functions. The structural state transitions are

also form part of the behavior.

The behavior is the movements of the

tip, cartridge, button, and compression

of the springs.

Mode of

Action

Is the phenomena where “effects from the sur-

roundings and interactions between the action

conditions realize natural phenomena resulting in

a desired effect” [5, p. 276]. The mode of action

describes the cause of the intended behavior, and

consists of the intended external effects and in-

teractions between the bodies that causes the fol-

lowing intended state changes and effects.

The forces and energy transfers be-

tween the trigger mechanism, and the

cartridge, which cause the writing tip

to retract or extract, forms part of the

mode of action the pen. It is the reason

behind the movement of the parts, and

thus the desired behavior.

Action

Conditions

The action conditions “are the arrangement of

external effects and interactions between bodies,

which create the physical conditions for utiliz-

ing a natural phenomenon to create state changes,

and subsequently effects” [5, p. 277]. It is the

setup for allowing the mode of action.

The action conditions of the pen is

the arrangement and placement of

the trigger mechanism, the cartridge,

the springs and the forces that travel

through the product at specific points

in time. It is also the absence of any

surfaces or features that may hinder the

intended movement of the parts.

State

Change

A state “is a description of an entity in terms of

parameters (physical quantities)” [5, p. 278]. A

state change is thus the change of these quanti-

ties, and is caused by interactions between bodies

based on natural phenomena. It is thus the gain

or loss of internal energy, material or signal. “An

effect is a state change in a mode of action [...],

which leads to interaction with other entities” [5,

p. 276].

For the trigger button of the pen, a state

change is the change in position (accel-

eration) relative to housing, e.g., when

the button is pressed by the user. Al-

ternatively, a state change of a spring

could be the compression or decom-

pression, when the trigger button is

pressed.
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Table 1 (Continued): Description of key terms used in this paper

Term Description Example: Retractable ballpoint pen
Interactions Are the propagation of effects between bodies.

Interactions are the transfer of energy, forces,

information, material between adjacent bodies.

The interactions defines the state changes of each

body, and are as such part of the action conditions

[5, p. 288].

In the pen, the trigger button inter-

acts with the cartridge by transferring

forces and energy to this. The user in-

teracts with the trigger button by trans-

ferring forces to this. The housing

guides the movement of the cartridge

through forces on the side of the car-

tridge, thus interacting with this part.

Interfaces Are the physical place or plane where interaction

between bodies happen [32], and their presence

or absence are also part of the action condition.

Interfaces belong to the embodiment of the solu-

tion, and are defined by the features of the parts

[5, p. 295].

In the pen, the interface between the

writing tip and the paper is where the

surface of the ball and the surface of

the paper touches each other. The in-

terface between the trigger button and

the user is the surface of the button

and the surface of the users finger that

touches each other, allowing the inter-

action which is a force transfer.

Bodies Are the basic entities in the design, which are

often directly translated into the individual parts

in the embodiment design. Andreasen et al. de-

scribe the following: “Bodies and their interac-

tions become the link to the part structure, which

mirrors and realizes the action”[5, p. 275].

A body in the pen is e.g. the cartridge,

the housing, the spring. Any entity that

moves or deforms as one.

Part “is a material element of a product. The part ma-

terializes the bodies and their interactions and is

characterized by its form, material, dimensions,

and surface qualities” [5, p. 291].

A part in the pen is e.g. the trigger but-

ton, the cartridge, the writing ball, or

spring.

Use

Cycle

We define the use cycle as the collection of all

structural states and transitions that the mechani-

cal product goes through in its use.

The use cycle of a pen is: retracted tip,
button in neutral position - exposed tip,
button pressed - exposed tip, button in
neutral position - exposed tip, button
pressed - hidden tip, button in neutral
position. Each of the steps are regarded

as structural states.

Structural

State

Transitions

A structural state is a specific configuration of the

bodies and their interactions in a system. During

a structural state transition the interactions and

interfaces of the system shift (change engage-

ment) due to state changes of the bodies in the

system [5, p. 287]. A structural state is the con-

figuration of bodies and their interactions and in-

terfaces along the use cycle of the product, where

most bodies are at rest (i.e. they do not experi-

ence state change).

A structural state transition of the pen

is e.g. the process of going from hid-
den tip with button in neutral position
to exposed tip with button pressed.

The designers create the design with a certain intended mode of action, which creates a certain

intended behavior, which delivers certain intended functions. The bodies or parts of the product,

create the action conditions by being present with a given state and given interfaces at given points

of time, which allow interactions between the bodies. These interactions cause state changes of
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Figure 1: Triple parameter-diagram illustrating the introduction points and propagation of varia-

tion in the mode of action of the product. Similarly, controls may be introduced at each aspect of

the mode of action and also propagates to the following aspects. The triple P-diagram describes

the general aspects of mode of action.

the bodies involved. The state changes of the bodies may cause new interfaces to happen, thereby

creating new structural states in the product, thus creating new action conditions. The mode of

action is the physical building blocks of the functions, and describes how a product works.

3.2 Variation Effects and Mode of Action Model

The variation effects and aspects of mode of action (VEAMoA) model [31, 33] is an interpreta-

tion and application of the generic mode of action description in the context of designing purely

mechanical products. The concretization of the aspects of mode of action further allows for a sym-

bolic representation of the mode of action, as a means to ease the communication of the concept

and how it is intended to work, within the company. This is explained in [33].

In the VEAMoA model, interactions are interpreted as information transfers and force and

energy transfers between parts. State changes of bodies are interpreted as part movement or defor-

mation. Interfaces are interpreted as the place of contact between two parts, typically the geomet-

rical surfaces that touch each other, through which forces and energy are transfered. The interfaces

depend on the relative positions of the surfaces defined by the parts. New interfaces are created

when surfaces are positioned differently, as a result of a part movement or deformation, which is a

result of a change in the force transfer equilibrium and energy flow of the system. Thus the mode

of action may be described as “interaction ⇒ state change ⇒ interface �” cycle or causal chain.

Each of the aspects of mode of action (and thus links in the causal chain) may be subject to vari-

ation, and the variation of one aspect may lead to variation in the subsequent aspect(s). Similarly,

the aspects of mode of action may be controlled each, and the control of each aspect propagates

to the following aspect of the mode of action. We illustrate this in the triple parameter-diagram

shown in Figure 1. Thus we have the following assumptions that we depart from in this research

project.

• Variation of an interface causes variation of the subsequent interactions related to this inter-

face. E.g., if two surfaces on two different parts, that are intended to meet and transfer a

force in a certain direction from one to the other, experience geometrical variation the force

will likely be transfered in a slightly different direction than intended.

• Variation of an interaction causes variation in the subsequent state changes, and of the prop-

agation of effects. E.g., if a force is applied on a part in a slightly different direction than
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intended, the part will likely move in a different direction than intended.

• Variation of a state change causes variation in the subsequent interfaces and interactions

created by this state change. E.g., if a part moves differently than intended, then the part

will likely make contact with the neighboring part differently than intended.

3.3 Assumptions

Our research question is based on the following assumptions, which links the mode of action

complexity with the expected geometrical variation and builds upon the VEAMoA and mode of

action description:

1. The more interactions and following state changes a body experiences during a structural
state transition, the higher the likelihood is that the mode of action related to the body varies
from what was intended. For every interaction in the mode of action of the mechanical prod-

uct variation may be introduced and transfered to the next step of mode of action. Seen from

the perspective of the individual body, the more that body experiences, the higher the risk

will be that variation will affect the intended state changes of the body. So a body that inter-

acts few times with neighboring bodies during a structural state transition will experience

less variation in its final state than a body that interacts many times with neighboring parts.

2. The more bodies that contribute to defining the state change of a body (through interactions),
the higher the likelihood is for the state change of the body in question to vary from the
intended, as each interaction may vary. The more bodies that the individual body must

come in contact with during a structural state transition, the higher the risk of variation in

the mode of action related to that body. Each body must be in the right place at the right time

(action conditions), in order to do the right interactions and state changes (mode of action).

The more bodies that must be in place for the mode of action to go as intended, the higher

the risk of variation of the mode of action. So if a body interacts with a single or few bodies

will experience less variation in its final state than a body that interacts with many different

bodies, since the variation of the states of the neighboring bodies may introduce variation to

the body in question through the interactions.

3. The more that must happen (action conditions and elements in the mode of action) in a
mechanism during a structural state transition, the more likely will the structural state tran-
sition in question experience variation. If many action conditions need to be present, and

many steps of mode of action must happen, and if variation can be introduced in every ele-

ment, then what is intended to happen in the entire structural state transition will likely vary.

So a product that has many bodies that need to move (change state) at the same time or

during the same structural state transition, will experience more variation in that structural

state transition than a product that has few bodies that need to move at once or during a state

transition. This assumption sees the variation from the point of view of the entire product

rather than from a single body.

4 Method

Based on the VEAMoA model we suggest a procedure for deriving an early stage indicator for the

later product robustness, which is detailed below and tested with a case study in the following.

Following the VEAMoA model, the design practitioner would have to trace each interface, in-

teraction and state change that happen to each part or body. Practically it would be time consuming

for the designers or tolerance experts to account for each interaction that happen in the given sys-

tem. Since the approach is intended for use in the early embodiment design stage, changes to

the design happen often, and any tool for this stage should be applicable correspondingly quickly.

Therefore, in order to simplify things, the procedure that we suggest and apply in this paper, re-

lies simply on counting the movements or deformations (state changes), the intended changes in
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Figure 2: Five-step procedure for generating the Mode of Action Complexity Scores.

engagement (interactions) between parts, and the potential unwanted engagements (interactions)

between parts. This is explained in detail in the following procedure.

4.1 Procedure

We propose a new metric for evaluating the complexity of the mode of action of a mechanical

product in relation to the expected variation. In order to determine the Mode of Action Complexity

Metric for a given mechanical design, we suggest the following steps (overview in Figure 2):

4.1.1 Functions, Structural States and Bodies

We define the functions, structural states and bodies of the system.

The type of mechanical products that we address in this work have to go through a series of

structural state transitions in order to deliver its function.

Structural states are points in time in the use cycle, where no or few parts are changing state,

where force equilibrium is typically reached. The structural states must also be reasonable from a

user perspective. The structural states transition is the action that happens in between the structural

states, and this is therefore of interest from a mode of action description perspective.

The bodies are typically parts (or smaller sub-assemblies, where the parts included do not

move relative to each other during the entire use cycle).

4.1.2 Parameter 1: Number of intended state changes

For each structural state transition, we identify and count the intended state changes that each
body experiences.

We count the intended changes that are supposed to happen to the states of the bodies. Several

state changes may happen during a structural state transition and should not be confused.

The state changes are defined by the interactions with other parts, including the interactions

through already-existing interfaces, and is thus representative of the complex of interactions in the

system.

In our case study described below, the state changes are the (continuous) acceleration or de-

formation of the parts, and each change in direction is counted as a new state change. Continuous

deformation of springs or elastic bodies, are also counted as state changes, and change in direction

of deformation is counted as an new state change. Finally, loss or gain of material to a body is also

counted as a state change.

Induction or transfer of an electrical charge to a body would also count as a state change.
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We denote the number intended state changes sij for each body i for each structural state

transition j. This parameter describes the amount of desired effects (action) that are required in

the structural state transition.

4.1.3 Parameter 2: Number of intended discontinuous interactions

For each structural state transition, for each body, we identify and count the neighboring bodies
that engage or disengage with the body. Intended interactions are ascribed both parts interacting,

so that there is no doubt whether an interaction has been accounted for or not.

Bodies that have discontinuous interactions with each other, either gains and/or loses physical

contact (interface) with each other during a structural state transition. This way of counting is

based on the assumptions that changing interfaces between bodies have a higher likelihood of

varying than continuous interfaces, and that engagement and disengagement between different

bodies have the highest general likelihood of failing.

In the case study described below, we count if a body comes into physical contact with a new

body, or loses physical contact with a body that it was previously in contact with. We count for

all the new bodies that the given body come into contact with or loses contact to. If a body comes

within with a magnets magnetic field, so that the magnetic field significantly influences the state

of the body, this would also count as a new contact.

Interactions with the user of the product are also counted. The user will typically give input

to the mechanical product through an interaction. This interaction is also a point, where variation

can be introduced, and is therefore counted to the complexity.

We denote the number intended discontinuous interactions dij for each body i for each struc-

tural state transition j. This parameter contributes to describing the amount of action conditions

in the system.

A continuous interaction would in this context be a contact between to parts that is kept during

a structural state transition, even though the points on the surfaces of the parts that touch change,

or if the interaction changes, e.g., if a energy-flow is increased or decreased during the structural

state change.

4.1.4 Parameter 3: Number of likely unintended interactions

For each structural state transition, for each body, we identify and count the neighboring bodies
that may have unintended interaction with the body that may hinder the intended state change.
Unintended interactions are ascribed both parts interacting, so that there is no doubt whether an

interaction has been accounted for or not.

Bodies may interact unintentionally with each other, hindering the intended state changes of

the bodies. If the surfaces of a body is placed in such a way that it may (due to variation) cause

the intended state change (e.g., part movement or deformation) of given body to fail or vary, the

body is counted.

E.g, if body is intended to move close by a feature on another part without touching, but the

feature or the size of the given body is likely to vary so that the feature blocks the passage of the

body, then the body with the feature is counted to the likely unintended interactions that the given

body experiences. Alternatively, e.g., if a rod needs to slide within a cylinder, and either the sizes

of the rod or the cylinder or the friction coefficient are likely to vary so that the rod cannot move

as intended, the cylinder is counted to the score of the rod, and the rod is counted to the score of

the cylinder.

We denote the number likely unintended interactions uij for each body i for each structural

state transition j. This parameter contributes to describing the amount of action conditions in the

system.

4.1.5 Mode of Action Complexity Scores

We collect the scores given for the bodies [1;n] and for the structural state transitions [1;m] in

the matrices S (intended state changes), D (discontinuous intended interfaces), and U (likely un-
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Table 2: Calculation of the simple example shown in Figure 3 illustrating the mode of action

complexity scores for Parts 1-4 at Structural State Transition A. Part 1 has the highest body mode

of action complexity score (B1 = 4), meaning that this part and its interfaces should have highest

priority in the subsequent tolerance analysis.

State

Changes

Discont.

Intended

Interactions

Likely

Unintended

Interactions

Sum

Part 1 s1A = 1 d1A = 2 u1A = 1 B1 = 4
Part 2 s2A = 1 d2A = 1 u2A = 0 B2 = 2
Part 3 s3A = 0 d3A = 0 u3A = 0 B3 = 0
Part 4 s4A = 0 d4A = 1 u4A = 1 B4 = 2

Sum sA = 2 dA = 4 uA = 2 TA = 8

intended interfaces):

S =

⎡
⎢⎣
s11 . . . s1n

...
. . .

...

sm1 . . . smn

⎤
⎥⎦ , (1)

D =

⎡
⎢⎣
d11 . . . d1n

...
. . .

...

dm1 . . . dmn

⎤
⎥⎦ , (2)

U =

⎡
⎢⎣
u11 . . . u1n

...
. . .

...

um1 . . . umn

⎤
⎥⎦ (3)

For every structural state transition j, we sum the parameter scores of the n number of bodies.

This gives the Transition Mode of Action Complexity Score Tj for each of the structural state

transitions j:
n∑

i=1

(sij + dij + uij) = Tj (4)

For every body i, we sum the parameter scores of the m number of structural state transitions.

This gives the Body Mode of Action Complexity Score Bi for each of the bodies i:

m∑
j=1

(sij + dij + uij) = Bi (5)

The Transition Mode of Action Complexity Scores Tj are compared and used for prioritizing

the structural state transitions, so that the following tolerance analysis will focus on the most

critical structural state transitions. The Transition Mode of Action Complexity Score builds upon

the third assumption in Section 3.3, since the complexity is described from the point of view of

the structural state transitions of the entire product.

The Body Mode of Action Complexity Scores Bi are similarly compared and used for prior-

itizing the most critical bodies, and builds upon the first and second assumption in Section 3.3,

since the complexity is described from the point of view of the single bodies.

Figure 3 and Table 2 illustrates a simple use case of how to score and calculate the mode of

action complexity of a hypothetical design.

4.2 Application on Case Study

We use a new product design from Novo Nordisk A/S to illustrate and test the approach. The

product design chosen is a insulin injection device, which is both highly integrated and have

several structural state transitions along its use cycle.
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Figure 3: Simple Case Example illustrating a single structural state transition. Part 1 moves,

losing contact with Part 4 and creating contact with Part 2 (emphasized with red circles). These

are two discontinuous intended interactions, which are ascribed Part 1, 2 and 4. As a result of the

interaction with Part 1, Part two also moves. The movements of Part 1 and 2 are counted as state

changes. The feature of Part 4 (emphasized with a red triangle) is judged close enough to the path

of Part 1, that it is counted as a likely unintended interaction, and is ascribed both Part 1 and 4.

Points are given to the parameters accordingly, see Table 2.

The names of the bodies and the structural state transitions have been anonymized due to

confidentiality. The bodies are named 1-24, and the structural state transitions are named A-F. All

parts of the concept are included in the analysis. Sub-assemblies, where the parts do not move

relative to each other during the entire use cycle, are regarded as single bodies.

The structural state transitions of the device involves preparing the device, setting the dose,

injecting the dose and preparing to store the device. The structural state transitions chosen for this

case study, were clusters of the states that the product development team had defined in advance.

Clustering the structural states was done in order to adhere to the principle of most bodies being

in rest, while departing from the predefined structural states improved the comparability of the

results with the tolerance analysis work, for evaluating the approach, as described below.

Each body for each structural state was examined and scored according to the parameters

described above. The scores are presented in Figure 4, in Section 5.

4.3 Evaluation of Approach

We evaluated our approach by comparing the Mode of Action Complexity Scores of the parts and

the structural state transitions with the parts and structural state transition that are involved in the

high priority calculations from the actual tolerance analysis work done by the engineers in the

same product development project that was chosen as case study in this research project. This

was possible because the chosen case study is at a later stage than what our approach is intended

for, and thus the fundamental tolerance analysis work has already been done. The high priority

calculations are the calculations that are the most critical for the function of the design, evaluated

by the tolerance expert and the mechanical product development team. Each tolerance calculation

focuses on the interface between two parts at a specific point in time (structural state).

By collecting the list of high priority tolerance calculations, and counting the bodies and states

or structural state transitions that were in focus of each tolerance calculation, a list of most relevant

bodies and structural state transitions was aggregated. Calculations that were done for the same

interface but at different temperatures were regarded as a single calculation, since the difference

of temperature is not within the scope of this research project, and it accounts for the same relative

position of the bodies.

The bodies and structural states transitions with the highest count from the high priority cal-
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Figure 4: Scoring the Mode of Action Complexity for Bodies and the Structural State Transitions.

culation list, are regarded as the most critical, for this research project. Thus, we can compare

the most critical bodies and structural state transitions identified with our approach with the most

critical parts and structural states transitions identified by the engineers involved with the project.

In order to compare the Mode of Action Complexity Scores with the appearance count in the

high priority calculations, each body and structural state transition is ranked according to the score

and the count. Furthermore, the score percentages and the count percentages are calculated, so that

the scores and counts may be evaluated against each other. The score percentage for each body or

structural state transition is the score received in relation to the total score of all the parts or all the

structural state transitions. Similarly, the count percentage is calculated by the appearance count

of each body or structural state transition relative to the total count of all bodies or structural state

transitions.

5 Results

Figure 4 shows the scoring of the individual bodies for each structural state transition for each

parameter. The bodies are listed vertically, while the structural state transitions are listed horizon-

tally, three times, one for each parameter. The figure shows that in Structural State Transitions A,

C, F, most of the points was given to a certain group bodies of the device, while the points were

distributed more evenly across the device in Structural State Transision D and E. Bodies like Body

18, experiences many state changes during the use cycle, but does not have may Discontinuous In-

tended Interactions or Likely Unintended Interactions. This means that the state changes of Body

18 come from bodies that are in constant contact with the body, and that it is yet isolated enough

(has enough clearance) from other bodies, that there is a low risk of the other bodies to interfere

with the intended state changes. Body 17 is removed from the device at Structural State Transition

A and does therefore not appear in the rest of the structural state transitions.

Table 3 and Table 4 shows the resulting mode of action complexity scores for the bodies and

for the structural state transitions, respectively. The tables also include the resulting appearance

count of each body and structural state transition (respectively) from the high priority tolerance

calculation list. The mode of action complexity scores and the appearance counts are compared

by comparing the percentages of score or counts that each body received. Furthermore, the scores

and the counts of each body and structural state transition lead to ranking placements, which are

also compared in the respective tables (Table 3 and Table 4).

Comparing the body mode of action complexity score with the appearance count, the average

absolute percentage point difference is calculated to be 2.7 percentage points, while the minimum

is 0 percentage points and maximum is 6 percentage points. The average absolute rank difference

is calculated to be 2.3, while the minimum is 0 places, and the maximum is 7 places.

Comparing the structural state transition mode of action complexity score with the appearance

count, the average absolute percentage point difference is calculated to be 3.4 percentage points,
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Table 3: Results of Mode of Action Complexity Scores and High Priority Tolerance Calculation

Appearance Count for Bodies
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Table 4: Results of Mode of Action Complexity Scores and High Priority Tolerance Calculation

Appearance Count for Structural State Transitions
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while the minimum is 1 percentage point and maximum is 7 percentage points. The average

absolute rank difference is calculated to be 0.7, while the minimum is 0 places, and the maximum

is 2 places.

6 Discussion

6.1 Result Differences

We note that particularly Body 21, Body 15, and Body 1 are outliers by having an absolute per-

centage point difference of 6, 5, and 6, respectively. These three cases had more attention in the

high priority tolerance calculation list than what was estimated by the mode of action complexity

score. These three bodies are especially relevant for the dosing accuracy of the device, and the

product development team may have regarded them as relatively more important for this property

than the rest of the bodies, thus adding more calculations on these products on the high priority

calculation list.

Body 1 is the frame component, which was used as the reference frame of all other movements

(state changes) in the device. Since it is the reference frame, it does not seem to move (and does

therefore not experience state changes) in the system and therefore it scored low when counting the

state changes. In this case study, the frame component experienced several intended continuous
interactions, which may have increased its general score if counted. This indicates a reason to

include continuous interactions in future versions of the mode of action complexity score. A

correction factor should be added to the mode of action complexity score of the reference frame

in order to compensate for this.

Structural State Transition D and C have likewise had a higher absolute percentage point dif-

ference of 6 and 7, respectively. Structural State Transition D is also important for the dosing

accuracy of the device, and may similarly have had more attention from the product development

team. Most of the tolerance calculations for Structural State Transition C dealt with relatively

small clearances and overlaps that had to be accomplished around Body 21 and Body 15 among

others. The product development team could have judged that the expected variation will have a

particular high influence on relative important functions in this structural state transition.

6.2 Contribution

The approach described in this paper contributes with the following:

A versatile approach. Due to the nature of the 3 parameters that contribute to the mode of

action complexity scores, it is possible to review the design from the very first embodiment to

the later stages of the product development process, even including the detail design stage. All

that is needed is the knowledge about the intended state changes of each body and the expected

interactions between the bodies. In contrast, most other robustness metrics reviewed in this paper

focuses on the transfer functions between the design parameters and the functional requirements,

which requires a more mature product design and a further understanding of its internal relations.

A bottom-up approach. The Mode of Action Complexity Scores indicates where it is most

likely that the variation will accumulate, based only on the description of the intended state

changes and the expected interactions. This can be used as an initial approach and an early supple-

ment to other robustness indicators and variation and failure modes analysis approaches, that often

uses a top-down approach, and that describe how the variation will affect the function. The Mode

of Action Complexity Score may be used for indicating where to start and prioritize the tolerance

analysis, as well as where to start and prioritize the use of the robustness metrics.

A unifying approach. When collecting the high priority tolerance calculations, we found that

the priority lists had been developed in different documents for the different parts of the product,
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and different product development team units. We see an advantage of being able to quickly

produce a common list of high priority bodies and structural state transitions, which can be used

to improve the coordination of the product development team.

A systematic approach. The process guides the practitioner through the analysis, and provides

a systematic way of scoring each part and each structural state transition based on countable pa-

rameters.

The mode of action complexity scores relates the numerical and relational complexity to the

combinatorial complexity or solvability of the system (cf. [29, 30]). Counting the interactions

between the bodies corresponds to the relational complexity or couplings of the system, cf. [24,

30], while summing the scores for all bodies for each structural state transition corresponds to the

numerical complexity or size of the system, cf. [24, 30]. Assuming an increased accumulation

of variation in the mode of action of the parts and structural state transitions that have the highest

count, thus experiencing the most, the scores are related to the time-dependent complexity or

solvability of the system, cf. [29, 30].

6.3 Future Work

The approach presented in this paper addresses mechanical products, and this is also what the

case study would categorize as. This perspective is due to the chosen interpretation of what a

interfaces, interactions and state changes are in the context of mechanical products, and includes

the influence of geometrical variation on these. Further work should be done in exploring the

interpretation of the Mode of Acion Complexity Score in electromechanical and other product

categories. We believe that this approach could be beneficial in other contexts also.

In the presented approach, the mode of action complexity scores Bi and Tj is a representation

of how many events happen in the mode of action related to the bodies and to the structural

state transitions. A topic for further work would include an investigation of how the variation

accumulates for higher scores and how if it is possible to estimate the impact of variation solely

on the background of a mode of action complexity scores. This would entail either simulations or

experiments with a wide range of product designs.

The approach could also be implemented in CAD software, when the design is mature enough

that is has been modeled digitally. This would require definition of the structural states and the

positions of the parts included, but might contribute with automatic detection of the interactions

between bodies, and inclusion of statistical process control data from possible already-existing

production. The CAD tool must count the parameters given in section 4 and calculate the the

mode of action complexity scores. The potential simulation of the geometrical variation according

to production data in a CAD tool could be used for comparing the intended interactions and state

changes with simulated interactions and state changes.

The presented approach is a quantification of a somewhat qualitative evaluation, especially

with regards to Parameter 3 (Likely Unintended Interactions), which is up to the user of the ap-

proach to evaluate what is ‘close enough’ to have a likely influence on the state changes of the

individual bodies. This requires some experience with the likely geometrical variation, which

would come from working with designing the specific type of product with the specific kind of

geometries and manufacturing processes. Integration of the approach with CAD and process ca-

pability databases, would render the approach less dependent on personal experience of the user.

Further work could also focus on using the mode of action complexity scores for comparison

between design concepts. The work could include a total score C, which would be the sum of the

scores given:
m∑
j=1

Tj =

n∑
i=1

Bi = C (6)

For this case study, the total mode of action complexity score is C = 213 , as seen in Table 3

and Table 4. This score would then be compared with the score of other competing designs. The
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design with the lowest score would give the product development team an indication of which

design has the lowest mode of action complexity. Work regarding this would include normalizing

the scores with regards to concept maturity.

In order to compensate for the sources of errors identified, using this framework one should

be aware the following, which should be included in further work also:

• Importance of the function or severity of failure. Does the bodies or structural state transi-

tions contribute to a particularly important function?

• Relative variation size. Does the bodies or structural state transitions require relatively fine

motion or small clearances or overlaps, compared to the rest of the mechanical product?

• Reference frame component. Does the frame component have particularly important inter-

faces, that would place it higher on the priority list compared to the other parts?

The presented case study and results only gives an indication of the applicability and useful-

ness of the approach. Further studies are necessary in order to validate the approach presented in

this paper. However this initial study shows the relevance of considering the complexity of the

mode of action of the mechanical product together with the geometrical variation.

7 Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to identify if the complexity of mode of action of mechanical products

can be related to variation risk and robustness issues, and thus be used to prioritize the tolerance

analysis work. This paper contributes with versatile, bottom-up, unifying, and systematic proce-

dure for calculating the Mode of Action Complexity for bodies and structural state transitions for

mechanical products, and the procedure has subsequently been implemented in a real industrial

case study design by Novo Nordisk A/S, a world leading insulin injection device manufacturer.

Comparing with the appearances of bodies and structural state transitions identified in the high

priority tolerance calculation list used in the company for the same product, we show that the pre-

sented procedure results in a scoring that shows good accuracy, with an average percentage point

difference of 2.7 for bodies and 3.4 for structural state transitions.
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166 APPENDIX A. APPENDED PAPERS





This thesis contributes to the field of variation risk identification, which focuses on identifying where geometric variation is 
most likely to have a significant impact on product quality. The study found a lack of tools for modeling the mode of action 
of physical products and the impact of variation upon this, especially when designing complex mechanical products with 
shifting interfaces. The lack of tools affects the certainty regarding allocation and prioritization of the subsequent tolerance 
analysis tasks. 
Consequently, this thesis offers support for modeling the mode of action in order to improve the identification of the impact 
of variation on the functionality of the product. Furthermore, support for scoring and comparing the mode of action complex-
ity, which is related to the likelihood of variation, is proposed. 
The design support presented is intended to improve the certainty in the early stages of product design, reducing design 
iterations, resulting in a quicker development process. Improving variation risk identification during design leads to more 
robust products, increased product quality, and reduced production and development costs.
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